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IN APPRECIATION
One of New Mexico's prime attractions, both to its own residents as
well as to outsiders, is its rich and deep history. Nowhere did Indian society have greater historical impact, nor was there any area of the United
States to which imperial Spain bequeathed such an indelible legacy. The
pioneer period completes the trilogy and vies for historical attention.
" With this historical background, today's society in the Land of Enchantment has need for substantial information concerning New Mexico.
Chief vehicle for periodical publication concerning the state is the New
Mexico Historical Review, which was born in 1926. In it, articles of maximum value have appeared quarterly for over a half century, representing a great treasury of authoritative information. However, with the
passage of time some of the most important issues of the Review have
become unavailable, with these out-of-print issues accessible at high
prices at rare book shops, or sometimes unobtainable at any price. With a
growing population desirous of becoming better informed concerning
New Mexico, the need to provide availability to such important material
became apparent.
.
The present reprint program was only a scholar's dream until farsighted citizens became likewise convinced of the utility of making
available a storehouse of knowledge, particularly focusing their concern
on educational need for republication. Max Roybal, Bennie Aragon,
Robert Aragon, Mike Alarid and Adele Cinelli-Hunley provided effective
leadership. Legislators Don L. King and Alex Martinez presented Senate
Bill #8 to the 1980 session of the New Mexico State Legislature and used
their influence and that of Governor and Mrs. Bruce King to insure
favorable consideration. The Board of the NMHR, speaking for followers
of New Mexico's important history, warmly thanks these friends for such
support.
Donald C. Cutter
Chairman, Editorial Board, NMHR

Cover design by Jan Carley, graphic artist, College of Education, University ofNew
Mexico, Albuquerque.
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CONTRABAND TRADE BETWEEN LOUISIANA AND
NEW MEXICO IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

By HENRI FOLMER
HE STRICT regulations of the trade with the Indies necT essarily
forced merchants-Spanish as well as foreign
-to search for ways to evade the monopolistic policies of the
Casa de Contratacion and the regulations concerning the
entry of goods into New Spain. C. H. Haring has, in a very
fine study,! dealt with the many methods which were employed, in Spain and in the New World, to increase trade and
profits by evading the regulations as to ports of entry,
licenses, duties, and monopolies.
This contraband trade by way of ships was very important to the colonies. Goods were scarce and when brought
in on the Spanish fleet-after payment of all the export and
import duties, the taxes levied for the expenses of the fleet,
etc.,-prices were exorbitant. No wonder, therefore, that
the colonists rather welcomed the contraband trade. This
was particularly the case in those provinces which were
situated at considerable distances from Vera Cruz. Not only
had the goods to bear the expenses mentioned here, but an
additional cost was the transportation of the articles from
the coast or the capital to the interior.
It is easy to imagine how rare and expensive goods must
have been in the outlying provinces like New Mexico, Texas,
and others. Situated as they were, far from the coast, and
1. C. H. Haring, Trade and Navigation between Spain and the Indies (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1918).
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without skilled native or Spanish labor, merchandise was
almost totally lacking, and even the scant supply was of
very poor quality.
The proximity of Louisiana, after the occupation by the
French of the Mississippi valley, was therefore a natural
threat to the monopolies of the Spanish crown.
In spite of the wilderness which separated the Spanish
northeast frontier from Louisiana and the wild tribes who
roamed across the Great Plains, French traders were very
much attracted toward contraband trade with New Spain.
Goods were plentiful and reasonably priced in the French
colony, and transportation by water from Biloxi or New
Orleans made distribution easy and inexpensive, compared
with the slow mule train which left Mexico City once a year
for the north.
The first man actually to establish contact between
Louisiana and New Spain was Juchereau de St. Denis. 2
Crozat had sent instructions to his newly appointed
governor, La Mothe-Cadillac, to open trade with the Spaniards of New Spain. It was well known that Mexico
abounded in silver and was extremely poor in merchandise.
Le Page du Pratz, who traveled in Louisiana, writes an
interesting story on this subject, which illustrates very well
the current ideas the French possessed on the possibilities
of trade with the Spaniards, and explains the eagerness of
the French traders to open this commerce. This account is
translated here in the belief that it explains the reasons
2. On St. Denis cf.: B. F. French, Historical Collecti0'lt8 of Louisiana and
Florida (new series; New York; Sabin and Sons, 1869), pp. 84-133; A. McFarland
Davis, in Justin Winsor, Hi8tory of America (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1889), V, .26 11'; Le Page du Pratz, Hi8toire d.e La Louisiane (Paris: 1768). I,
1-24; C. W. Hackett, Pichardo'8 Treatise on the Limit8 of Loui8iana and Te",aa (Austin,
Texas: University of Texas Press, 1931), I, 218-226; Pierre Margry, Decouvertes et
E8tablis8ement8 de8 F"anqais da'1t8 l'Oue8t et dan8 Ie Sud de I' Amerique SeptentriomUe
(Paris: Maisonneuve, 1879), VI, 193-238; E. J. P. Schmitt, "Sieur Louis de Saint
Denis" in The Quarterly of The Texas State Historical A880Ciatiau, I, No.8 (January, 1898); C.. C. Shelby, "St. Denis' second Expedition to the Rio Grande, 1716-1719"
in The Southwe8tern Hi8torical Quarterly, XXVII, No.8 (January, 1924), H. H. Bancroft, History of the North Me",ican State8 and Te",a8 (San Francisco, 1886), I, 609629.
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which inspired the French to search for the Santa Fe Trail.
Le Page du Pratz says that he obtained the story from a
French trader. 3
"One day," he told me, "I went with two pack
mules, loaded with merchandise, to the first cabin I
saw to inquire about the route which I should take.
I saw standing in the do'or a tall man, quite brown
of complexion and hair, and a black moustache,
which he twisted more than twenty times before I
was close enough to him to ask him the road; he
was barefooted and the only garment he had was a
pair of trousers of which the legs fell down on his
heels;4 his shirt, made of two skins, had no color,
neither did his trousers. I can but say that they
were very dirty. He covered his head with a handkerchief of similar color and dirt.
"After having greeted him politely, I asked
him the road I wanted to take; he returned me my
greetings with all the earnestness of a Spaniard,
and without answering my question: Do you have
there, he asked me, merchandise which deserves
to be seen? . . .
"As I brought the first pack inside I saw a
woman, crouched to make fire; hearing my greetings, she lowered her veil to answer me and to look
at me; she was able to see me easily because of the
holes and tears, the same as I could look at her, in
spite of the apparent obstacle which hid her face.
She was pretty and a graceful smile made me judge
that my arrival did not displease her. She had
but her veil on her head, and the only garment, a
corsage and a skirt, which were sewn together;
the corsage was so torn that her breasts were entirely visible, with no sign of a chemise. It was not
long before I saw two worthy offspring of this
illustrious family who might be eight to ten years
old and were dressed in the style of our first father
when he was made by the hands of the Creator.
. "I had hardly unpacked a.Ioad when I saw an
oilcloth, which had served as packing material, be':
3. Le Page du Pratz, op. cit., II, 273-78. It is quite possible that Le Page du
. Pratz got this account f~om St. Denis himself.
4. Long trousers were considered a sign of poverty.
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ing washed with a sponge; this was the tablecloth
on which a wooden dish, made by the Indians, was
placed; this dish was filled with a dozen ears of
roasted corn and immediately the master invited
me to dinner: as I had walked, I needed the rest; the
lady offered me a wooden stool, which obliged one
of the children to stand, because there were only
four. I ate with appetite this frugal meal, drinking
water out of a calabash; I knew that the Spaniards
are proud and I doubted if this one would accept
money for my meal; I wanted to compensate him
with a present; I drew from my pocket a small
bottle of brandy; -I gave a drink to the husband, I
offered one to the woman who refused it.
"Afterwards I showed my merchandise. He
bought from me two pieces of linen from Brittany,
which are six ells apiece; two pieces of Platille of
the same length; this was for the lady, because
their chemises are not visible;5 this linen is not
appropriate to show, it is so thin that when a
Negress wears it, her black skin is visible. They
wear them nevertheless when they can obtain it
and then every place where a needle can pass is embroidered with blue thread. I sold this Spaniard
also a pair of red silk embroidered stockings and a
piece of lace for the woman. When it was time to
pay me, he made me enter the bedroom, because I
saw two beds on the 'floor, made of boards, cut with
a hatchet. One of the beds was without doubt for
the father and mother, the other one for the children; I noticed also, hanging on the wall, a doublet,
a pair of trousers of green velvet, and an embroidered shirt, which seemed to have been white; this
shirt covered a sword, of which I saw the scabbard. There was near there a small trunk, which
was without doubt the wardrobe of the Lady, the
clothes of the children seem to serve them as a pillow.
"Finally, the strong box was opened; there
was a pile of about five or six hundred dollars in a
corner of the box, covered with a large deer skin;
my money was counted on a large bench which was
right near. I thanked the Spaniard and left with-

6.

Reference to Spanish way of dressing. in contrast with the French.
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out regrets this Castle of Bourzillage and covered
with grass.
" 'Heavens!' I said to myself, 'if we are not
better housed than the Spaniards when we settle
here, at least we are better dressed; and without
wearing velvet on Sunday, we have the body properly clad; and if we do not have dollars, we have
instead a good life; we have wheat, meat from the
hunt and the poultry yard; we have fish and vegetables in abundance; the poorest inhabitants in our
colonies have all these commodities, which to my
mind is better than starving to death beside a pile
of dollars.' "
This is the story which the settler of Louisiana
told me; he found the same thing in many other
places of which he told me; but what I have just
told must be enough to prove the extreme difference between the Spanish settlements and those of
our Colony.
No wonder that such tales encouraged the French to search
for a route leading to these chests, filled with silver dollars.
La Mothe-Cadillac sent Saint Denis, or, as he is called,
Juchereau de St. Denis, to. Mexico to open this lucrative
trade. The first expedition to Mexico was made in 1714.
With an amount of merchandise valued at 10,000 livres, St.
Denis left Mobile, accompanied by twenty men and in the
possession of a passport to the Spanish governor. Traveling
in canoes, the party ascended the Mississippi, then the Red
River to the village of Natchitoches. In exchange for presents, the Indians helped them to construct two houses in the
Indian village. After a sojourn of six weeks with the Natchitoches, St. Denis went farther, on August 23d, taking with
him twelve Frenchmen, fifteen Tanicas, and an equal number of Natchitoches Indians, leaving ten of his men to
guard his goods stored in the village of the. Natchitoches.
After forty-five days of travel, St. Denis reached the Rio
Grande at the post of St. John the Baptist. The Spanish
commander of this post, Captain Ramon, kept the French
party in custody and advised the viceroy of the arrival of
the French intruders. St. Denis, while staying at Don
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Ramon's house, fell under the charm of his host's niece,
Dona Maria, whom he later married. The viceroy, the Duke
de Linares, ordered St. Denis to be sent to Mexico City,
where he arrived on June 5, 1715. The viceroy received him
well and sent him to conduct nine missionaries among the
Indian tribes of Texas.o
Returning to his beloved Dona Maria on the Rio
Grande, he married her and took her to Mobile, where he
arrived on August 24, 1716.
Having given an account of his journey to La MotheCadillac, St. Denis proposed to Messrs. Graveline, de Uiry,
de la Fresniere, Beaulieu freres and Derbanne, all Canadians,
to become his associates in a second expedition to Mexico. 7
They bought 43,200 livres worth of merchandise on credit
and St. Denis left Mobile on October 10, 1716, with twothirds of the merchandise. Graveline, La Fresniere and
Beaulieu followed later with the other third of the goods.
On December 24th St. Denis reached the Assinais Indians, where he waited for his partners. On the 6th of April,
1717, he reached the post of his wife's uncle. Captain Ramon
found it necessary to keep the merchandise of his niece's husband and to inform the viceroy of the renewed intrusion of
the French traders. St. Denis left on April 15th for Mexico
to obtain a release of his goods, but here he was imprisoned.
He was kept in prison till December, 1717, when he was
allowed to move freely within the city. Having succeeded in
freeing his goods, he had them sold at a large profit in the
province of New Leon. St. Denis must have been a gay
prisoner, because Benard de la Harpe writes in his journal 8
that he spent all his money in Mexico. After a while he got
in trouble with the authorities and, on the verge of being
6. It is interesting to observe that St. Denis served the Spanish interests aB much
as the French, in the occupation of Texas. Anyhow the Spaniards employed him to
establish missions in Texas. Cf. R. C. Clark, "Louis Juchereau de Saint-Denis and
the Re-establishment of the Tejas Missions" in The Q1<arterly of The Texas State
Historical Association, VI, No.1 (,July, 1902).
7. Margry, Deco1<vertes, VI, 200 If.
8. Illid., p. 20~. Cf. also: V. A. Robles, Coahuila 11 Texas en fa Epoc", Colonial
(Mexico, D. F.: Editorial Cultura, 1938) pp. 425-441.
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arrested again, he escaped on September 5, 1718, arriving at
Isle Dauphine in March, 1719.
His associates, in the meantime, had left Natchitoches
on November 22, 1716,9 reaching the village of the Assinais
two months later. Here, they found Spanish missionaries
established, under the protection of a captain and twentyfive soldiers. On March 22, 1717, the French left the Assinais for the Rio Grande, accompanied by their pack mules
and a Spanish muleteer. On their journey a band of. sixty
mounted Apaches attacked them, but seeing that the French
showed no intention of fleeing, they left the traders and
attacked the pack train which was following, taking twentythree mules, the muleteer, and a mulatto woman,with them.
On April 21st the traders reached the Rio Grande at the
Presidio del Norte, composed of two missions, the mission of
St. Jean de Baptiste and of St. Bernard. This was the same
post where St. Denis arrived previously. Here again, the
missions were under the protection of a Spanish garrison,
under the command of Don Ramon, Madame St. Denis' uncle.
While staying here the French learned about the end of
La Salle's expedition on the coast. The traders sold the
remainder of their goods at a considerable profit during the
summer, through the missionaries, in order to avoid confiscation, and leaving the Presidio del Norte on September 1st,
the party reached the Isle Dauphine on October 26th.
The entry of St. Denis and his associates alarmed the
Spanish authorities, as is evident from the following letter:
Copy of a letter 10 from Mexico of the twentieth of
September, 1715, which arrived by way of water
to Corogne on the twenty-first of May, written to
Mr. GaUut, formerly treasurer of the Viceroy of
Mexico, by one of his friends who is now in the
service of the viceroy.
I sent you a copy of the account of the entrance
of the French which I made to his excellency Mon9. Margry, Decouvertes, VI, 202-11.
10. Archives Nat. Colonies, C 11, 36 :415. A copy of this letter is in the possession of the Library of Congress.
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sig. the Duke De Linares, Viceroy of Mexico, which
account he sent signed by me to the King of Spain.
These French come from Mobile to the interior of
the country. On the map you will note the proximity of Canada to New Mexico and the other
Spanish territories by the routes which are marked
on it. This, the laws of the Recompilation of the
Indies did not foresee because no one dreamed that
the two nations were so close to each other as to
start fighting one with another, even in the new
world. This obliged the Viceroy to send missionaries, a captain and twenty-five soldiers to this
place, which you will see marked as Asinay or the
Texans, with the intention apparently to prevent
the transportation of merchandise from Mobile
into the interior of the country. After the arrival
of the 'fleet, it is his intention to lay also a garrison
in the Bay du St. Esprit, through which place
the Texans, who are at a distance of only forty
leagues, will receive help.
But in my opinion, instead of halting the trade,
this will build the deepest foundations for an encouragement of the commerce. In Mobile there are
no mules nor pack horses, neither enough men
easily to pass through so many Indian tribes, living
along the 280 leagues of the regular route from
Mobile.
It will not be difficult to transport the merchandise to the Bay du St. Esprit where these very
Spaniards can sell the goods into the interior.
Also the distance from Natchitoches, which
belongs to the French, to the Texans is but forty
miles. In the same fashion, the governors can from
there distribute the goods to their friends in the
interior.
This will happen when, by placing armed
forces in these places, the French can sell their
goods with less danger from the Indians.
Mexico has no other trade but with the interior
and will lose through the trade with Mobile. The
entry duties at Cadiz and at Vera Cruz, the revenue
of the alcavales, of the fifth, and those of the export
duties of the Kingdom, and also at Cadiz, will be
avoided.
This will allow the French to sell fifty per cent

\
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cheaper. Furthermore the proximity of the Canadian borders and of Mobile, which are united by the
Mississippi will some day be the cause of great
trouble between the two crowns if the frontiers are
not defined by two Commissaries of the two parties.
Already the French from Illinois and of Montreal have passed the Missouri River and even the
mountains which ought ·to determine the possessions of the two crowns. Without [a definition of
the frontiers] soon the two countries will be confused in the knowledge of their territory. I believe that you should call the attention of the French
Court to this fact because from here we have sent
to the Court of Spain a memorandum, signed by
me, in order that his Catholic Majesty may supply
the remedies which are necessarily asked for by
such considerable inconveniences as the confusion
of frontiers and trade. It is certain that the trade
of Spain will be ruined with the importation from
.the North of French goods.
[Another Chapter in the Same Letter:]
.
The frontiers between the French and the
Spaniards on this continent ask for a speedy settlement. The establishment of a post on the Bay du
Saint Esprit by Spain could create a battlefield
between the two nations, because the Canadians,
who are here, tell me that this bay belongs to the
French, owing to the fact that formerly it belonged
to Mr. de la Salle, commanding three ships of His
Very Christian Majesty, sent there for this discovery and that it was abandoned only because of
delay in succor from France.
In 1719 Benard de la Harpe established a trading post
at the Nassonites with the object of opening a profitable
commerce with the Spaniards. To this effect, de la Harpe
wrote to the Franciscan Father Marsillo, of the mission
of the Assinais, and proposed, on the advice of the Spanish
priest at the Adayes Mission, to open trade relations between
the French and the Fathers.u The Spanish missionaries
11.

Margry. Decouvertes, VI. 267 11'.
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were to receive a commission of five per cent on the total of
the sales.
In 1720 a Spanish military expedition, led by Pedro de
Villasur, went out to locate the French traders in the neighborhood of the northeastern frontier, in order to destroy
their posts and take the French back to New Mexico. 12
Instead of finding any French traders, the Spaniards
met Pawnee Indians and their allies, who attacked them at
dawn and killed almost the entire force. A few escaped to
tell the tale of sorrow to the settlers of Santa Fe and Taos,
while Father Juan Minguez, the priest accompanying the
Spaniards, was taken alive by the Indians, and brought back
to their village. Here he was held a prisoner, and was requested to show the Indians how to ride a horse. 13 However,
no sooner had this priest mounted the captured horse than
he sped away on it, thus escaping.
In 1723 and 1724 orders were issued by the Spanish
king forbidding trade with foreigners, when it appeared
that settlers from New Mexico had bought $12,000 worth of
merchandise from the French and that an illicit trade was
conducted with the merchants of Louisiana.I 4
It does not seem likely that the French traders brought
their merchandise to Taos or Santa Fe or that the Spaniards ever came to the Mississippi, but it is quite probable
that the goods were introduced by way of the different trading posts the French possessed in Texas, like the one de la
12. On Villasur"s expedition, cf. H. Folmer, "French Expansion towards New
Mexico in the Eighteenth Century" (unpublished M.A. thesis. Dept. of History, Universityof Denver, 1939), PP. 84-92.
13. Cf. A letter from LaIIemant to the Compagnie des Indes, Archives Services
Hydrographiques (Paris: Cartes et Plans), Vol. II5x, No. 29. A MS. copy of this
letter is in the possession of the Library of Congress. It is not known whether he
reached New Mexico. He is said to have been the first minister at Alburquerque
(1706); in 1708 he was baptizing at Taos; in 1713 he was at Santa Fe; but the author
was unable to find his name again after 1720. Nevertheless the French sources .eern to
show that Father Minguez was not killed at the Platte river. For some of the conflicting
statements, cf. R. E. Twitchell, The Spanish Archives of New Mexico (Cedar Rapids
1914), II, 170-174.
14. H. H. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico (San Francisco: The
History Co., 1889), pp. 238-9; A. B. Thomas, After Coronado (Norman, Okla.:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1935), pp. 245 If.
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Harpe built at the Nassonites, or of the settlement on the
Arkansas. Whatever the trail was along which the goods
travelled, in 1723 Governor Bustamante allowed the settlers
of New Mexico to buy from Gentiles coming to Taos or
Pecos. 10 Of the testimonies taken by Governor Bustamante
in 1723 during his investigation of illegal trading between
French Louisiana and New Mexico,16 not a single one admits
this trade. Reproduced here is the letter of the viceroy to
the governor of New Mexico, translated by Professor
Thomas and edited in his book, After Coronado: 17
Investigation of Illegal Trading between
French Louisiana and New Mexico, 1723.
Orders for Council of War, Santa Fe, April 19,
1724.
.
Edict. Villa of Santa Fe, the nineteenth of
April, 1724. General Don Juan Domingo de Bustamante, governor and captain-general of this
kingdom and the provinces of New Mexico for his
majesty, having received on the tenth of the said
month a letter from his excellency, the Marques
de Casa Fuerte, viceroy, 'governor and captain-general of New Spain, dated the twenty-third of October of last year, inserted it in this decree, as follows:
Letter. By a royal dispatch of the tenth of
May of this year his majesty is pleased to inform
me of the fact that the Spaniards of this region
have heen buying from the French in the colony of
Louisiana merchandise to the amount of twelve
thousand pesos, and on this information his majesty orders me to proceed to punish most severely
those who may be found guilty of this illicit commerce. In consequence of this intelligence, I notify
you to make an investigation of those persons who
may have done this in contravention of royal orders. Put them on trial and secure them (if you
prove the fact), exerting the ,greatest energy and
vigilance in preventing by every possible means
and effort any illegal trading with the French that
15.
16.
17.

Bancroft, op. cit., pp. 238-9.
Thomas, op. cit., PP. 245-56.
Ibid., Pp. 245-6.
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may have been introduced. For although this may
have been thought to be very improbable on account of the distance and the uninhabited state of
both regions, which makes the transportation of
anything almost impossible, nevertheless it behooves you to be very vigilant to prevent this crime
(whether it exists or whether it is planned), and I
advise you that any omission that may be made in
the execution of this command will constitute a
serious charge. You are to send me advices as to
the reception of this letter and of what you may do
by reason thereof. I pray God to preserve you
many years. Mexico, October 23, 1723. To Senor
Don Juan Domingo de Bustamante.

Governor Bustamante· informed the viceroy by a letter of
April 30,1727, that the French had settled at EI Cuartelejo
and on the Rio de Chinali, proposing an expedition to find
out about these French settlements, but nothing was doneY
This may have been some rumor in connection with de
Bourgmond's expedition in 1724 to the Padoucas.
Captain Amos Stoddard, in his Sketches of Louisiana,19
says:
While Louisiana was in the hands of France,
some of the French traders from the upper Mississippi transported a quantity of merchandise
by way of the Arkansas to the Mexican mountains, where they erected a temporary store and
opened a trade with the Indians and likewise
with the Spaniards of north Mexico. The Spanish traders at or near Santa Fe, deeming this
an infringement of their privileged rights, procured the imprisonment of the Mississippi adventurers, and the seizure of their effects; and demanded punishment and confiscation. The cause
was ultimately decided at Havana. The prisoners
were liberated and their property restored on the
ground that the store in question, (situated on the
east side of the summit of the mountains, and
18. Ibid., pp. 256-60.
19. Amos Stoddard, Sketche8, Hi8torical and De8criptive of Loui8iana
delphia: Mathew Carey, 1812), p. 147.

(Phila-
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below the source of the Arkansas) was within the
boundaries of Louisiana.
Unfortunately Captain Stoddard does not give any further
information about this event, and it is not known in what
year this happened.
The defeat of Villasur in 1720 was reported to the
French by the Indians. The French Company of the Indies
became seriously alarmed, and feared a return of the Spaniards, even an invasion of the Illinois country. The Company therefore sent de Bourgmond,20 a coureur de bois, in
1723 to the Missouri to construct a post. This fortified
trading post was garrisoned and was intended to keep the
Spaniards out of this region and to serve as a base from
which goods were to be shipped to New Mexico.
The route from the Mississippi to New Mexico was
unknown,but de Bourgmond knew the Missouri country.
While serving as an officer in the army in Canada, he had
followed an Indian love to her tribe and lived for many years
in the Missouri village.
De Bourgmond was also instructed to· find a trail to
New Mexico across the wilderness and to open trade with the
Spaniards. In 1724, this Frenchman set out, with a small
group of soldiers and some Indians, 'on his journey towards
New Spain, which he did not reach because of illness. It
was not until 1739 that a group of eight Frenchmen finally
discovered a route between the Mississippi Valley and New
Mexico. 21 While ·crossing a river, their 'packtrain of horses
with all their merchandise had been lost, and the Mallet
brothers and their companions reached Santa Fe without
any goods to trade. They intended to open commerce between
that town and New Orleans and remained in the capital
20. On Etienne Veniard de Bourgmond. cf. H. Folmer, op. cit., Pp. 100-198. On
Fort Orleans cf.G. J. Garraghan, Chaj,ters in Frontier History, (Milwaukee: The
Bruce Publishing Co., 1934) pp. 91-93; same author, "Fort Orleans of the Missouri,"
The Missouri Historical Review, XXXV, (April 1941), 373-384; M. de ViIliers, l.a Decouverte du Missouri et L'Histoire du Fort d'Orleans (Paris, 1925).
21. On the Mallet expedition, ef. H. Folmer. "The Mallet Expedition of 1739
through Nebraska. Kansas and Colorado to Santa. Fe," The Colorado Magazine. XVI,
No.5 (Sept., 1939).
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of New Mexico for almost a year, waiting for a reply from
the viceroy in Mexico City. They brought back with them
a letter 22 from the vicar of Santa Fe which throws an interesting light on the contraband trade, showing that the Spanish colonists welcomed it:
Project of trade relations between Louisiana
and Santa Fe.
Copy of a letter, addressed to Father Beaubois
by Father Sant Iago de Rebald, vicar and ecclesiastical judge in New Mexico.
Upon this occasion, I write to you, Sir, concerning nine Frenchmen who came from New
France, called Pierre and Paul brothers, La Rose,
Phillippe, Bellecourt, Petit Jean, Galliere and
Moreau, who have told me of their plan to introduce a trade in these provinces, which at the present time does not possess any, but, if one would
allow them to execute their plan, one could easily
overcome this obstacle, because we are not farther
away than 200 leagues from a very rich mine,
abounding in silver, called Chiquagua, where the
inhabitants of this country often go to trade, and if
they saw a possibility of using what they could get
there, this would encourage them to exploit several
mines, which they have. As these Frenchmen
spoke about your Reverence and of the good credit
you possess in the province and city of New Orleans, I write to you in Spanish and not in Latin, in
order not to disturb you, and to inquire about the
state of your health, which I hope to be perfect and
wishing you prosperity, offering you my service. I
occupy here the place of vicar and ecclesiastical
judge in this kingdom. My Reverend Father, these
Frenchmen made me understand that I could ask
you for the merchandise which I need in order to
provide for the needs of my family and that I could
obtain it easily through your good office, because of
the credit you possess among your people. I therefore profit without delay from this occasion to ask
you to procure me the amount of the list herewith
22. Translated from Margry, Decouvertes, VI. 464 If. On Father "Santiago Roy.
bal," the correct name of this ecclesiastic, cf. NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, XV
(Jan. 1940), 93.
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included and to send it to me, if possible, informing
me of the price in silver or reals, which I will pay
as an honest man and as soon as I can. In spite of
the fact that I live in a kingdom where money flows
but little, what I gain with my chaplainship is paid
to me in silver, or reals, which I could save, but for
the future I have four thousand Piasters at Chiquagua, which I will have sent over after receiving
the answer of your Reverence, and we will know
whereupon we can count, on condition that I am
satisfied with the merchandise from your country;
but, according to what has been told me, I presume
that I shall be. FeaFing to trouble you, I am the
servant of Your Reverence.
It is known that the voyage of the Mallet brothers was
followed by a number of other expeditions from Louisiana,
but the Spanish ,authorities confiscated the goods of the
traders, and even imprisoned them. 23 A number of these
cases are still waiting for a careful investigation.
The success of Pierre and Paul Mallet in 1739 raised
new hopes for the trade with New Mexico, particularly since
the return voyage along the lower Arkansas had proven to
be much shorter and easier than along the Missouri and
across the Plains.
After a vain attempt in 1741 by the Mallet brothers to
return to Santa Fe, the route to New Mexico became a wellknown trail for the packtrains from Louisiana. The Santa
Fe trail became a reality in the 1740's and 1750's and the
officials in New Orleans dreamt of an everlasting stream of
merchandise from Louisiana into New Spain and a return
current of silver from Mexico to the strongboxes of the
Louisiana settlers.
In fact, these dreams were even partially realized. In
spite of the distances, in spite of the Indian dangers and
the uncertainty in regard to the policy of the Spanish authorities, the contraband trade took on large proportions.
The Mallet brothers had shown the way, and from the

----

23.H. E. Bolton, Texas in the Middle Eighteenth Century (Berkeley: UniverBity
of California PreBB, 1915). PP. 67 f'f.
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early forties pack trains crossed the wilderness each year
into the Spanish provinces. The post at Natchitoches and
the route of the Arkansas River were the trail whereby
French goods entered New Spain.
The Spanish priests and the governors themselves were
as much engaged in this illicit trade as the tradesmen. As
can be seen from the letter of de la Harpe to the Spanish
priests across the border at the Nassonites, and the letter of
Father Roybal given to· the Mallet brothers inviting the
priests to trade French merchandise for Spanish silver, the
French traders were welcomed by the Spanish colonists.
Yet, it was contraband and against the interest of the Spanish monopoly, and (as already noted) royal orders were
issued in the early twenties prohibiting the trade between
New Mexico and Louisiana, and re-affirming the closing of
the Spanish border to foreign goods.
Soon the traders were to learn the dangers attached to
their business, when trade in contraband with New Spain
became a popular occupation of the Louisiana settlers. It
seems that this contraband trade took on such proportions
that many of the settlers abandoned their plantations and
turned towards the more profitable profession of a smuggler.
Probably one of the first Frenchmen whose arrest has
been recorded was that of Jacques Velo, [Belleau or Bellot?] who, in June, 1744, came to the pueblo of Pecos. When
the governor of New Mexico learned of the arrival of this
French trader, he sent a sergeant with two soldiers to conduct him to Santa Fe, as will be seen in the Spanish report
below. Twitchell mentions this Santiago Velo in his work,
The Spanish Archives of New Mexico. The following passages are quoted therefrom :24
456-Velo, Santiago. June 1, 1744. Judicial proceedings in the matter of the inquiry as to Santiago
Vela, a Frenchman. Velo states that he is a French-

- -24.- R.
- E.

Twitchell, The Spanish Archives of New Mexico (Cedar Rapids,
Iowa: The Torch Press, 1914), II, 214. On this entire contraband trade cf. the
work of A. B. Thomas. The Plains Indians and New Mexico 1751-1778 (Albuquerque:
The University of New Mexico Press, 1940).
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man of Tours, France, a soldier in Illinois and had
come to New Mexico. Sent to the viceroy. 2f.
In 1748, the governor of New Mexico, Codallos y Rabal,
mentioned this Velo again in a letter to the viceroy. Quoting again from Twitchell's translation :25

Likewise I give account to your Excellency
that in the month of June, of the year 1744, a
Frenchman by the name of Santiago Velo,penetrated this kingdom and arrived at the Pueblo of
Our Lady of the Porciuncula of Pecos. As soon
as I received the news, I despatched the sargent
and two soldiers to bring him to me in this Town
(Santa Fe) where I took his declaration. And
without the knowledge of any person I forwarded
that declaration to the Most Excellent Sir Count of
Fuenclara, your excellency's predecessor, (as viceroy of Mexico) along with the judicial procedures
duly had thereon. Of this Frenchman's whereabouts I have had no further information, save
what was given me by the Captain of the Royal
Garrison at EI Paso, on the'Rio del Norte (Rio
Grande) whose receipt I hold, acknowledging having sent him to the Governor of New Biscay. "
In 1748, a Comanche Indian reported to the Spanish
authorities at Taos that French traders had been in his
village to buy mules in exchange for firearms. The possession of firearms by the Indians always caused much alarm
among the Spaniards, and it is therefore quite natural that
such reports as the above mentioned one were immediately
sent to the governor and to the viceroy. From the English
text by R. E. Twitchell, a sample of the Spanish correspondence on this matter follows :26
499 Letter from Fr. Antonio Duran de Armijo.
"Sir Governor and Captain General-My Lord.
I report to your lordship how this day and date
seven Cumanches entered this Pueblo among them
the Captain Panfilo. They tell me they have come
25.
26.

R. E. Twitchell, op. cit., I, 149.
Ibid., I, 148.
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in quest of tobacco, that their village is composed of
a hundred lodges, pitched on the Jicarilla river,
where they are tanning (buffalo) hides, so as to
come in and barter as soon as the snow shall decrease in the mountains. This is what they tell me.
There is nothing else to report to your Lordship,
whom our Lord preserve for many years.
Taos, Feb. 27, 1748. I kiss the hand of your Lordship. Your humble servant. Antonio Duran de
Armijo.
Since the above was written one Cumanche of
the seven who have come, has related to me in the
house of Alonzito that 33 Frenchmen have come to
their village and sold them plenty of muskets in
exchange for mules; that as soon as this trade was
made, the Frenchmen departed for their own country, and that only two remain in the village to come
in with the Cumanches when they come hither to
Barter."

In 1749, three other Frenchmen visited the Taos fair.
They were brought to the governor at Santa Fe, Tomas
Velez Cachupin, by his lieutenant, Bernardo de Bustamante.
The governor lodged the French traders in his palace and
questioned them carefully. Professor Bolton, who had access
to the document relating to this interrogation, quotes :27
I asked each of the strangers his name, marital status, religion, residence, his route in coming,
the country and tribes passed through, the names,
location, and condition of the French settlements,
their relations with the Indians, the extent and
nature of the fur trade, whether the French had
mines and numerous other items of interest to the
Frontier Spanish authorities.
The Frenchmen were examined several times. Their
names were Louis Febvre, Pierre Satren and Joseph Michel
Riballo. Febvre was twenty-nine years' old, a creole of New
Orleans, and a tailor and barber by profession. When serv27. H. E. Bolton, "French Intrusions into New Mexico, 1749.1752," The Pacific
Ocean in History, ed. H. M. Stephens and H. E. Bolton (New York: Macmillan, 1917),
p. 393. (Much of the information concerning these three French traders was obtained
from this article.) Cf. also Bolton, Texas in the Middle Eighteenth Century, p. 67.
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ing in the army at New Orleans he had deserted to Canada
and had come to Taos by way of the Arkansas. Pierre
Satren was forty-two years old and a native of Quebec. His
profession was that of a soldier and carpenter. Satren had
deserted from the Arkansas post. Rihallo was twenty-four
years of age and born in Illinois. He was also a carpenter
and a soldier and had deserted from the Arkansas post with
Pierre Satren. All declared themselves to be Catholics and
bachelors and were unable to write. Apparently they had
heard from a member of the Mallet party about New Mexico,
which had made them decide to desert the French service
and come to New Spain. According to them the peace between the Jumanos and the Comanches made it possible to
travel across their territories in safety. The three men had
started from an Indian village on the Arkansas, west of the
post, in the fall of 1748. Ascending the Arkansas River, they
reached some Jumano villages, with whom the French
traded regularly. Some Jumano Indians guided the three
travelers to the Comanches, a distance of one hundred and
fifty leagues. Here the three deserters stayed for a time,
hunting with their Comanche hosts. In the spring of 1749
these same Comanches conducted them to Taos.
On June 19th of the same year, Governor Tomas Velez
Cachupin wrote to the viceroy a report of the intrusion of
these three Frenchmen. He had set the three to work in his
capital. The two carpenters worked at the palace and Louis
Febvre exercised his profession as barber and surgeon. Professor Bolton quotes an interesting passage from this report
which he translated, reproduced herewith :28
Since there is a lack of members of these professions in this villa and in the other settlements of
the realm . . . it would seem to be very advantageous that they should remain and settle in it, because of their skill in their callings, for they can
teach some of the many boys here who are vagrant
and given to laziness. It is very lamentable that the
resident who now is employed as barber and blood28.

Bolton, "French Intrusions into New Mexico," op. cit., p. 395.
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letter is so old that he would pass for seventy years
of age; as for a tailor, there is no one who knows
the trade directly. These are the three trades of
the Frenchman named Luis. And resident carpenter there is none, for the structure of the houses,
and repeated reports which I have from the majority of the inhabitants, manifest the lack of carpenters suffered in the province.

Governor Velez Cachupin consequently asked the viceroy to grant permission to the three Frenchmen to remain
in New Mexico. The authorities in Mexico City, however,
were not so easily convinced. The auditor general de guerra,
the Marques of Altamira, demanded further questioning of
the three foreign intruders, but he advised that the Frenchmen be allowed to remain in Santa Fe. On March 5, 1750,
new declarations were taken by Governor Tomas Velez
Cachupin. It seems that these additional manifestations satisfied the Spanish authorities.
Professor Bolton, who had access also to the Spanish
manuscripts dealing with these intruders, mentions the
arrival of Felipe de SandovaJ29 in Santa Fe early in 1750.
Sandoval was a Spaniard and had been captured in 1742 by
the English, who kept him a prisoner for two years at
Jamaica. From there he escaped on a French ship and on
reaching Mohile he left for New Orleans. Finally he became
a hunter at the post of the Arkansas. It was while at the
Arkansas Post that he met members of the Mallet expedition, who told him about Santa Fe. Apparently this awakened his desire to rejoin his countrymen, because in the fall
of 1749 he left the Arkansas Post for New Mexico, accompanied by six companions, one of whom was a German. The
party ascended the Arkansas River in canoes. At the
Jumano village, they saw a French flag flying over the
lodges. Here, Sandoval witnessed Jumanos devouring two
captives. After a sojourn of three weeks with these Indians,
Sandoval's party continued its route, accompanied by twelve
29.

Ibid .• pp. 396 fr.
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Indians. Yet Sandoval and his companions separated and
he had to return alone to the J umanos, where he found a
Comanche. This Comanche guided Sandoval to the Comanche
village. Here he received the visit of twenty Jumanos and
two French traders. The latter decided to accompany Sandoval to Santa Fe and sent their Jumano escort back. After
a journey of ten days and guided by a Comanche slave
trader, they reached Taos, from where they were sent to the
governor at Santa Fe to explain their presence.
Late in 1750, a party of four Frencll traders entered
New Mexico and after being questioned they were sent to
the interior. The author found reference to these travelers
in an archive at Santa Fe which begins :30
Itemized memorandum of the goods which
were held in my house, brought into this kingdom
by the four Frenchmen of whom I notified the
Senor Governor and Captain General don Thomas
Velez Cachupin at the Royal Presidio of el Paso on
the first of December 1750. And in view of my
report the said governor orders me to send on the
other two Frenchmen, and the squadron corporal
Juan Benavides has received the said goods in
order to transport and deliver them rat el Paso],
and they are as follows . . .
Evidently Lieut. Bernardo de Bustamante y Tagle at
Santa Fe had already sent two of the Frenchmen to El Paso.
When the seized goods arrived there (with the other two
prisoners), their value was appraised. Then by public crier
they were offered for sale and were bought in by Don Bernardo de Miera Pacheco for 420 pesos 6 reales; and this
money was used to pay the costs of getting the prisoners to
Mexico City.
Unfortunately this document does not name the Frenchmen, and one receives the impression that the merchandise
which these French traders brought was of more interest
to the Spanish border authorities than were its owners.
But probably they were the four Frenchmen from New
30.

Twitchell, op. cit., II, 229, title 514.
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Orleans who are said to have entered New Mexico in 1751,
coming by way of the Missouri. 31
In 1752, Jean Chapuis and Louis Feuilli reached the
mission of Pecos, waving a French flag. 32 They were guided
by Apaches after they crossed the Gallinas River. These two
traders led a pack train of nine horses, laden with merchandise. The goods were deposited by Father Juan Joseph
Toledo in the convent of the mission and he informed the
governor of the arrival of the two Frenchmen, who were
conducted with their goods to Santa Fe. On August 9th the
two traders were examined, Louis Febvre serving as interpreter. Jean Chapuis was forty-eight years old and born in
France. He was a trader from Canada. While at Fort
Chartres he obtained a license from the commander, Benoit
de St. Clair, to go to New Mexico to trade. According to
the Spanish documents 33 St. Clair gave him a French flag,
which apparently was the same one he used on his arrival
at the Pecos mission. Louis Feuilli had been an interpreter
for eight years at the post of the Kansas Indians.
The expedition had left the Kansas Indians about the
middle of March, 1752, and was then composed of ten or
eleven Frenchmen. Eight or nine of them, however, returned, for fear of the Comanches, long before reaching the
Spanish border, and only Chapuis and Feuilli reached New
Mexico. Chapuis proposed to Governor Velez Cachupin the
opening of trade between the Missouri and New Mexico. He
suggested transporting the goods up the Missouri by canoes
and from there by pack horses across the Plains to Santa Fe.
Because of the danger caused by the Comanches, he even
suggested an escort of fifty or sixty soldiers for each caravan.
It seems that the French ignored completely the fact
that foreign trade was forbidden in the Spanish colonies and
81. Bolton. op. cit.• p. 400.
82. ·Professor Bolton speaks of a white flag. Probably Father Toledo did not
\Qlow that the French flag of that time was white. A. B. Thomas has given a complete account of the arrest of the two Frenchmen with a list of the confiscated
merchandise in his book The Plains Indians and New Mexico. Pp. 21-25 and 82-110.
33. Ibid.
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were under the impression that the payment of custom
duties was all that was necessary to legalize this commerce
with New Spain.
The governor would not allow Chapuis and Feuilli even
to return to Louisiana. Their goods were confiscated and
sold at an auction and the proceeds of the sale were kept by
the Spaniards to pay for the expenses occasioned by the arrest of the two Frenchmen.
Chapuis and Feuilli were sent to Mexico City and
thrown in jail. The bureaucratic machine at the capital was
slow and many months passed before the two unlucky
traders were released, only to be sent to Spain for further
examination of their case.. The posts along the Texas border
as well as those on the New Mexico frontier received strict
orders to arrest any French trader who might try to break
through the Royal Monopoly, and not to release them under
any pretext, but to send them into the interior. One of the
first victims of this decision to halt the French trade on the
border was Joseph Blancpain, a French trader operating in
1754 among the Orcoquiza Indians with two other Frenchmen, George Elias and Antoine de la Fars, and two negro
servants. 34
The entire party was taken in custody ·by the Spaniards
and their goods were confiscated and divided among the
captors. The unlucky Blancpain, who must have been a
merchant of some importance, was taken to Mexico City
and imprisoned there. There he died in prison in 1755. His
companions were deported to Spain.
A royal order was issued, threatening any French
trader caught on Spanish territory with deportation to
South America. The French governor, Kerlerec, protested
against the arrest of Blancpain who, he claimed, was captured on French territory. In spite of the severe ordinance
and the death of Blancpain in prison, the French continued
to trade within the Spanish claim.
34.

cr.

Bolton, "Spanish Activities on the Lower Trinity River," The South.

western Historical Quarterly, XVI, 4 (April, 1913), Pp. 339 If.
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In the summer of 1755 four mounted Frenchmen had
been seen at EI Orcoquisac. At the same time a certain
Masse and the priest Disdier asked permission from the
Spanish governor of Texas, Barrios, to settle at EI Orcoquisac. This was refused, however, by the viceroy, who
feared the French might occupy this eastern borderland.
In 1759, again a group of French traders had to be expelled
and others were reported trading on the Brazos River.
There can be no doubt that the policy of the Spanish
officials had a discouraging effect on this illicit border trade.
Yet one can well believe that the routes from Louisiana to
Santa Fe were well known during the 1740's and the 1750's,
and that contraband passed the frontier in considerable
quantity. The cases where French traders were arrested
and their good confiscated show the dangers attached to this
trade, but it must be admitted that without doubt many
pack trains passed the border without being reported to
Mexico City.
When France ceded Louisiana to Spain this contraband
trade ceased automatically. The port of entry was now at
the seacoast and Louisiana became as poor in merchandise
as New Spain had been before. The road between Louisiana
and New Mexico soon was forgotten and the two provinces
were almost as far apart as ever before. Thirty years after
the cession of Louisia!la to Spain the overland trail was so
little used that the viceroy of Mexico found it necessary to
order a search for a road connecting New Mexico with the
Missouri. The governor of New Mexico, in obedience to the
order from the viceroy, called on a Frenchman, Pierre Vial,
who had established himself in that province and who apparently was more enterprising than the Spanish settlers.
Very probably Pierre Vial was one of the last representatives of the old French "coureurs de bois," and had continued the tradition of his countrymen of the middle of the
century. The Spanish authorities commissioned him to reestablish the old Trail, along which the pack trains laden
with French merchandise had crossed the wilderness half
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a century before. Louis Houck has reproduced the reports
on this expedition,35 which are mentioned in this study only
to illustrate how little the overland route was known after
France abandoned Louisiana.
It is not possible to read of Vial's journey without feeling a note of sadness. The wilderness had been left to itself
for more than a quarter of a century. Instead of an expedition like the one led by de Bourgmond in 1724, marching
through Indian villages with "beating drum and flying
colors," one sees now a few individual travelers, received
by savages without any respect or friendship and barely
escaping death. There are no great celebrations to receive
the white men with honors and banquets. France had abandoned America and the Indians. Its name was slowly forgotten. The Santa Fe Trail was still used occasionally by a
few Indian scouts, Frenchmen in the service of Spain, but
the Trans-Mississippi West was no longer safe for the
white trader as it had been in the 1740's and the 1750's under
French influence. Mr. Lansing B. Bloom of the University
of New Mexico has given an excellent account of the activities of some of these late French Indian scouts in New Mexico in his article on one of them, Jacques d'Eglise. 36 The
dream of a French empire reaching from the St. Lawrence to
the mouth of the Mississippi and from the Alleghenies to the
Western Sea however had faded into a forgotten past. The
Indians of the Plains were left to themselves and their eternal wars, unchecked in their destruction of each other by
French authority but more ferocious since the French taught
them the use of firearms, until the few remnants of roaming bands were destroyed or tamed by the Americans in the
nineteenth century. The Santa Fe Trail was later re-established by the American trader, who conquered the TransMississippi West for the white man a second time. Railroads
35. Louis Houck, The Spanish Regime in Missouri (Chicago: Donelley & Sons
Co., 1909), I, 350 tr.
L. B. Bloom, "The Death of Jacques d'Eglise," Tna NEW MEXCO HISTORICAL
REVIEW, II, (Oct., 1927) 369-379.

36.
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and highways now bind New Mexico and the Mississippi
Valley together into one economic and cultural unit of which
the French trader of the eighteenth century was the pioneer
and the originator.

University of Chicago.

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE NAVAHO
1878-1883
By FRANK D. REEVE
NDER THE

terms of the treaty of 1868 the Navaho were

U located on a reservation in northeastern Arizona. During the decade of the 1870's they gradually settled down to
the raising of sheep and to the cultivation of their scanty
acreage of farm land. The daily personal routine was interspersed with an occasional theft, killing, or drunken debauch, and with trying to play an intelligent part in the
intrigues that raged around the person and office of the
agent at Fort Defiance. In keeping with the peace policy of
President Grant, the agent was appointed on the recommendation of the Presbyterian board for foreign missions.
Alexander Irvine had resigned as agent in July, 1877. His
successor, John E. Pyle, assumed charge of the agency on
April 1, 1878. 1
Trials and tribulations for the new agent were early
predicted by one close to the scene, because "the Keams are
trying to work in, backed by the military of Ft. Wingateand if they do not get the place will probably make it uncomfortable for the new agent-unless he is a man of firmness."2
Whether or not Thomas V. Kearn was a trouble maker at the
agency, he had long aspired to the position and had many
influential friends supporting him. But he had been persona non grata to Dr. Lowrie of the Presby~erian Church for
1. Dr. John C. Lowrie to Carl Schurz, 7/21/77, Department of the Interior, Office
of Indian Affairs (hereafter cited simply as alA), Appointment Division 65 (hereafter
cited simply as AD, and usually with appropriate file and Jetter number).
Mr. Pyle was a resident of Helena. Montana. and one-time special Indian agent
at Cimarron, New Mexico. alA, Letters Received, New Mexico file 1879, letter
M745 (similar citations hereafter will be abbreviated to alA, followed by letter number
and year, as M745/79).
2. Dr. Walter Whitney to Brother, 3/19/78, alA W478/78
Dr. Whitney was agency physician at Ojo Caliente reservation. At the request
of Irvine he had been transferred temporarily to Ft. Defiance to take care of a
smallpox outbreak, arriving there March 14, 1878. His brother was J. N. Whitney of
Washington, D. C. The doctor had been retained by Pyle. alA, 1552/78, 1946/78,
W239/78.
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years. In 1872 he had been appointed special agent to locate
a temporary sub-agency in the San Juan valley and to start a
boarding school. The following spring Dr. Lowrie sought
his removal:
This request is made from no unkind feeling
towards Mr. Keams personally, but from the conviction that the interests of the Navajo Indians
will be much benefited by the appointment of a sub~
Agent who is more in sympathy with efforts to
promote the educational and moral interests of the
Indians, and whose example will encourage all such
efforts. 3
When Agent Arny arrived on the scene in September, 1873,
he discharged Kearn on the grounds that he was living with
a Navaho squaw and thereby exercised an undue influence
over Indian matters. This accusation, very damning in the
Victorian age, was formally registered in the office of Indian
affairs in the form of an affidavit by Arny when he lost his
position two years later. 4
Mr. Kearn apparently did not know about this affidavit
when it was drawn up and applied for the agency when Arny
left, and again in May, 1877, when another change was in
prospect. "Should you favor me with the nomination for the
position," he wrote to Dr. Lowrie, "I pledge myself to carry
out to the best of my ability the views and desires of your
Church with this tribe."5 He was favorably endorsed by Dr.
John Menual, who had known him for five years, and by
General Edward Hatch: "he is strictly temperate, is a high
minded business man, thoroughly acquainted with the Indian Character . . . I found him familiar with the language.
Saw that the Indians placed implicit faith in his word."6
3. Lowrie to Delano, 4/22/73. OIA, AD 65.
4.
W. F. M. Amy, Affidavit, First Judicial District Court, 9/13/75, OIA, AD 65.
See also Frank D. Reeve. "The Federal Indian PolicS' in New Mexico 1858-1880," NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, XIII, 40 (January, 1938), and Lowrie to Hayt, 2/22/79,
OIA, LI82/79.
5. Kearn to Lowrie. 5/4/77, OIA. AD 65.
6. Hatch to Kearn, 8/17/77, OIA, AD 65.
Dr. Mcnanl was preacher, teacher and physician at Laguna Pueblo; he was
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Irvine also supported him, denying the truth of the charges
in Arny's affidavit. In addition, a petition to Secretary
Schurz in favor of Keam, signed by ninety-eight residents
near the Navaho country, was forwarded to Washington at
the end of September. 7
The strong support for the appointment of Keam at this
time was. partly due to his indignation when the Arny
charges came to his ears and to his desire to refute them. He
denied having co-habited with a Navaho squaw, and also
denied another charge of having sold liquor to Indians:
I knew of none [of the charges] and made diligent enquiry among my influential official friends
and acquaintances, to investigate the case and
advise me without delay, that I might be enabled to
remove such if found, for I confess to having possession of that pride, which should be a part of
every American citizen, to be morally fitted for any
station he would aspire to-, leaving his friends to
be the judges of his talent and peculiar qualifications. s
But Keam's strong plea and the staunch support of
friends did not win him the coveted position, and Pyle experienced the predicted trouble. Meanwhile, he had to deal
with the obvious problems that would have faced any agent;
namely, the liquor evil, the removal of the agency to the San
Juan valley, extension of the reservation boundary, education,9 and an assortment of more petty problems.
7. See correspondence in OlA., AD 65.
8. Kearn to Secretary of Interior. 12/12/77, OIA, AD 65.
I propose to institute proceedings to "remove this stigma from the archives of
the Department. and if possible bring to justice the perpetrator of so vile a slander."
Kearn, Affidavit, 9/17/77, Ibid.
The moral issue may not have been the only factor in the case: "Oppose appointment Keams as Navajo indian agent write by map:' T. B. Catron to S. B. Elkins
(telegram), 9/26/77, Ibid. The subsequent letter was not found in the National
Archive.
9. The writer plans to deal with the problem of Navaho education in a later
article.
Ueducated by Mrs. Sheafe. once a missionary in Africa and once an employee at this
Navajoe Agency. . . . " A. L. Earle to E. M. Kingsley (member board of Indian
commissioners), 12/30/73, OIA, K76/79.
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Drunkenness among the Navaho who lived along and
outside the border of the reservation was hard to prevent.
Not that they all used liquor, but those who wanted it could
find a bootlegger in anyone of several places between Albuquerque and Gallup and a drunken Indian was apt to get into
mischief either wilfully or by the influence of a white man.
The commander at Fort Wingate took official notice of the
situation in 1878 by issuing a circular threatening prosecution under the federal law of March 27, 1877, which provided two years imprisonment and a $300 fine for selling
liquor to an Indian. lO But mere threats were of no avail;
Wm. O. Cory wrote:
I believe it proper to state that several reliable
persons reported to me that a regular barter and
sale of whiskey was carried on with the Indians in
all of the small Mexican towns and settlements of
this section of country and drunken Navajos were
a daily occurrence in San Mateo, Cubero and other
places,u
Concurrent with this problem, which neither Pyle nor
his several successors solved, the question of removing the
agency to the San Juan valley was debated. Former Agent
Irvine had recommended that the change be made. The
approaching end of the ten year annuity terms of the treaty
of 1868 led him to stress the necessity of making the Navaho
self-sufficient, and he believed that the greater area of
farm land in the northern valley would help materially in
reaching that goa1. 12 Pyle echoed the recommendation, but
pointed out additional reasons for the change; the agency
was located within 100 yards of the southern boundary of
the reservation, "a circumstance fraught with evils which
10. Circular no. 1. 5/15/78. OIA. W998/78.
Under a Territorial act of October 10. 1853. sellers of liquor to Indians,
than the Pueblo, were liable to a fine of $5 to $200. New Mexico, General Law.
1880. p. 355.
11. Cory to Post Adjutant (Fort Wingate), 9/1/79, Department of War,
tant General's Office, Old Records Division. Letters Received. New Mexico file
letter 2295 (similar citations hereafter will be abbreviated to AGO, 2295/79).
12. Report, 9/1/77,45 cong.• 2 sess .• hse. ex. doc. 1. p. 554-55 (1800).
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the most casual observer could not fail to discover;" educational farming at Fort Defiance was impossible because of
insufficient land and distance from the bulk of the Navaho
people; and the cost of removal would be kept to a minimum
because the buildings used at the agency were practically
valueless and their abandonment would entail no loss.13
While this matter was pending the wide gap between
the culture of the Navaho and the white man (a gap that
complicates the relations between the two races) was illustrated by an incident that occurred at Navaho City in the
Tunicha mountains. The so-called Navaho doctor or medicine-man professed the ability to kill persons in absentia by
shooting stones into a figure representing their bodies. The
stones were pills of some sort of compound that the doctors
made. The Navaho resented the practice and on this occasion
they had tied up and were threatening to kill three of the
practitioners. The commander at Fort Wingate, getting wind
of the affair, sent a small force to the scene to prevent
violence. A stiff lecture was delivered to the doctors for
their mal-practice and they promised to reform; the tribesmen felt reassured and the soldiers returned to the' post.
This action was taken by Lieutenant-Colonel Swaine in the
absence of the agent and proved to be very displeasing to him.
He was jealous of his prerogative of controlling the indians
on the reservation, and he believed that native practices
should not be interfered with. 14
A similar incident next occurred at Pueblo Colorado,
but with a less fortunate outcome. The Navaho under Ganado Mucho killed two of their doctors. So much excitement
developed among the Indians that the white inhabitants in
that locality became fearful for their lives and sent to Fort
Wingate for troops. This time Pyle accompanied the expedition. Their aim, technically speaking, was not to interfere
in the internal troubles among the Navaho, but only to pro13. Pyle to Commissioner, 4/13/78, OIA, P299/78.
14. P. T. Swaine, Report, 6/8/78, OIA, W1268/78. Pyle to Commissioner, 6/21/78,
OIA, P5J.l/78. J. L. Hubbell to C. 0., 6/10/78, AGO, 1441/78. See also OIA, W1303/78.
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teet the whites against injury; however, the Indians were
reprimanded for their hasty action. So this time the military had played their part as guardians of life and property without infringing on the prerogative of the agent/a a
prerogative that Pyle was not long to retain.
When General Sherman visited Fort Defiance in September, 1878, he reported a strong demand among the
Navaho chiefs for a new agent, either Captain Bennett of
Fort Wingate or Thomas V. Kearn. Pyle was credited with
being intelligent, honest, and zealous in his work, but in poor
health, and unable properly to carryon his duties. The
general favored Keam for the position on the grounds that
he was a Civil War veteran, the Indians wanted him, and
the military at Fort Wingate recommended him. Pyle suspected that the strong Indian demand for his removal was
manufactured by outsiders, namely, Messrs B.ennett and
Kearn who, while Sherman rested preliminary to the council,
interviewed the chiefs and bribed them with the promise of
a liberal reward in goods for demanding Pyle's removaJ.16
When news of Sherman's recommendation spread abroad
the forces of good swung into action. George G. Smith,
Presbyterian minister at Santa Fe, wrote a vigorous remonstrance to the commissioner against the appointment of
Kearn:
Mr. Pyle is a good conscientious man. I am
unable to say whether he is or is not an efficient
agent. He is not a man of vigorous bodily health,
or of extraordinary force and energy. To deal
with the miserable, debauched "Squawmen" who
hang about the Navajo Agency, and with outside
mischief makers, such as Thomas V. Keames, it is
of great importance that the agent of the Navajos
should be not only a man of incorruptible honesty,
(such as I believe Mr. Pyle to be) but a man of extraordinary courage and executive ability,17
15. Lieutenant G. K. McGunnigle to Post Adjutant, 6/17/78, AGO, 1398/78,
Pyle to Commissioner, 8/17/78, OIA, P760/78.
16. Sherman to Secretary of War, Rep<n't, 9/9/78, OIA, W2023/78. Pyle to Commissioner, 11/8/78, OIA, P1137/78.
17. 10/16/78, OIA, SI601/78.
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The opinion of Rev. Smith might be accepted as a bit
exaggerated, and still leave the reader inclined to accept the
major thesis that the so-called squaw-men exercised undue
influence over Navaho affairs for their own profit because
similar charges had been made during the incumbency of
previous agents, and had also been made in relation to other
agencies throughout the country. But other factors no doubt
entered into Mr. Pyle's downfall; namely, his own policies.
His ill health made it difficult for him to visit around the
reservation and evidence his interest in his charges. When
they came to the agency he didn't waste time listening to
their appeals for extra goods; he was possibly a little
brusque and irritable sometimes, and occasionally in no
condition to talk with them at all. Chief Manuelito was also
reprimanded for getting drunk and for permitting his
people to trade sheep for whiskey.18 These little incidents
would provide fertile ground for men well acquainted with
the Indians to stir up trouble for a stranger coming in as
agent.
On December 1, 1878, Pyle took a sixty day leave of
absence. Inspector A. L. Earle was sent out to examine into
conditions at the agency and found talk of dissatisfaction
current. "The most of this talk however, as I have met it,
can be traced to outside parties who are not entirely free
from selfishness."19 Mr. Irvine, the strong type, of agent,
even thought that "it will be unsafe" for Pyle to return. 20 And
Pyle did not return. His leave of absence was made per18. Pyle to Commissioner, 11/8/78, OIA, P1137/78.
19. Earle to Kingsley, 12/30/78, OIA, K76/79. Kingsley to (Commissioner?),
1/27/79, orA, K206/79. See also 12315/78.
, '20. Smith to Lowrie, 2/15/79, OIA, LI82/79.
Rev. Smith again unleashed a strong indictment of the outsiders: "You remember
that Mr. Miller was not altogether subservient to the 'squaw men' who infest the
neighborhood of Defiance. He did not act as vigorously as he ought to have acted.
If he had exterminated the vipers-l mean if he had banished every Mother's son of
them-he would probably have lived."
The squaw-men say that the Utes killed Miller: "That is a lie. The Navajo'"
killed Miller." Wm. Crane of Bacon Springs near Fort Wingate offered to bring in' the
murderers in four hours if the military desire, but they decline: Ibid.
James H. Miller was killed in 1872 about 100 miles north of Fort Defiance.
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manent on March 3, 1879, due to the unsatisfactory state of
affairs and the recommendation of Inspector Earle. His integrity was not questioned. 21 .
The pending removal of Pyle as agent led Kearn to apply
for the position again, but the real pressure for his appointment had reached its climax in October without success and
he failed to win the coveted position which went to Galen
Eastman of Grand Haven, Michigan, upon the recommendation of Dr. Lowrie supported by the influence of Senator T.
W. Ferry of Michigan, Rev. John R. Sutherland of his home
town, and E. C. Watkins, an inspector in the Indian service. 22 None of the pending problems had been solved during
Pyle's incumbency, so the new agent was faced with the
same general conditions; namely, liquor, boundary extension, and the possible relocation of the agency. Eastman was
made of sterner stuff than Pyle, but he was to experience the
same vexations and enjoy as little success in overcoming
them.
The removal of the agency to the San Juan country was
brought promptly to Eastman's attention by the commissioner with the request that a suitable site be selected. He
held a council with thirty chiefs and about 350 other Navaho
in May and reported their ~nanimous opposition to the
removaI.23 Their position on the matter can be rationalized
without suspecting outside influences at work. The Navaho
were roughly divided into groups that tended to stay within
regional portions of the reservation. It was inconvenient for
a Navaho living near the San Juan river to come to Fort
Defiance and it would likewise be inconvenient for a southern Navaho to visit an agency located near the northern
boundary. Incidentally, their reluctance or inability to
travel the long distance would mitigate against their partici21.
22.
AD 209,
23.
5/28/79,

OIA, P412/79. OIA, Letter Book (hereafter abbreviated to LB) 150, p. 228.
Keam to Schurz, 1/21/79, OIA, K379-1/4/79. Lowrie to Schurz. 8/4/79. OIA,
247/79.
Brook; to Eastman. 5/14/79, OIA, LB 150. p. 267. Eastman to commissioner,
OIA, E221/79.
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pation in the government bounty. Agent Pyle had reported
that
hundreds cannot come [to the agency] on account
of age and infirmity and the great distances to be
traveled as compared with the value of the articles
distributed to each and the necessity that many
must remain to guard the herds and growing
crops.24
The matter was finally settled by the report of Inspector
J. H. Hammond in the fall of the year. Whereas Pyle had
stressed the proximity of white people as a reason for removing the agency, Hammond thought the encroachment of
the whites necessitated keeping the agency in their neighborhood for safeguarding the Indians, and also believed that
there was plenty of water for irrigating the fifty to seventyfive acres available at Fort Defiance for farming. On the
other hand, there would be the cost of constructing a road
to the San Juan country, an expense that could be avoided
by maintaining the customary route of commerce and supplies from Albuquerque to the reservation if the agency was
not removed. This decision was arrived at "after considerable exploration" (although he does not mention having
traveled as far north as the San Juan). He also recommended an expenditure of $1,000 to construct a dam near
the agency to impound the necessary water for irrigation, a
dam sufficiently subsiantial to withstand the pressure of
high water; five "cheap" dams had already been washed
out. 25
24. 7/10/78, OIA, P688/78.
"Of the estimated number of 12,000 or more, only less than 500 came for rations
at the issue on Saturday. This number is sometimes increased, perhaps two or three
hundred hut rations are issued only for the cold weather months. It is therefore increasingly important that more definite measures shall be promptly adopted which
mould their progress in the right direction, in the immediate future." A. L. Earle to
Kingsley, 12/30/78, OIA, K76/79.
H. O. Ladd of Santa Fe divided the Navaho into five groups: Manuelito, chief of
the southern division; Gaua [Ganado] Mucha, western: Mariano, eastern: Francisco
Capitan, northern; Teiniski, Canon de Chelly. The Daill/ New Mc",ican, 9/18/87.
The three first named chiefs are often mentioned in the government documents;
Francisco Capitan, seldom: and not once has the writer so far seen the name ot
Teiniski.
25. alA, H1418/79, H1486/79, H1488/79, 12800/79, 12249/79, and LB 167, p. 615.
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But the more important problem was the question of the
boundary extension. Neither the Indians nor the whites
were content with the status quo. To the whites the presence
of the Navaho outside the reservation limits was undesirable
and a source of trouble; they should be compelled to live
within those limits where the agent could control them,
otherwise the military or the civil authorities would be
troubled with the problem. This was the case when William
Wallace appealed to the military for assistance. Some
Navaho in March had threatened his employee with violence
at Mineral Springs, about twelve miles west of Fort Wingate,
burned the hay stack, and stolen an iron pump. Captain
Bennett investigated the matter and reported that the Indians were incensed because they suspected Wallace of not
treating them honestly in trading for wooI.25 Of course
Wallace would not want to lose their trade, although he complained about their behavior, but there were others who also
complained. To the east, Amado Chaves of San Mateo, in
seeking the recovery of lost sheep, wrote that "The Navajoes
are in the habit of stealing sheep, and after taking about one
half of the number stolen, they rep't the other half to the
Fort. But after all," he realistically added, "it is better to
get half a loaf than no loaf at all." The mischief makers in
this case were reported by Manuelito as a band of renegades
living near San Ysidro who refused to obey his commands,
and who ought to be forced onto the reservation. 26
Aside from seeking out the trader, wherever he located,
in order to secure the best price for their goods, the Navaho
lived in the area of their traditional haunts beyond the reservation line because of economic necessity. They needed
grass and water for their flocks and went where those could
be found. Complainants against their trespasses did not
favor the extension of the boundary, but their grievances
could be used as an argument by those who did favor such a
25. Wallace to Swaine. 3/30/78, AGO, 798/78. Swaine to AAG (Assistant Adjutant General), 4/5/78. Ibid.
26. Chaves to Commanding Officer (Fort Wingate), 3/23/78, AGO, 798/78.
Swaine to AAG, op. cit.
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policy. Shermari, in 1878, had opposed additional land except
as granted in settling the disputed area at the mouth of
Canon de Chelly. His argument was based on military
policy, but was vitiated by the fact that the Navaho was permitted to roam outside the reservation limits under the
terms of the treaty of 1868. The question was more debateable on economic grounds, but was beclouded by a lack of
definite information. In his annual report in 1878, Pyle
wrote:
From the best information I have been able
to gather on the subject, I incline to the belief that
the natural resources of the reservation are totally
inadequate to the support of the tribe, in which
opinion I am sustained by all intelligent persons
who are conversant with its features.
But at the same time he stated that the Navaho were ninety
to ninety-five percent self-supporting and recommended the
discontinuance of subsistence supplies except for the poor
and infirm. 21
Shortly after Pyle took his leave of absence Colonel
Swaine met in council with several Navaho chiefs and they
expressed a keen desire for an extension on the eastern side
of the reservation as a like favor for the extension granted
to the Navaho on the west in 1878. The Colonel favored the
extension on the ground that the land desired was not suitable for settlement. When Eastman assumed charge Manuelito informed him in council that they needed more land;
the Mexicans were crowding them on the east, the Mormons
on the west, and the Americans pressed them on the north
and south. The agent advised them to plant more land, dig
wells, decrease their bands of horses, and get accustomed to
living on the reservation which they would soon be compelled
to do. At the same time, however, he did recommend that
their request be granted. The proposal met an unfavorable
reception with the commissioner at first, but a subsequent
27. 45 Cong., 3 sess., hse, ex. doc. I, p. 604 (ser. 1850). Pyle to Commissioner.
9/18/78, OlA, P892/78.
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report by Inspector Hammond led him to change his mind
and to recommend to Secretary Schurz that the boundary be
extended because, being a pastoral people, the Navaho
needed more land, and that Eastman claimed he could then
keep them on their reservation and could better control the
whiskey traffic. The project was finally carried through by
an Executive Order of January 6, 1880; the boundary was
extended fifteen miles to the east and six miles to the south. 28
The enlargement of the reservation did not go unchallenged. Several traders now found their locations to be on
Indian land; among them were George M. (Barnie)Williams, 1. L. Bennet, and Charles Davidson at Pueblo Colorado, about thirty-five miles west of Fort Defiance, and
Anson C. Damon and Thomas V. Kearn near the agency.29
Damon had been living on his ranch for two years, and had
a Navaho wife and four boys. Eastman recommended that
he be allowed to remain on the promise not to sell whiskey
and because the Navaho respected him. In view of past and
future complaints about squaw-men this was a surprising
concession on the part of the agent. The commissioner
assented to the proposal, but with the stipulation that
Damon marry his wife in accordance with the white man's
law. This the rancher refused to do, and presumedly he was
forced off the reservation. 30 Mr. Kearn had been located for
four years and tried to argue the legality of his removal,
later apparently acquiescing and requesting compensation
for his improvements. In his case Eastman was opposed to
any leniency, but expressed it in rather cloudy phraseology:
"as I apprehend such men (who being favorites with the
military may be somewhat sheltered by them) do not remove:
and their example may influence others: who are well intentioned to remain also."3l
28. Swaine to AAG, 12/20/78, OIA, W317/79. Eastman to Commissioner,
5/23/79, OIA, E221/79, Eastman Council with Navajo, 5/21/79, OIA, E252/79. Hayt
to Secretary of Interior, OIA, RB (Report Book,) 35, pp. 171, 610.
29. OIA, E80/80.
30. Ibid. Also OIA, E254/80 and LB 159, p, 4. John McNeil to Schurz, 12/23/80,
OIA, M2510/S0.
31. Eastman to Commissioner, 2/12/80, and Kearn to Eastman, 2/12/80, OIA,
E117/80. Kearn to Commissioner, 2/16/80, OIA, K246/80.
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Opposition also appeared elsewhere. When the extension was recommended by the commissioner, he based his
opinion on the information that "there are not to exceed
seven squatters, some of whom have Indian wives, and two
squatter traders, within the extended limits...."32 But the
territorial legislature spoke of 100 families being affected
in a memorial, opposing the extension, addressed to the
president of the United States and to the secretary of interior. If true, these 100 families were probably concerned
over the loss of grazing ground for their wandering cattle
or sheep. At any rate, the'legislature showed little sympathy
for the Indian who had, "in fact, twice the amount of territory that their present necessities require."33 A lack of
sympathy, it is reasonable to suppose, rather widely held in
the territory:
now my dear Governor we think out here
that about .fifteen hundred to two thousand acres of
land to every buck and squaw with three children
with an unlimited range outside of the reservation
is quite enough, and by "rustling" around they
can keep from being crowded and at the same time
prevent their herds from perishing.34
The boundary extension provoked the airing of opinions on the Navaho problems, but solved none of them. The
Indians roamed at will as formerly, drank, and occasionally
met with trouble, even with the "iron horse:" In March,
1882, a Navaho was run over and killed by an Atlantic and
Pacific train. Friends of the unfortunate one demanded
$500 indemnity, so Superintendent Smith sent a prompt request to Eastman to settle the issue for him. The Indians
82.

E. J. Brooks to Thomas L. Young (congressman), 6/5/80, OlA, LB 158.

p. 141.

33. New Mexico, "Memorial to President and Secretary of Interior," Acts of the
Leg;"lative A88embly, 24th session, 1880.
84. "This is part of a letter received from an influential friend in New Mexico.
I thought it worthy of your notice & therefore respectfully submit it." Thos. L.
Young (House of Representatives) to Schurz, 2/16/80, OlA, Y51/80.
L. N. Hopkins Jr. of Santa Fe also protested the loss of his ranch in a letter to
Congressman John G. Campbell who in turn tried to delay the boundary extension,
OIA, C232/80.
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had no legal claim because the deceased was trespassing on
the railroad right-of-way, but the company gave $40 worth
of farm implements and Eastman gave a double set of
harness "in order to Express a reasonable sympathy on the
part of the Great Father, for their loss and also that they
may farm it more intelligently."35
In May a more serious incident occurred near Gallup
when an Indian was killed in a fight with coal miners. The
Navaho was attempting to recover a pony that he alleged
had been stolen and sold to a miner. His kinsmen assembled
in force to secure redress of grievance, and the commander
at Fort Wingate sent troops to protect life and property.
The matter was finally settled peacefully in conference bY'an
agreement to pay the Indians 250 sheep in compensation for
the life of the deceased. 30
About the same time Henry Connelly of Los Lunas was
complaining to Governor Sheldon that the Navaho had stolen
stock from his ranch on the Canada Alamosa, "cowhided"
one of his herders and told him to leave because they owned
the country. This was not the only complaint of aggression
according to the governor, and he took a very serious view
of the situation: "a war is to take place sooner or later I have
little doubt."37
Military headquarters at Santa Fe held the same view
as the governor and took appropriate action. Colonel Mackenzie instructed the commander at Fort Wingate to compel
the Navaho roaming to the southward of the reservation to
return to their own land: "If serious trouble comes, - I mean
war with the Navajoes, - I think that we shall be able to
meet it, but I am very desirous not have such a thing if it
can be, with proper regard to our duties, avoided."3R Since
35. F. W. Smith to Eastman, 3/15/82, and Eastman to Commissioner, 3/16/82,
OIA, 5843/82 (after 1880 the Office of Indian Affairs used a straight numerical filing
system for incoming correspondence from ali field officers in place of the earlier
numerical and alphabetical filing system for the several superintendencies).
36. Captain William Auman to Post Adjutant, 5/3/82 and 5/4/82. Ibid.
37. L. A. Sheldon to Henry M. Teller. 5/8/82, OIA, 9078/82. Connelly to Governor. 5/5/82, AGO, 1992/82.
38. R. S. Mackenzie to Colonel Bradley. 5/8/82, AGO. Fort Wingate File 1882.
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the prospects of any more war with the Navaho had been
discounted for several years by civil and military officials,
the views of Sheldon and Mackenzie might seem unnecessarily pessimistic, but there were other factors in the situation, to be discussed later, that could cause them to worry.
Meanwhile, the scouting party sent to the Canada Alamosa
found no Navaho to send home : "No signs of Indians were
found, except some old Navajo Hogans near Connelly's
Ranch where the Indians had once cultivated corn." And the
real troublemakers there had probably been the Southern
Apache. 39
Another incident occurred on the Rio Puerco of the
West where some Navaho had been living peacefully for
years, probably never having been sent to the Bosque Redondo, and supporting themselves without government assistance. Now white settlers were encroaching on their farm
land. The commissioner ruled that under the act of March 3,
1875, any Indian, born in the United States, twenty-one
years of age, and the head of a family, was eligible for a
homestead, but having no jurisdiction over the public
domain, he could afford them no protection in their holdings. 40 At that time the war department had ordered, in
view of disturbances among the Southern Apache, that all
Indians off their reservation were to be considered as hostiles by the military. Consequently, Eastman was instructed,
despite'the previous ruling about eligibility for homesteads,
to remove those Navaho to the reservation. In September,
1881, he brought in about eighty-five. Subsequently, General Sherman stated that the rule about hostiles was not
applicable to peaceful Navaho farmers, and thought that
39. Lieutenant James Parker to M. F. Jamar, 5/28/82, AGO, 2362/82. Jamar
to Post Adjutant, 5/30/82, Ibid.
See The Daily New Mexiean, 2/2/81, for comments by Thomas V. Keam. He reported a band of Navaho living at the Canada who maintained communication with
the Apache.
40. Bennett to Commissioner, 1/7/80, OIA, 1525/81. Thomas M. Nichol to Bennett, 3/15/81, orA, LI3 158, p. 635.
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citizenship ultimately was "Probably the best possible solution of this most difficult problem."41
The Navaho were also a bit troublesome in relation to
their Pueblo neighbors. They were not meek by nature and
were not above expressing their sense of superiority toward
others. They picked on the Moquis in the west; in fact, they
were "becoming quite tyrannical in their manners," and
indulged in considerable petty thieving. 42 To the south they
had trouble with Zuni over pasturing horses in the Nutria
Valley claimed by the Pueblo as their property. After repeated offenses of this kind, so the Zuni alleged, their
number-one war chief, Frank H. Cushing, took decisive
action by killing several of the unwelcome animals. Eastman maintained that the horses had been grazing on Navaho
land just over the crest of the valley, but the claim for $100
for two dead horses met with little sympathy from the
Pueblo agent: "Indians who finally suffer loss in consequence
of outrageous and exasperating disregard of the necessary
rights of others which they have persistently practiced for
years, should not receive any consideration."43
However, the sum total of troubles arising from neighborly quarrels and petty thieving might not be considered as
excessive, considering the tradition of friction among Indian tribes and lawlessness on the American frontier, if
that perennial source of mischief, John Barleycorn, had not
been present. The bulk of the Navaho were peaceful enough
and concerned primarily with the common problem of keeping body and soul together. When employed by white men
41. Sherman to R. T. Lincoln, 10/7/81, OIA, 18241/81. Price to Eastman,
9/9/81, OIA, LB 159, p. 489. Eastman to Commissioner, 9/26/81, OIA, 17389/81 and
9/19/81, 17158/81.
The report of Navaho wandering as far southward as Fort Apache was received
in Washington. Eastman denied having issued any permits to them for hunting in
that area and wrote: "I have again notified my Chiefs to keep away from Fort Apache
and vicinity and also to discontinue dealings with the Apaches." Eastman to Bradley,
1/12/82, AGO, 291/82.
42. John H. Sullivan (farmer at Moqui Pueblo agency) to Commissioner, 12/14/81,
OIA, 22585/81. Bennett to Commissioner, 1/1/81, OIA, 672/81.
43. B. M. Thomas to Price, 11/22/82, OIA, 19570/82. Eastman to Cushing,
7/22/82 and 10/21/82; Cushing to Eastman, 10/11/82, OIA, 19570/82.
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they gave satisfaction: "They work for us, faithfully, at any
kind of labor they can perform, and we find them a very
orderly and agreeable people.... "44 And Captain Bennett
was of the opinion that "no community of like population
will exhibit so small a record of criminal acts of a flagrant
character as the Navajos."45 But liquor was sold openly to
the Indians and trouble often followed, either among themselves or between them and the white people along the route
of the railroad, and a drunken Navaho was a common sight
as W. S. Burke reported: "I don't think I have ever made a
trip without seeing drunken Indians; hence, the evil of
which I complain is not a matter of rumor . . . but of positive knowledge." And there were many others who agreed
with him. 46
The situation was clear to everybody, Indian and white,
and all responsible people agreed that the selling of liquor
to the redman should be stopped, but just how this could be
done was another question. Ganado Mucho inquired why the
Great Father did not end the evil: "If a mountain is in the
way he bores through it [referring to the railroad]-and all
this shows his might-then why can't he kick these whiskey
fellows out, dam their springs and stop the trade?" Manuelito, quite a tippler in his own right, promised to take care
of his people if the government would force them onto the
reservationY This the government could not do, but some
steps were taken to end the whiskey traffic. Colonel Buell
wrote:
44. W. S. Burke to Kirkwood, 2/23/82, OIA, 5015/82.
Burke was secretary of the Pacific Coal Company operating a mine about five
miles west of Gallup, a "hard town." He had been editor of the Council Bluffs Nonpareil at the outbreak of the Civil War, and had resigned to accept a commission as
lieutenant in the army. _Ibid.
45. Annual Report, 10/14/80, 46 cong., 3 Bess., hse. ex. doc. 1, p. 254 (1959).
46. Burke to Kirkwood, op. cit.
"What 1 know of that can be told in a few words. Whisky is sold to the Navajoes and all the trouble that arises in the tribe is due to thiB cause." Thomas V. Kearn
in The Daily New Mexican, 2/6/81. See also OlA, 1554/80, B812/80, and 7352/82.
47. John McNeill, Council with Navajo, 12/14-16/1880, OlA, M2510/80. Eastman
to Commissioner, 4/11/82, OlA, 7396/82.
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I have found so much whiskey selling going on,
that I have employed several men for the purpose
of detecting the villains who are doing so much
towards producing the trouble now existing. If I
had come by Manuelito's Camp two days earlier I
would have found not less than one hundred
drunken Indians fighting among themselves. 48

Just what these detectives accomplished is not known in
detail, but the general results were negative. The military,
of course, could not prosecute violators of the laws, although
they were free to gather evidence as a basis for prosecution
by the civil authorities. However, a scouting trip in December revealed that
All the parties about the railroad camps, excepting around the Mormon camps-who, as a rule,
were very communicative and seemed not only
willing but anxious to tell all they knew about itwere very reticent and it was almost impossible to
get any information whatever out of them.....49
Meanwhile, Colonel Bradley ordered the post trader at Fort
Wingate to sell liquor only by the glass in order to prevent
the soldiers from passing purchases on to Indians. But
these efforts were fruitless, and the colonel confessed the
inability of the military to suppress the traffic off the
reservation. 50
In October, Captain Bennett journeyed to Santa Fe to
confer with General Hatch and the civil authority about the
problem. The upshot of the conference was the recommendation by Hatch that the territory adjacent to the reservation be declared Indian country in order to give the military
jurisdiction, and also that a strong corps of detectives and
United States marshals be employed. The proposals were
rejected; to declare the area to be Indian country was impracticable, and the employment of a detective by the office
48. Buell to AAAG, 6/8/80, AGO. 1566/80.
49, George R. Burnett, Report, 12/7/80, OIA, 562/81.
50. Bradley to AAG, 12/11/80, OIA, 562/81. Eastman to Commissioner, 9/8/80,
OIA, E460/80.
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of Indian affairs had already been ruled impossible for lack
of funds. 51 Meanwhile, the department of justice had been
urged to take action, but the initial reaction was only a dolefulletter from the United States attorney for New Mexico:
The laws of the United States are flagrantly
violated in this Territory-terrible offenders go
about and defy every body-and escape punishment
- I do not tell all the obstacles I meet-enough I
have given-My reports from time to time show
few convictions or trials-this is mortifying to me
I do my best. 52
Perhaps the reason for his difficulty was given by Inspector
McNeil: "The purveyor of liquor can pay the law officer
(Deputy Marshal etc) more than his legal fee, and that ends
the thing in this country." However, the lament of the
attorney did not end matters; he was instructed in December
to employ a detective. 53
Two other possible cures were experimented with in the
spring of 1882. Eastman, heretofore governing the Navaho
by "moral suasion," as he expressed it, was shocked at seeing
a drunk Indian at the agency for the first time. He therefore proposed, and was authorized to erect, a jail at Fort
Defiance. And the citizens of Gallup, indignant at the recent
trouble at the coal mines, blaming the cause on liquor, destroyed the whiskey and tent saloon of Thomas Dye, and
51. OIA, B812/80, 562/81, and LB 154, p. 673. Hatch to Price, 6/15/81, OIA,
12618/81.
52. Sidney M. Barnes to Charles Deven, 9/25/80, OIA, 1539/80. See also OIA,
1352/80, 1328/80.
53. McNeil to Schurz, 12/23/80, OIA, M2510/80. Attorney General to Kirkwood,
4/16/81, OIA, 6462/81.
Detective Wm. S. Crawford was killed in Albuquerque in December, 1882, while
waiting to testify in a case. Eastman to Commissioner, 2/13/82, OIA, 3526/82.
Eastman gave the impression that the killing was intentional to -prevent Crawford
from testifying. but the newspaper account makes it out a case of mistaken identity.
The affair occurred in Old Albuquerque, 12/17/81.
"William S. Crawford is about thirty years of age, and has passed his entire life
on the frontier. He is the special agent of the department of justice, is one of Pat
Garrett's deputies, and has served on the staff of Generals Buell and McKenzie. He
is a man of powerful physique, is temperate in his habits, and bold and determined in
character." Albuquerque Daily Journal, 12/20/81.
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secured his imprisonment at Fort Wingate. 54 But the Indians
continued to get liquor.
If forced to live and remain within the limits of the
reservation the troubles related above might be avoided, but
it was questionable whether the Navaho country was productive enough for their support; the alternative would be
more land or the continuation of government supplies. In
view of the recent addition to the reservation the commissioner would not consider another extension for the time
being. Consequently, supplies were continued while looking
forward to the time when the recipients would be made selfsupporting by exploiting the resources of their land.
In the spring of 1880 the expenditure of $3,000 was
authorized for developing a water supply, and a dam at the
agency was started. Stover and Company of Albuquerque
contracted to erect three windmills, one at the agency, and
one each for Manuelito and Ganado Mucho. 55 The erection
of a steam saw mill, purchased three years before, was now
started. 56 And eleven wagons were issued to certain Navaho
as a means to self support. ; It was hoped that they could
engage in freighting goods t6 the agency and find use for the
wagons in their farming operations. 57 But these were petty
measures that might make conditions better for a few Indians in the southern part of the reservation, but they could
afford little help for the northern people, nor for the "considerably upwards of one-half of the entire Navajo people
. . . living off the Reservation."58
54. Eastman to Commissioner, 2/13/82, OIA, 3526/82. Price to Eastman, 2/24/82,
OIA. LB 164, p. 128. Wm. Auman to Post Adjutant, 5/6/82, AGO. Fort Wingate Letters Received File 1882. Also OIA, LB 164, PP. 128, 202, 226.
"it is currently reported and generally believed that whiskey in large quantities
is sold to the Navajos by the saloon keepers at Gallup-that they do it openly and in
defiance of law and that the civil authorities are powerless to prevent it:' G. C.
Chance to Post Commander, 4/30/82, AGO, 1915/82.
55. Trowbridge to Eastman, 3/22/80, OIA, M2510/80; also E234/80, 7965/81,
8581/81 ; LB 178, p. 184; and LB 169, p. 579.
56. OIA, T741/80; Report Book 33, p. 148.
57. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Annual Report, 1880, 46 cong., 3 sess., hse.
ex. doc. I, p. 92ft (1959).
58. J. H. Howard (inspector) to H. M. Teller, 7/31/82, OIA, 15060/82.
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Agent Eastman "issued annuity goods to 11,400 Indians
[of an estimated total 16,000] in October, 1879, being their
last issue under their ten years' treaty stipulation. . . "59
And he was of the opinion that his
discretion ought & can best control the future dispensing of necessary goods & tools to & for the best
good of this tribe, and the time has come in their
case when annuities (except a few staples & needed
tools) and the annual issue can and ought to be
omitted. 60
This opinion was to be modified later, but meanwhile the
discontinuance of annuities did not mean necessarily the
stopping of food supplies. And the question was, how much
did they really need?
In estimating the cost of supplies for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1880, Agent Pyle reduced the usual amount
about one half to a figure of $17,000, fully convinced that
sum would suffice. If additional funds were provided by
congress, the amount for supplies should not be increased,
he wrote, because "I know that the amount indicated is
sufficient and I also know that the letting of larger contracts
for supplies in most cases results more to the advantage of
Contractors than to the Indians." Mr. Eastman, on taking
over the agency, promptly took issue with Pyle, criticising
his estimate as being too low. 61 The truth of the matter, no
doubt, would partly depend upon the extent of Navaho selfsupport from grazing and farming. They cultivated an
estimated ten thousand acres, about two thousand having a
reliable supply of water. The rest of the land produced a
59. Annual Report, 1881, 47 cong., 1 sess., hse. ex. doc. I, p. 195 (2018).
60. Eastman to Commissioner, 1/30/80, OIA, E81/80.
"And as they now have most of the 'land' I prefer to take them at their word and
not again inaugurate 'onnuitll issue.' but expend a few staples &: tool. they .....ed on
the occasional plan and mostly in payment for special services.
"The $3000.00 estimated for to assist the permanent water supply I deem imperatively necessary, and the Key to success towards gradually bringing this people on to
their Res. v and affording them the means of subsistance."' Eastman to Commissioner,
1/26/80, OIA, E60/80.
61. Pyle to Commissioner, 4/5/79, and Eastman to Commissioner, 4/30/79, OIA,
EI55/79.
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crop about one year in four. In good crop years the Navaho
were probably self-supporting, including, of course, their
sheep as a source of meat. In the year 1879-1880 the government supplied about one-seventh of their subsistence,
and that was a time of want due to a two year drouth. 62
In the last analysis the Navaho were living close to the
margin of economic existence. When hard times visited their
country they were dependent upon government support, a
fact strongly illustrated again in 1880 and 1881 due to crop
failure. Much sickness was reported among them, and many
were "in a starving condition" when government supplies
failed. This deplorable condition of want was precipitated
by the refusal of Louis Huning to fulfill his contract. The
government had refused to pay the agreed upon price for
flour delivered at Fort Defiance on the ground that it was
below quality. The contractor refused to deliver more until
full payment was received. Agent Eastman journeyed to
Albuquerque in April, 1880, to make open market purchases
to relieve the situation. 64 The following winter was unusually severe, causing considerable loss of stock. Again in
the spring of 1881 the government came to the rescue with
supplies, furnishing 150,000 pounds of wheat and corn, and
an extra emergency supply of 37,500 pounds. 65 In the midst
of dealing with this economic problem, a situation developed
that led to the temporary removal of the agent from office.
When Eastman relieved Pyle of responsibility for
Navaho management, he soon was of the opinion that bad
influences were abroad undermining his authority and aim62. Bennett to AAAG, 7/14/81, OIA, 14244/81. Bennett, Annual Report, 1880, 46
cong., 3 sess., hse. ex. doc. I, p. 253 (1959). Hatch to AAG, 4/28/81, OIA. 8406/81.
Bennett reported the following figures for farm production: wheat 500 bu; corn
6,000 bu; beans 100 bu; 75,000 melons; 40,000 pumpkins; peaches and apricots In
Canon de Chelly.
In 1883: 20,000 bu wheat; 200,000 bu corn; 650 bu vegetables.
These figures cannot be more than rough estimates..
See W. W. Hill, "The Agricultural and Hunting Methods of the Navaho," Yale
University Publications in Anthropology, No. 18, p. 13, for the significance of rainfall
to Navaho economy.
64. OIA, E212/80, E220/80. Townsend to Trowbridge, 6/15/80, OIA, T741/80.
65. E. L. Stevens to Hatch, 5/11/81, AGO, 1837/81.
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ing ultimately at his removal. This influence he summed up
under the term "the Santa Fe Ring" and accused the military at Fort Wingate with being abettors. At the time he
believed that the ring was headed by J. L. Johnston and
Company of Santa Fe, and that their representatives in the
Navaho country were L. N. Hopkins, a nephew of Johnston
and post-trader at Fort Wingate; Romulo Martinez, trader
at Fort Defiance, represented by W. B. Leonard as clerk in
charge; G. M. Williams, at Pueblo, Colorado, and Kearn at
the Moqui agency. 'Hopkins had secured the post-trader
position with the help of Lieutenant Merritt, who "was
bought over, to vote for Hopkins, and who was afterward
cashiered, for receiving a bribe, and subsequently committed
suicide, at Santa Fe."GG
The spite of the J L Johnston & Co. house of
Santa Fe N M. who have for years controlled the
trade of this entire section of country, is invariably
directed to an Agent, they cannot manipulate, and
when the fiat goes forth, go he must, or be out of
the way, by such means as suits the Caprices of
these people. G7
No doubt there was some truth in the agent's charge
that outside influences sought to manipulate Navaho affairs
to their own advantage. GS Added to this the fact that the
agent was faced with the responsibility of managing an alien
people, which at best is a very difficult task, the situation
called for a man of unusual ability, of tact and wise understanding. In these qualities Eastman proved to be lacking.
He was a Christian idealist inclined to draw a sharp distinction between right and wrong in regard to the behavior of
others, but he possessed, unfortunately, a slight weakness
for promoting his own personal and perhaps selfish interests.
One of his first acts was to indulge in nepotism. He secured
the appointment as storekeeper and agency carpenter, and
66.
67.
68.

J. R. Sutherland to Eastman, 3/20/82, OIA, 5943/82.
Sutherland to Commissioner (confidential), 11/4/80, OIA, 7075/81.
E. B. Townsend to Trowbridge, 6/8/80, OIA, T715/80.
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later farmer at the Moqui agency, for his own son, a minor
without experience, and, according to George Williams,
"almost half idiot."69 Other changes at the agency soon
followed. Dr. Whitney, accused by the Indians of having
stolen their goods during the regime of Agent Amy, and
accused by Eastman of trying "to entangle me into following
irregular methods heretofore practiced at this agency," was
removed. 70 The following winter more changes occurred.
Clerk Harry Simpson was discharged in February for
alleged incompetency and replaced by James R. Sutherland,
another friend from the home town. Henry Dodge, agency
butcher, and Charles Hubbell, interpreter, resigned. Navajo
John was hired as interpreter at higher pay,
knowing that he too would soon be reached by the
same influence at work trying to corner mel-to
wit-the "Indian ring," and traders Clique here,as I am satisfactorily informed, -Say: "they have
no use for an agent they cannot control !" and While
I have used them with uniform kindness, Their
antagonism is felt by me in many ways, and this
pressure is one of the results-as I have reason to
believe. 71
The removal of employees might be indicative of friction at the agency, but would hardly justify accusing Eastman of mismanagement. However, he initiated policies that
did give grounds for that accusation. He requested permission to issue supplies for a longer period than the customary
one week. This, he thought, would benefit the more distant
Navaho who found it inconvenient to come in every week,
but contrariwise, it would work to the disadvantage of those
living nearby. The latter could exercise more influence for
69. George Williams to Commissioner, 12/13/79, OlA, W5/80. Eastman to Commissioner, 4/30/79, 01A, E157/79.
70. Eastman to Hayt (confidential), 5/22/79, OlA, E232/79.
Dr. J. B. McNett, Grand Haven, Michigan, was appointed to the vacancy and
served from some time in December, 1879, to July 31, 1880. OlA, M2371/79, E222/79;
LB 149, pp. 60, 63, and LB 157, p. 482.
71. Eastman to' Commissioner, 1/15/80, OlA, E44/80, E1l5/80. Also LB 155,
p. 103. Sutherland to Commissioner, 8/28/80, OlA, B815/80.
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good or evil than their distant kinsmen; consequently, from
the standpoint of enjoying a peaceful term of office, it would
have been the part of wisdom for Eastman not to have
initiated the change. 72 Furthermore, there were two possible
ways of issuing goods: allot lump quantities to the chiefs
and leaving detailed distribution to them, or place the goods
directly in the hands of the individual Navaho. The former
had been the practice and Eastman tried to change it. 73 This
move of course could easily offend men like Ganado Mucho
and Manuelito without bringing corresponding influential
support for the agent in case' of trouble occurring.
Eastman also tried to break up the practice of cohabitation of white men and Navaho women without benefit of the
white man's clergy. That, naturally, would irritate the
squawmen, and lead to conflict. The liquor traffic was
attacked by the agent of course; and,. charging that there
had been dishonesty in the distribution of Indian supplies
in the past, he claimed credit for stopping that practice.
This last policy was his crowning offense, so he thought:
I have never stolen the Indians goods-as the
Indians state some of my predecessors did-and
"whacked up" with this same insatiable "junta"
who, I fear, soon again expect to rule here; this, no
doubt is my crowning offense, (but I could not purchase a truce at such a cost) .74
The attack on Eastman was led by George Williams,
and weaknesses were found in the agent's armor. He had
72. Eastman to Commissioner, 5/1/79, OIA, EI58/79. Also OIA, E274/79.
73. Eastman to Commissioner, 8/12/81, OIA, 17520/81. John Navajo to the
Great Father, 7/5/80, OIA, 82313/80.
74. Eastman to Commissioner, 9/8/80, OIA, E460/80.
"And no Indian or chief, to my knowledge has complained-then nor since-that
they have not received all their goods & supplies and are fairly and satisfactorily distributed to them too, -and which they have many times said was not the case under
my predecessors." Eastman to Commissioner, 8/31/80, OIA, .E438/80. Also see OIA,
82313/80.
"No grievances can be redressed through the filthy pool of politics, or through the
representatives of the religious bodies who are 80 misrepresented by the 'Iscariot9' sent
out here duri'ng the past 15 years." E. 8. Merritt (late acting agent Moquis Pueblo)
to Commissioner, 2/6/80, T741-18/80.
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unwisely offered E. C. Webber, clerk for Williams, the agency
clerkship and the position of agency trader if son Edward
Eastman was taken in as partner. Williams also charged
that Eastman had a $12,000 stock of hardware in San Francisco and Los Angeles that he planned to dispense in various
ways to the Indians. In preparation for such action, he had
taken a trip to the coast ostensibly to purchase school books.
The trip cost the government $387.00; the books, worth
$157.11, could have been purchased by correspondence; consequently, "a gross misappropriation of funds" had taken
place, so Inspector Townsend wrote. 75
The accumulation of grievances against Eastman, on
the part of both whites and Indians, plus the economic distress of the Navaho in 1880 and the baneful influence of
liquor, led to a crisis in agency affairs during the absence
of Eastman in the East. The trouble started in the early
spring when the Indians became troublesome at Fort Defiance by breaking into the storerooms and making gestures
of stabbing to disturb the ladies. Some of the employees
becoming uneasy resigned. Eastman finally took the situation with sufficient seriousness to request a supply of rifles.
He expected to rule as usual, "through persuasive and
resonable argument and Christian influences but it is necessary to retain employes." The request was denied, but he
was advised to repair some old carbines on hand.
On April 15 he left for Albuquerque to make open
market purchases due to the failure of Huning to make
deliveries on contract. Shortly after his departure, Dr. McNett and three of the school teachers decamped for Fort
Wingate. Their flight was probably precipitated by a letter
from George Williams repeating Navaho gossip that there
was to be a general massacre ef Americans. Williams at
least thought that "Anyone who says that we need appre75. Townsend to Trowbridge, Report, 6/15/80, T741/80. Williams to Commissioner, 12/13/79, orA, W5/80.
76. Eastman to Commissioner, 4/6/80, OIA, E207/80.
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hend no serious trouble is an imbecile or a fool," and advised
Dr. McNett to send the ladies East. 77
Eastman, in Albuquerque, took matters calmly, and
attributed any disturbance to "Scare Stories," gotten up by
"the ring & with the aid of such employes as they are able
to influence as I am informed & believe."78 He returned to
Defiance on May 1; ten days later, judging that conditions
were satisfactory, he requested the employees to return to
duty. When they refused he took steps to secure their discharge. 79 Meanwhile, the commissioner had ordered him to
report in Washington, and he left Fort Defiance on May 10.
Rumors of impending trouble continued to fly. The
Navaho were reported as being well armed with guns, securing some of them from the Mormons. Certain settlers at
Deer Springs, Apache County, Arizona, were warned by
Navaho to leave; and likewise Joseph W. Thacker, a trader
located at the Fort Defiance cross roads. On the night of
May 31, William Evan Golden, enroute to the San Juan
country, was murdered near the summit of the Tunicha
mountains, about forty-five miles north of the agency, and
his companion, John Johnson, was wounded. so The seriousness of the situation seemed to increase with distance from
the reservation. L. Bradford Prince, chief justice of New
Mexico, wrote directly to President Hayes in order to prevent the return of Eastman, otherwise war
77. Bennett to AAAG, 4/16/80, OIA, AD 209, 520/80. Williams to McNett,
4/11/80, Ibid.
The teachers were Miss Crepe McNett, R. Eleanor Griffin, and M. Amanda Eastman. The fugitives told Bennett that the Navaho had handled Eastman very roughly
during a recent issue when he tried to prevent crowding.
Their agent "has taught them to look upon the whites as their enemies." George
Williams, op. cit.
78. Eastman to Commissioner, 4/26/80, OlA, E235/80.
79. OIA, E282/80.
80. See OlA, T715/80 for four affidavits of warnings.
"The Utes on the one hand & the Mormons on the other have without doubt been
tampering with the tribe." Sheldon Jackson to Brooks, 8/5/80, OlA, 1451/80.
In Eastman's opinion, rifles were sold to Navaho chiefs, but not by Mormons who
were peaceful and friendly toward the Indians. Eastman to Commissioner, 2/8/82,
OIA, 3257/82.
.
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may be brought on by the acts of one utterly unfit
man, apparently devoid of a vestige of common
sense, [although he recognized] that in Washington it is almost impossible to distinguish between
the clamor raised against a good Indian agent, by
the rings whose plunderings he has stopped; and
the cries for relief of an abused and outraged
people at the actions of a dishonest or arbitrary
one. 81
Early in June Special Agent E. B. Townsend arrived
at Fort Wingate and learned that
the Agency at Defiance appears to be generally
demoralized, with exhausted supplies, forage, etc.
The Indians are taking advantage of the situation
and encouraged by all the vicious influences surrounding them are bold, insolent and threatening.
Doubtless he obtained part of his information from Sutherland (clerk in charge during the absence of Eastman) who,
returning to Fort Defiance on the 7th after a short absence,
found drunk Indians, buildings broken into, and quivers
unusually full of arrows. He requested the dispatch of
troops.82
Meanwhile, the military had taken action. Colonel
Buell was ordered to Fort Wingate, arriving there June 5th
with six companies of soldiers. He attributed the trouble
primarily to young Navaho with little or no property,
influenced by liquor and the troublesome Apache who were
making one of their most destructive forays under Victorio.
He recommended the arrest and even hanging, if necessary,
of certain citizens for selling whiskey and arms to the Indians, and the appointment of Thomas V. Kearn as agent. 88
General Pope, however, recommended the appointment of
81. 5/7/80, OlA, P673/80.
82. Townsend to Trowbridge, 6/8/80, T715/80.
"The Nava;os are veTl/ reBtleBB and the country here is full of rumorB and much
excitement prevails about their depredations." Townsend, OlA, T714/80. Also Sutherland to Townsend, 6/8/80. T715/80.
83. Buell to AAG. 6/8/80, OlA, AD 209. 556/80.
The Ut~ to the north were also restless at this time.
Townsend mentioned only five companies of troops. Ibid., 520/80.
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Captain Bennett as temporary agent which was approved by
General Sherman, "at least during the present year. It may
save us one of the most complicated and difficult Indian
Wars of this country." Under this pressure, the commissioner so recommended to the secretary of the interior, and
Eastman, returning to the West, was instructed to await
further orders at Albuquerque. 84
Bennett assumed charge of the agency on June 13, but
the accounts were not transferred officially to him until
about August 13, and then as of the date July 1. Eastman
had not received notice that he had been "temporarily suspended" until early in August. 85
The temporary removal of Eastman was followed by a
year's long controversy over his return to duty. Inspector
Townsend recommended that he .be removed:
not for criminal neglect or cause, but for the reason
that his management or mismanagement rather,
has created great dissatisfaction among the Indians,
and because I am impressed with the belief that his
continued presence at the Agency would lead to
serious trouble, and because I believe his usefulness
here is ended.
I can but censure the Agent for want of management or efficiency in providing needed supplies
and against such an emergency; but it is only just
to him to say he has been trying since last March
to obtain them and has had almost insurmountable obstacles to overcome of which the Department has been advised.
No positive evidence was found regarding the disturbing influence of Ute, Apache, or Mormon,
but enough evidence has been obtained to show
beyond any doubt that the most vicious influences
84. Sherman to Secretary of War, 6/9/80. and E. J. Brooks to Secretary of Interior. 6/12/80. IbUt.
.
The secretary of interior wrote, Uthat had hiB own brother been in Mr. Eastman's
place he should stilI have felt it his imperative duty to request the War Department
to detail Capt. Bennett" to take charge. Brooks to T. W. Ferry, 6/1/80, OIA, LB 157,
p. 84.
85. Eastman to Commissioner. 8/6/80. OIA, E368/80.
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have been brought to
them. The condition
been another baneful
been used by them
trouble. 86

bear to make trouble among
of affairs at the Agency has
influence, which might have
as an excuse for making

The struggle for the agency was waged by the military officers and white settlers on the one side against the church
and Senator Ferry on the other, with the former group
backing Keam for the position. Basing his opinion upon
conversation with several white men, Mr. Taylor, missionary
to the Moquis, was
inclined to think that Mr. Eastman had better
resign at an early date. I fear that it would be
perilous for him to remain. I think that he has
been betrayed by the men in whom he trusted, & so
much has been said that he is brought low in the
estimation of many of the Navahos.... Now if I
were to be teacher here [Fort Defiance], I should
ask for Mr. Keams for agent.... He cannot be recommended as a Christian but as the most suitable
man under the present condition of affairs. 87
Mr. Taylor's judiciousness was slightly tempered with calculation, and probably influenced by Keam.
Colonel Buell strongly advised against the return of
Eastman to his position, but Sheldon Jackson, who had
visited the agency in June, believed that there had been no
need to supplant Eastman with Bennett, and accepted the
charge that Utes and Mormons had been tampering with the
Navaho. Senator Ferry, highly indignant, was convinced
that the real source of trouble "is the old ring and military
cooperation, that failing to use & control agent Eastman are
combining by pretext of Indian dissatisfaction & threats of
86. Townsend to Trowbridge, Report, 6/15/80, OlA, T741/80.
87. Charles A. Taylor to Jackson, 7/22/80 and 7/23/80, OlA, 1475/80.
Because of departmental objections I refrain from recommending Kearn Hfurther
than to say, that with the present stOote of feeling among the Navajos 1 do think their
reasonable requests are worthy of serious consideration. They have been very unfor..
tunate in their Agents for many years. ...." Townsend to Trowbridge. op. cit.
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life to effect his removal."88 And he was very much surprised
to see the change made on the recommendation "of a Department which has steadily and fearlessly maintained that
Indian affairs could more safely and beneficiently be administered by the Interior rather than by the War Department."89
During the fall and winter the tide ran against Eastman. His clerk, Sutherland, was notified of his dismissal by
Bennett, effective October 1, to make way for Harry Sinclair, a nephew of the captain. It appeared to Sutherland
that the conspirators under the leadership of .Kearn and
Merritt had realized their boast of driving Eastman out,
"if not by fair they would by foul m·eans."90 And late in
September, while waiting in Albuquerque, Eastman learned
from Washington that "my usefulness as agent among the
Navajos [is] at an end."91 A decision apparently above
question when substantiated by the report of Inspector John
McNeil in December. He found that Bennett was quite
satisfactory as an agent; Eastman, "earnest, sincere and
zealous man, as well as a man of many words," with a
martyr's complex, should not return, "and if he is sent back
88. Ferry to Trowbridge, 6/28/S0, OIA, F103/S0. Jackson to Brooks, S/5/S0, OIA,
1451/S0. Buell, Report, OIA, W1299/S0.
Townsend first reported by telegram from Fort Defiance on June 13 that the
stories of trouble were greatly exaggerated. OIA, LR, T717/S0.
Clerk Sutherland in a confidential communication to the commissioner, stated that
the Navajo were never restless in the summer as reported by the territorial press in
an effort to effect Eastman's removal. But the clerk had asked for troops at the
agency. He may be trying to distinguish between localized disturbances at the agency
and a wider restlessness among the Navaho in general. 11/4/S0, OIA, 7075/S1.
S9. Ferry to Brooks, 7/5/S0, OIA, AD 209, 52S/S0.
"I did not nor would recommend Eastman's employment by the Govt. siml'ly
because he is a relative of mine:' Ibid.
Later on in the course of this controversy General Sherman advised the secretary
of war: "I disclaim any desire or purpose for the Army to have control of this or any
Agency; and I do not approve of Col. Buell . • . ," or any other officers speaking disrespectfully of any agent. 5/23/S2, OIA, 10129/S2.
"Did you know all that Eastman's enemies have done & are doing-Dr. McNett
inc1uded you wd wonder· how the man could keep hiR senses. . . . It is simply devilish
in the extreme." You would change your mind about McNett if you knew him as he
appears on the frontier. Sulherland to Brother, 7/3/S0, OlA, AD 209, 52S/S0.
90. Sutherland to Commissioner, ·S/2S/S0. OlA, BS15/S0.
91. Eastman to A. Bell, 10/20/S0, OlA, AD 20~, 877/S.
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to the Navajoes, he will in all probability add one more to
the three slaughtered agents whose bones lay in the cemetary of there agency."92
But this dire prediction did not prevent the pendulum
again swinging in favor of the much criticised Eastman. The
spring of the year, when new hopes are born and life seems
less harsh, witnessed the temporary defeat of the opposition
party. Mr. Kearn, the persistent applicant for the position
of agent, was again strongly recommended to the commissioner by General Hatch, but without effect:
there are serious charges on file against Mr Keams
all from other sources this office is in possession of
information which shows that he is not a person to
receive an appt as I. A. & I therefore respectfully
recommend that the application be denied & Mr
Keams informed that further application by him to
the present administration will be of no avail. 93
So the agent was restored to his post; and as for Kearn, it
was expected that he would use his reputed great influence
with the Navaho "to thwart the efforts" of the whites in
selling liquor to the Indians, a chief source of opposition to
the agent because of his efforts to suppress the traffic. 94
On June 11, 1881, Eastman was ordered to proceed to
the agency and assume charge. He arrived at Fort Defiance
on the 30th and found the military still defiant. General
Hatch ordered Bennett to retain control, and General Pope
dispatched a strongly worded telegram to the East:
Eastman's course whilst Agt was revolting to
common sense & led to such a condition of feeling
among the Navajoes that it was absolutely neces92. McNeil to Schurz, 12/23/80, OIA, M2510/80.
Henry L. Dodge was killed hy Apache Indians in 1856. Theodore H. Dodd died
from psralysis January 16, 1869, The Daily New Me",ican, 1/23/69; he fell B victim
to private wrath. McNeil to Schurz, 12/23/80, OIA, M2510/80. James H. Miller was
killed in 1872, but whether by Navaho or Ute is a moot point.
93. Price to Secretary of Interior, 6/15/81, OIA, 8721/82. Hatch to Kirkwood
(personal), 3/14/81, OIA, AD 209, no. 293.
"I deem it of the utmost importance that Keams should be appointed their agent."
Hatch, Ibid.
94. Stevens to Keam, 6/3/82, OIA, AD 209, 320/81.
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sary for peace and security to displace him
abruptly.... I beg you to consider this telegram;
the Indians were bitter, he reported, and might kill the
agent!95
But Eastman was equally defiant:
I expect your Dept. to stand by me while obedient to your orders the struggle must be met and to
surrender now is to abandon the position to the
arrogant and insulting wing of the War Dept,
they should not gain thereby. They have-as I
believe-endeavored to pack a council of Chiefs
todaY,against me but signally failed this far.9~
The commissioner simply reported to his superior that Eastman had been restored· because there were insufficient
grounds for his removal ;90 so Eastman won the job, but he
did not win peace.
Captain Bennett held councils with the Navaho on
July 9 and 11, and reported that they objected to the return
of Eastman. Several days later the employees of the agency
were reported leaving because of the hostile attitude of the
Indians toward the agent; but Eastman claimed that it was
not serious: the newspaper" 'Boom' v. me is continuation of
effort of last year by military & St Fe traders '0' [Ring]."
The chiefs did express a preference for Bennett, he acknowledged, but they were not unfriendly and had not threatened
him, so I "Shall hopefully continue this struggle and the man
they have persistently put forward for my position-not
Capt. B.-Shall put up another Job!" Hopefully, but still a
little wearied with the struggle, he expressed a wish for a
good job elsewhere for himself and son. 97
95. Pope to Kirkwood, 7/8/81, OIA, AD 209, 589/81. See also OIA, LB 168, p. 8,
and 12818/81.
95. Eastman to Commissioner, 7/9/81, alA, 12260/81.
Capt. B. "says he deprecates the attitude of War Dept! Strange incompatibility:'
Ibid.
.',
96. Price to Secretary of Interior, 7/9/81, alA, RB 89, p. 641.
97. Eastman to Kirkwood, 8/4/81, alA, 14482/81. Bennett to AAAG, 7/11/81,
alA, 18625/81. Pope to Col. W. D. Whipple, 7/20/81, alA, 12701/81.
"All appears quiet and friendly here now. I hope and believe that the 'Boom'
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The oft repeated charge of Eastman that the military
were connivers in the attempt to secure his removal in
order to get possession of the agency carried the implication
of selfish motives. Colonel Bradley stated that
The opposition to Agt. Eastman rests on the
ground that he is unfitted to exercise authority over
a powerful and intelligent tribe of Indians-that
he lacks the experience and judgment necessary
for this work. If there is any other objection to
Mr. Eastman I do not know of it.
The commissioner inclined to the view that "his honesty is
mainly the cause of the opposition manifested toward him by
interested parties in the neighborhood of the reservation,"
and that George Williams or his clerk, Wm. B. Leonard, "are
largely responsible." And, "looking at the matter from an
intermediate stand point," Inspector Haworth reported, "it
had the appearance of an irrepressible conflict."98
During the fall and winter months affairs apparently
quieted down. Eastman busied himself trying to get more
appropriations for his charges. He reasoned that since the
Apaches to the south and the Utes to the north were being
bribed with generous subsidies to keep the peace, the Navaho
should be treated likewise "lest they are made to believe that
only bad Indians du receive most. Therefore it pays best to
be naughty!"99 But this line of reasoning did not secure
congressional appropriations. The time had come when the
government was leaning to the theory of economic selfsufficiency for the Navaho. Expenditures for farm implements from unexpended treaty funds were authorised, but
the regular appropriation for the fiscal year 1882-1883 was
reduced, necessitating the discharge of the agency c1~rk, phy98. Bradley, Statement, 9/3/81, OIA. AD 209. 708/81. Price to Secretary of Interior, 9/3/81. Ibid. J. M. Haworth to Kirkwood. 8/15/81, OIA, 9674/82.
99. Eastman to Commissioner. 5/4/81. OIA. 8208/81. Also see OIA, 21050/81.
which begun a year ago last April for military etc. control of this (and other large
agencies) is now drawing to a satisfactory close. I am not without anxiety however
as to whot their next move will be." Eastman to Commissioner, 7/15/81, OIA. 12829/81.
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sician, and four other employees. 1oo Meantime, Eastman
was cautioned against issuing the limited supplies too fast,
and under no condition was he to anticipate future appropriations in the effort to keep the Indians satisfied. 101 Consequently, when the "irrepressible conflict" broke out in the
spring of 1882, the scanty supplies were probably a factor in
creating dissatisfaction among the Navaho and trouble for
the agent.
In January, 1882, suspecting that Kearn was headed for
Washington to make another effort to secure the appointment as agent, Eastman urged Senator Ferry to take the
initiative in blocking the move:
for me to be known in the matter too prominently
would insure me joining company with the Three
agents who have been murdered heretofore and
whose bodies lie mouldering here-as [-(Agent
Thomas & others at Santa Fe know about the
"Miller" matter) believe the victims of (the ring)
this man "Keams" ambition-to be agent !102
The following month George Williams wrote to the posttrader at Fort Wingate that the Indians were going to clear
all the Americans out of the country. This scanty evidence
led Colonel Mackenzie at Santa Fe to request about six companies of cavalry for a summer sojourn in the Navaho
country, a proposal that General Sheridan did not accede
to. Again, toward the end of the month, Williams forwarded
another bit of disturbing news to the post adjutant, caution100. Eastman to CommiEsioner, 1/21/82, OIA, 2459/82.
Price to Eastman,
6/22/82, OIA, LB 175, p. 96. Secretary of Treasury to Secretary of Interior, 5/10/82,
OIA, 8803/82.
.
Under the terms of the treaty of 1868 congress appropriated:
1869
$140,000
35,000
1870
1871______________________ 35,000
Total

$210,000

The balance on hand as of June 30, 1877 was $156,651.74.
Interior, 4/12/82, OIA, RB 41, p. 690.
101. Price to Eastman, 12/16/81, OIA, LB 182, p. 336.
102. Eastman to Ferry, 1/24/82, OIA, 3817/82.

Price to Secretary of
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ing against revealing the source of information because
"now we have no trouble in finding out their deviltries."
Colonel Bradley had this report investigated by a special
courier who found no evidence to confirm it. l03 Williams
seemed to be a teller of tall tales, or prone to exaggerate tales
told to him. But the pressure was building up against the
agent.
In April, S. R. Martin, a special agent from the department of justice, visited Fort Defiance long enough to talk
with
every white man at the agency-with both the Interpreters and through them with a large number
of Indians and. .. it is my firm belief that if Eastman is not removed in a very short time there will
be war with the Navajos. . . . Mr. Eastman is a
gentleman and treated me most kindly, but if he
was the Angel Gabriel the Government has no right
to keep him in place....
Tttis information was forwarded to the secretary of interior
with additional reference "for the absolute veracity of the
writer."l04 The specific reasons for the opinion of Martin
were not new and Eastman, needless to say, denied all
charges. But there were disturbances around the agency
that indicated considerable dissatisfaction among the Navaho
with their agent. Getting drunk and raising a commotion
was an expression of this feeling,103 but the crux of the
matter was the lack of sufficient supplies. To remedy this
situation, Manuelito na'ively requested that a new agent be
appointed, one who could furnish the desired goods. Eastman explained "for the 1000th time more or less-that an
Agent cannot give them supplies & goods only as the Great
103. Williams to PA,.2/26/82, AGO, 1148/82. Bradley to AAAG, 3/2/82, Ibid.
Williams to Hopkins, 2/10/82, OIA, 4499/82,
104. Martin to Brewster Cameron, 4/7/82, OIA, 7256/82. Attorney General to
Kirkwood, 4/13/82, OIA, 7256/82.
105. March 11, on issue day, several drunk Navaho appeared, caused trouble, and
led Eastman to request troops, but he later changed his mind. "Is not the ordeal test
offered these Indians by the onward march of civilization and Railroads, to them a terrible one. . . . . . Eastman to Commissioner, 3/11/82, OIA, 5472/82; also 5483/82.
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Father says he may do it." Eastman also expressed the
private opinion to his superior that Manuelito was just
"speaking his piece ... in concert with the latest effort of the
opposition ... for he has but recently returned from Rio
Grande, Santa Fe and Fort Wingate, the 'Juntos' head
quarters."106
The following month Kearn reported to Secretary Teller,
citing Ganado Mucho as his informant, that the principle
chiefs agreed to drive Eastman out of the country if a new
agent was not- sent to replace him, their ultimatum to expire
in eighteen days. Eastman replied to this with an affidavit
signed by Henry Dodge, interpreter, that the Indians had
merely asked for a new agent who could give them more
goods and supplies and had expressed no hostility toward
him. And as for fear of violence, he wrote, "I have never felt
any fear of the Navajos, neither do I now, and have no
intention of resigning under pre8sure of this character."107
And he was backed by the commissioner who was
convinced that villainous white men among them
and near their reservation, have been for several
years trying to influence them to disregard every
request or command made by their agent for their
good, and have in every underhanded way, tried to
weaken the influence of the Agent over them, [and]
for the basest purpose.. , .
106. Eastman to Commissioner, 4/20/82, OIA, AD 209, 320/81.
"Mr. Eastman seems to have no friends among the Navajos, they threatening Bnd
making demonstrations of such a nature that we are, at this writing fearful that the
next issue day wiII bring us trouble. The Interpreter having gone away angry, and
remarked to Mr. E in presence of others that if Mr. E did not leave they would run
him off again." Mrs. J. D. Perkins to Price, 4/22/82, OIA, 8120/82.
Mrs. Perkins was the wife of the superintendent of the Navaho boarding school
at Fort Defiance with whom Eastman was also having his troubles: the question of
meals on weekends for the pupils Uhad made another cause for quarrelsome hard saYings, and fault finding, which is so hard to bear hear, as it is all we hear or know outside of our school-work which is pleasant and harmonious and in a great measure
makes up for the quarrelsome spirit of Mr. Eastman and his clerk." Mrs. Perkins to
Commissioner, 1/6/81, OIA, 1039/82.
Mrs. Perkins also later charged that "Mr. ,Ea3tman's stronghold is on paper. His
manipulations of the goods etc sent for the Navajos are such that they despise
him. . . ." Perkins to Price, 5/1/82, OIA, 8660/82.
107. Kearn to Teller. 5/18/82, OIA, AD 209, 320/81. Eastman to Commissioner,
6/14/82, Ibid. Dodge," Aff.davit," 6/14/82. Ibid.
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If necessary, he stated, force would be used to secure obedience to the agent. 108
The situation was approaching a climax. The secretary
of interior called for copies of the charges that had accumulated against the agent, and Inspector Howard was detailed
for further investigation at the reservation. His confidential
report did not reveal any startling disclosures that had not
already been brought to light, but he made a point of the
fact that Eastman had lost the confidence of his charges
and seemed to have little control over them. He mingled too
little with the Indians scattered around the reservation, and
had confessed his inability to organize a force of Navaho
police to enforce his li-uthority; consequently, the real need
of the moment, Howard stated, was a strong man, one "who
will not say '1 can't,' when directed to organize a police
force.... "109
This report was the coup de grace for Eastman. A strong
man was to be appointed in his place-but he was not to be
Mr. Keam,uo Secretary Teller so ordered in August, 1882,
and two months later the commissioner acted upon that decision. In his last report Eastman expressed the hope that
the hold of the military and the Santa Fe ring upon the
Navaho agency would be brief. By working with them, he
wrote, "an Agent might avoid that 'whirlpool of Charybdis,'
during said Junto's pleasure only!, but, ought his reward for
fidelity to his Dept. and duty, to be the alternativestranded on the 'Scyllas's Rock' ?"111
108. Stevens to Keam, 6/3/82. Ibit!.
109. C. H. Howard to Teller (confidential). 7/4/82. OIA, AD 209, 521/82.
110. Agent Martin had repeated the recommendation for the appointment of
Keam, but additional charges against him had accumulated and denials entered:
"he was more or less mixed up in the case of the killing of a Navajo by his brother
William." Eastman to Commissioner, 4/28/82, OIA, 8721/82.
"I have actual knowledge of his repeated attempts to influence the navajos against
their agent, and in fact all whites (not his especial friends) from living in this
section of country [the western part oOf the Navaho country]," and he has knowledge
of the murder of Myrick and Mitchell. Philip Zoeller, Deposition, 6/20/82, OIA,
11725/82.
But Keam had no knowledge of the murder of two white men near Navaho mountain in 1879 until long after the crime was committed, despite Eastman's effort to implicate him, according to John Navajo, Affidavit, 12/22/82, OIA, AD 209, 10/83
Eastman to Commissioner, /8/4/82, OIA, 14834/82.
111. Eastman to Commissioner, 11/30/82, OIA, 22073/82.

TROUBLOUS TIMES IN NEW MEXICO 1659-1670
By FRANCE V. SCHOLES
CHAPTER XI
(CONCLUSION)
I

s NOTED in Chapter IX, the successor of Friar Alonso de

A Posada as custodian of the missions and commissary of
the Holy Office was Friar Juan de Paz, who took office in the
summer of 1665. 1 Although the effective transfer of authority occurred in July soon after the arrival of Paz at Santo
Domingo, the ecclesiastical capital of the province, the official
reception of the ne~ prelate in Santa Fe was delayed until
September 26. Paz served in the dual capacity of local prelate and representative of the Inquisition until toward the
end of 1667, when Friar Juan Talaban succeeded him as
custodian. 2 Contrary to former practice Talaban was not
appointed commissary of the Holy Office. Paz remained in
charge of the Inquisition business for another year, but was
finally replaced by Friar Juan Berna1. 3 The latter served as
commissary until he became custodian in 1679 or 1680.4
1. Friar Juan de Paz was elected custodian at the meeting of the provincial
chapter on August 23. 1664. Custodios de N. Mexico. B. N. Mex., legajo 9, doc. 8.
On February 4, 1665. the Holy Office sent him the appointment as commissary and
general instructions. A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 590, f. 384. He made the journey to
New M.exico with the mission supply caravan.
Documents recording his official
reception as prelate and the reading of the edict of the faith are in A. G. P. M .•
Inquisici6n 606, If. 150-152.
2. Friar Juan Talaban was elected custodian at the meeting of the provincial
chapter on May 7, 1667. B. N. Mex., legajo 9, doc. 8. He took office prior to January 15. 1668. the date on which he participated as custodian at the dedication of the
church in the Manso mission of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe del Paso. See New
Me",. Hist. Rev., IV (1929). 195-201.
8. On April 13. 1668. the Holy Office sent Friar Juan Bernal his appointment
and general instructions as commissary. A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 590. The exact date
on which he took office as the successor of Paz is not know.. The records show that
Paz was still serving as commissary on November 16, 1668. The first reference to
Bernal as commissary is dated February 18. 1669.
4. Bernal was elected custodian at the meeting of the provincial chapter on
July 15, 1679. B. N. Mex.• legajo 9. doc. 8. The date on which he took office in New
Mexico is not known. The Autos tocantes. etc., A. G. P. M., Provincias Internss 87,
expo 6. which describe the events of the Pueblo Rebellion, refer to him as custodian.
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His successor was Friar Francisco de Ayeta, who was apparently named as commissary in 1679 prior to his departure
for New Mexico with the mission supply service. 5
During the summer and autumn of 1665 Paz, acting in
his capacity as representative of the Inquisition, conducted
certain business relating to the Pefialosa case in order to
complete the record, and the entire file of original testimony
was sent to the Holy Office in October when the supply caravan returned to New Spain. Certain depositions of minor
importance concerning other persons were also received, but
these need not be described here. The most important new
business related to the conduct of Cristobal de Anaya
Almazan after his return to New Mexico in May, 1665. 6
Although Anaya had been found guilty of certain
offenses against the faith and had been ordered to make
public retraction of his errors, he adopted a defiant attitude
not in keeping with his position as a penitent of the Inquisition. At first he refused to deliver the copy of the sentence
of the tribunal to Friar Alonso de Posada, who still held
office as commissary, and he went about telling his friends
that he had been acquitted and that the witnesses who had
testified against him would be arrested. His boldness was
inspired in part by the fact that he had gained the favor of
the new governor, Fernando de Villanueva, who had appointed him alcalde provincial de la Santa Hermandad. After
repeated demands by Posada, he finally presented the sentence, and on July 19 he made public confession and retraction of his errors during services in the Sandia church. But
even after this ceremony he continued to proclaim his innocence, and explained that he had complied with Posada's
demands "in order to put an end to gossip and rumor." It
was also reported that he made dire threats against Posada
and his notary, Friar Salvador de Guerra.
6. The Autos Tocantes, loco cit., refer to Ayeta as commissary in 1680.
6. Proceedings in the Anaya case, 1665-1669, are found in Proceso contra An<Zya,
A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 582, expo 2, and in Autos remitidos del Nuevo Mezico POT fray

Ber...u Commissario de Santo Officio q.a Xvtoual de An<Zya AInu.:",..
Inquisici6n 666, If. 531-568.

Ano de 1669
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This unrepentant attitude naturally created scandal,
and on September 14 Paz started a formal inquiry. He found
that many persons were unwilling to testify, however, because they feared the displeasure of the governor, who had
shown a certain hostility toward the prelate. Under the
circumstances Paz found it impossible to complete the investigation before the departure of the supply caravan a few
weeks later. During the winter of 1666-1667 a few more
witnesses were examined, and Paz apparently convinced the
governor that his appointment of Anaya had been a mistake.
On September 14, 1667, subsequent to his return from a
business trip to Parral, Anaya received official notice that
because of his punishment by the Holy Office he could not
serve as alcalde provincial and that he was removed from
office. In accepting notification of this order he stated that
he recognized the error he had committed in accepting the
appointment, and begged the pardon of the Holy Office. In
1669 Friar Juan Bernal completed the investigation and sent
the complete file of testimony to the Inquisition.
The second case investigated by Friar Paz involved the
veteran soldier. Juan Dominguez de Mendoza. 7 In the spring
of 1666 Dominguez, who was serving as lieutenant governor
and captain general, led a detachment of soldiers on a punitive expedition against the Apaches in the Acoma area. On
March 26, when the soldiers were returning from the campaign, camp was made at the foot of the Penol de Acoma.
Several Indians, who came down from the rock to visit the
camp, made complaints against their minister, Friar Nicohis de Freitas, and by order of Dominguez their statements
were recorded in writing. This action aroused the anger of
Friar Diego de Santander, who was also stationed at Acoma,
and despite his infirmities he had the Indians carry him
down to the camp where he soundly rebuked Dominguez,
accusing him of deliberate violation of ecclesiastical im7. Proceedings in the Dominguez case are found in two expedienteB, A. G. P. M.,
Inquisici6n 604, fr. 192-214, and 610, fr. 61-71.
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munity. Later in the day both Santander and Freitas sent
letters of complaint to the prelate.
The evidence concerning this incident was contradictory on one important point. According to the friars, Dominguez summoned the Indians from the rock and invited them
to register complaints against their minister. Soldiers who
were present declared, however, that the Indians came of
their own accord and began to denounce Freitas for having
flogged certain persons for various offenses, whereupon
Dominguez gave orders to have the testimony taken down in
writing in order to make a report to the governor and the
custodian.
But the complaints against Dominguez filed by Santander and Freitas were not limited to the Acoma incident.
In his letter from Acoma, dated March 26, and again in a
formal deposition made on April 1, Santander accused Dominguez of long-standing hostility toward the clergy, citing
various incidents that had occurred during the preceding
years. He alleged that Dominguez, during the time that he
had served as alcalde mayor of Sandia and Isleta by appointment of Governor L6pez de Mendizabal, had "persecuted ...
the ecclesiastics, accusing them of false and ugly things and
making continual investigations against them," with the
result that three guardians of Isleta and three others at
Sandia were moved to other posts. He had also incited an
Indian of Jemez to make "an infamous deposition" against
Friar Salvador de Guerra. So great had been his animosity
toward the friars that on one occasion Lopez de Mendizabal,
"who was so unbridled in his speech against the [clergy] ,"
had found it necessary to upbraid him for a shameful letter
denouncing one of the friars of Sandia. It was also during
this time that the Indians of Sandia and Isleta, with the consent and sanction of Dominguez, had resumed public performance of the catzinas. Finally, Santander cited evidence
to show that Dominguez' views on the question of spiritual
relationships were suspect.
The letter of Freitas, dated at Acoma on March 26, also
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referred to Dominguez' activities during the Lopez period,
and noted especially the report that he had summoned Indians to testify "concerning the life and customs," of the
friars. His conduct, so Freitas said, had been so notorious
that many persons had asked, "How is it that the Holy Office
has not arrested Juan Dominguez?"
Investigation of the complaints filed by Santander and
Freitas proceeded slowly, and it was not completed until
after Bernal took office as commissary. Part of the evidence
was sent to the Holy Office by Paz in 1667, and another file
was forwarded by Berna.l two years later.
The cases of Anaya and Dominguez show that the
events of the Lopez-Pefialosa period still continued to exert
an unfortunate influence in provincial life. Further evidence of this is found in a letter of Paz, written on February 28, 1667, when he forwarded the first file of papers on
the Dominguez affair. He explained his failure to summon
all of the witnesses who could have given testimony by citing
the delicate state of the opinion in the province. He said that
many persons had been "terrorized" because Santander had
mentioned their names, and he also stated that news of the
arrest of Pefialosa by the Holy Office had aroused widespread
"fears."8
Two letters of the cabildo of Santa Fe written in 1667
also illustrate the lingering bitterness and resentment that
had been engendered by past events. The first letter, which
was addressed to the'Bishop of Durango, reiterated the old
complaint that the friars exercised the powers of ecclesiastical jurisdiction in an arbitrary manner. Censures were
imposed "to avenge passions;" the custodians initiated proceedings in ecclesiastical cases "without form or justice;"
dispensations for marriage granted by one prelate were
sometimes revoked by his successor: and the citizens were
threatened with the power of the Holy Office for "frivolous
causes." The cabildo appealed to the bishop to remedy this
8.

Paz to the Holy Office, February 28, 1667.

A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 600.
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intolerable situation, which had existed since the founding
of the province, by the appointment of a cura vicario to exercise jurisdiction in ecclesiastical cases and protect the
citizens against the arbitrary conduct of the friars. It was
pointed out that the provincial tithes were sufficient to support two or three secular priests in a decent manner. 9
For some time the prelates of Durango had been anxious
to extend the jurisdiction of their see to include the province
of New Mexico, and this appeal offered a new opportunity
to reopen the issue. The bishop immediately took action,
therefore, to bring the situation to the attention of the viceroy. The commissary general of the Franciscan Order in
New Spain countered this move by a petition alleging that
the bishop's action constituted a violation of recent cedulas
on the real patronato. The matter was reported to the
fiscal of the audiencia, and later to the real acuerdo, for consideration, and the viceroy finally ordered the bishop to file
formal reply to the commissary general's petition. 1O We
have no record of the bishop's reply. In any case, it is clear
that no action was taken at this time to limit the exercise of
ecclesiastical jurisdiction by the Franciscans in New Mexico.
The second letter of the cabildo was addressed to the
tribunal of the Holy Office. It called attention to the long
series of disputes involving the exercise of ecclesiastical
jurisdiction that had occurred in the past, and complained of
the fact that all ecclesiastical authority was exercised by the
Franciscans. But the immediate purpose of the letter was
to register protest concerning a scurrilous satire depreciating the civil authorities, alleged to have been written by
Friar Nicolas de Enriquez, notary of Paz for Inquisition
business. This had caused another pleito involving ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and the cabildo appealed to the Inquisitors to intervene. It suggested that the most suitable
remedy, in so far as the Inquisition was concerned, would
be the appointment of a secular priest as commissary. Such
9. B. N. Mex., legajo I, doc. 22.
10. B. N. Mex., legajo I, doc. 26.
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action would also facilitate the success of the cabildo's appealto the Bishop of Durango for the nomination of a cura vicario
to exercise the functions of ecclesiastical judge ordinary.u
This letter received sympathetic consideration by the
fiscal of the Holy Office to whom it was referred for an
opinion, He advised that Paz should be instructed not to
employ Enriquez in any business pertaining to the Holy
Office, and that he should make a secret inquiry to establish
authorship of the satire. Furthermore, he proposed that
the tribunal should give the cabildo assurance that appropriate action would be taken to punish abuses committed by the
local representatives of the Holy Office. 12
The recommendations of the fiscal were indicative of a
general trend of opinion in the tribunal with regard to New
Mexico affairs. In 1666, after receipt of reports from Paz
complaining of the unfriendly attitude of Governor Villanueva, it was voted to instruct the prelate to take care to
maintain "peace and concord with the governors, in order
to give no cause or motive for scandal, for in that [way] he
will exercise his commission without any disturbance or
hinderance."13 When the testimony in the Anaya case was
received, the fiscal expressed the view that ignorance and
animosity toward the friars rather than malicious intent
had inspired Anaya's conduct, and advised that no further
action should be taken. He also pointed out that the sentence in the original proceso had not prohibited Anaya from
holding public office. 14
In the Dominguez case the tribunal expressed sharp
disapproval of the proceedings. When the first set of depositions was received, the case was referred to the fiscal, and it
was probably the latter who wrote on the first page of the
record: "All of the witnesses who testify against him are
11. A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 610. ft'. 120-124.
12, Ibid.
13. Parcccr of the fiscal, and decree of the Holy Office, July 9, 1666. A. G. P. M.,
Inquisici6n 600, f. 155.
14. Autos rcmitidos .•. qa ",ptoua! de Anaya Almazan, A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n

666.
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-friars and it appears that they are inspired by malice."15
Two years later, after receipt of a more complete file of
testimony, the tribunal sent the following despatch to Bernal, who had succeeded Paz as commissary.
To the Commissary of New Mexico Fray Juan
Bernal:
The attestations which he remits against Juan
Dominguez de Mendoza, citizen of that province,
were received in this Tribunal with a letter of
March 15. And because the impropriety and lack
of civility with which his predecessor, Friar Juan
de Paz, proceeded have been recognized, it has
seemed wise to warn our commissary that in dealing with matters which may present themselves in
future, he is to take due care not to use the jurisdiction of this Holy Office except in cases for
which the instructions given to our commissaries
make disposition. Enmities or lack of respect for
the friars and the custodian shown by the royal
justices or other private individuals are not to be
introduced into the fuero of the Inquisition nor are
our commissaries to meddle in matters so remote
from our office, eager to make every affair and case
an Inquisition matter, thus giving rise to much
prej udice and hatred against this Tribunal. This
has been said to our commissary so that with due
care he may avoid what his predecessor has brought
about by his ignorance. God keep, etc. Holy Office
of Mexico and OctDber 25, 1669. Lords Inquisitors
Ortega and Ynfanta8. 16
The attitude of the Holy Office with regard to Inquisition business in New Mexico is also illustrated by its reaction
to another case which occurred after the Dominguez affair.
In 1668 Paz ordered the arrest of an itinerant merchant
named Bernardo Gruber who had been accused of the practice of superstitionY After being held in jail for two years
Gruber finally escaped in the summer of 1670 and fled along
15.
16.

A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 604.
A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 590, f. 513.
17. Autos remitidos por Fray Juan Bernal ComisBario de Nuevo Mexico contra
Berrw,rdo Gmber por supersticioso. 1669. A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 666, ff. 372-416.
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the camino real toward EI Paso. A few weeks later his bones
were found near the site known as Perrillo, and it was believed that he had been killed by an Apache Indian who had
served as his accomplice in breaking· jail. When the testimony in the case, which was forwarded by Bernal in the
spring of 1669, was received in Mexico City, the Inquisitors
expressed sharp criticism of Paz' action in arresting Gruber.
In a letter to Bernal, dated October 20, 1669, only five days
before the despatch quoted above, they pointed out that the
local commissaries of the Holy Office had no authority to
make arrests without express orders from the tribunal,
except in certain cases that were not likely to occur in New
Mexico. They stated that Paz' conduct of the case had been
characterized by "gross ignorance and by lack of attention to
the obligations of his office," and they cautioned Bernal to
exercise extreme care in observing the instructions issued by
the tribunal in order to avoid similar "excess" in future. 18
The instruction to avoid intervention in the ChurchState controversy and the condemnation of Paz' action in the
Gruber case apparently produced positive results. The documentary sources record only one new case investigated by
Bernal during the decade 1670-1680. This affair involved
an ignorant soldier named Francisco Tremiiio who boasted
a pact with the devil. Bernal examined a few witnesses and
transmitted the testimony to the Holy Office, but there is no
evidence that the accused was ever brought to triaJ.19
On the eve of the Pueblo Revolt, Church-State relations
gradually improved, and prior to 1680 a temporary reconciliation of the opposing factions was achieved. ·The growth
of local harmony was due to several factors. The policy of
non-intervention adopted by the Holy Office subsequent to
1665 removed one source of friction, and the Inquisitors deserve credit for their clear-sighted and impartial attitude
toward local affairs at this critical period. Another factor
18. A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 590, f. 513.
19: Autos remitidoJ1 1JOr r.l comisarw del Nucba Mexico q.a Francisco Tremiiio que
Be dize as;s!e en la~ Pro·vincic. de So·nora. 1670. A. G. P. M., Inquisici6n 616, 11'. 1-13.
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was the character of the custodians and governors who administered local affairs during these years. The prelates
who succeeded Paz were more interested in missionary administration than factional dispute. Little is known concerning the two immediate successors of Governor Villanueva, but according to all accounts the third, Juan Francisco de Treviiio, worked in close harmony with the friars.
In fact, it was during his administration that energetic measures were made to combat the resurgence of Pueblo religion,
and the severe punishment meted out against native priests
was apparently a factor in promoting the success of the general conspiracy of 1680.
. For several years (1667-1672) drought and resulting
crop failures caused widespread suffering, and it was necessary for the friars and colonists to pool their food supplies.
At this time many persons who had complained of the farming and stock raising activities of the Franciscans probably
received succor at the convent doors. The Apache raids increased in frequency and violence year by year, and the punitive expeditions sent out to the frontiers achieved only
temporary success. Famine and the Apache attacks finally
forced general abandonment of the pueblos of the Manzano
Tiwa and the Tompiros in the Salinas jurisdiction, and
toward the end of the decade 1670-1680 the enemy grew
bold enough to raid the villa of Santa Fe. Growing unrest
among the Pueblos also manifested itself by abortive local
conspiracies and the increasing activities of the native Pueblo
priests. In the face of all these dangers common action
became an imperative necessity.
The Franciscan historian, Friar Agustin de Vetancurt,
tells us that the final reconciliation of Church and State during this period was the result of a miracle. About six years
before the Revolt a young girl, daughter of the alguacil
mayor of the province, was cured of a serious illness by
commending herself to the Holy Virgin. After her recovery
she said that the Virgin had told her: "Child, rise up and
state that the Custodia will soon be destroyed because of the
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lack of reverence it has for my priests, and that this miracle
will be testimony of the truth; and that [the citizens] must
make amends for their guilt unless they wish to suffer punishment." When the news was published abroad, a mass
was sung, "and the lawsuits and judicial proceedings against
the priests filed in the archive were burned."20
It is not surprising that the devout chronicler, who was
thoroughly conversant with New Mexico affairs, felt that
only a miracle could have achieved such a happy result. But
he adds: "For hidden divine reasons and secret ends God
permits that calamities shall be suffered."2! In 1680 the
Pueblo Indians rose in revolt against their rulers, and the
colony was too weak to make a successful resistance.
II

The unhappy events of the L6pez-Pefialosa period left
deep scars that were never entirely obliterated. The reconciliation of opposing interests which was achieved on the eve
of the Pueblo Revolt was largely due to urgent necessity.
In later years, after the province was reconquered, the old
rivalries reappeared. In the eighteenth century ChurchState controversy was apparently less acute than in the
hectic years discussed in this essay, but the problems were
essentially the same.
The fundamental issues at stake were derived from the
conflict of religious and economic motives in colonial administration. They arose in one form or another in all parts
of Spanish America. In seventeenth century New Mexico it
was inevitable that this conflict of interest should become the
central problem of intra-provincial relations. The province
was primarily a mission area, and the Franciscans naturally
regarded the conversion and indoctrination of the Indians as
the most important objective of local administration. Nevertheless, the religious motive was never so completely dominant as in Paraguay, the classic example of a missionary
20.
21.

Vetancurt, Teatro Mexicano (Mexico, 1871), III,
Ibid.
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province. From the beginning the Hispanic colony had to be
reckoned with, and in the course of time it exerted increasing influence· in provincial affairs. Moreover, the very lack
of rich natural resources intensified the rivalry between the
missionaries and the colonists. The Pueblo Indians, their
lands and their labor, constituted the chief resource to be
utilized, and the soldier-settlers oppressed them with a heavy
hand. The friars, realizing that exploitation of the Indians
would thwart the success of the missionary program, resisted abuses with all the means at their disposal.
The loyal and inspired devotion of the Franciscans to
the missionary cause commands profound admiration and
respect. Many of the friars who labored in New Mexico
sacrificed not only the relative ease and comfort of life in
Spain or Mexico, but also promising careers within the
Order to undertake the arduous and frequently dangerous
task of converting a new people to the faith. Their only
reward was the opportunity to extend the kingdom of God
in a new land, and for most of them that was enough. Some
eagerly sought and received the martyr's crown. But no less
worthy of praise are those faithful men-Friars Esteban de
Perea, Cristobal de Quiros, Juan de Salas, Garcia de San
Francisco, Antonio de Ibargaray, Juan Ramirez (the
founder of the Acoma mission), Andres Juarez, Jeronimo de
Pedraza, Jose de Espeleta, to mention only a few-who gave
twenty, thirty, and forty years to unremitting labor as missionaries to the Pueblos.
Yet the Franciscans in New Mexico had their faults as
well as their virtues. A few were unworthy of the habits
they wore. Others, inspired by personal passion and animosity, were restless troublemakers. The major fault of
the group as a whole was a tendency to insist too much on
the privileges and immunities of their ecclesiastical status.
In major crises involving disagreement with the civil authorities, defense of their legal rights and of the ecclesiastical jurisdiction was perfectly justifiable, but there is also
evidence that the friars were often over-sensitive concern-
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ing their status on occasions of comparatively small importance. Likewise, there is some justification for the complaint of the citizens that censures were sometimes employed
with too much freedom and in a rather arbitrary manner.
Moreover, the concentration of all ecclesiastical authority in
the hands of a single Order gave the Franciscans an extraordinary measure of power which could easily be abused
unless exercised with discretion and restraint.
With regard to civil authority, it is clear that New
Mexico had more than its quota of unscrupulous, self-seeking
governors, whose sole aim was personal profit and advantage.
Some of them were inspired merely by avarice, but others
combined greed with personal impiety and lack of sympathy
for missionary enterprise. Eulate, Martinez de Baeza, and
Rosas were examples of this type during the first half of the
century. Lopez de Mendizabal was the classic example of a
governor who turned his office into a commercial venture.
His ultimate failure was not due to lack of business acumen,
but in considerable measure to unfortunate traits of character. He had the unhappy faculty of arousing almost universal hostility. Some of the reforms which he attempted
to introduce were praiseworthy, but he doomed them to
failure from the start by his arrogant, tactless conduct. And
his unhappy relations with the friars were as much the result of his personality and his tendency to indulge in biting,
scathing epithet, as of his policies with regard to fundamental problems of mission administration. Concerning
Pefialosa there is no need to add to the remarks made in the
preceding chapter.
The isolation of the province was responsible for the
perpetuation of abuses once they were established. Although
numerous appeals were made to Mexico Cjty for a remedy
against arbitrary exercise of power by governors and custodians, the viceregal authorities and superior Franciscan
prelates either ignored them or took half-hearted and ineffective measures. The residencias of the provincial governors were often characterized by fraud and bribery, and
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in certain cases, of which the Lopez residencia is the best
example, they merely served as an opportunity for the incoming governor to feather his nest at the expense of his
predecessor.
The most powerful weapon which the Franciscans enjoyed was the authority of the Holy Office. The story of
Inquisition activity in New Mexico during the L6pezPefialosa period proves how effective this weapon could be
at a time of crisis. But the Inquisitors finally realized that
the Holy Office had become too closely identified with ordinary ecclesiastical jurisdiction in the province and that its
authority had been used for purposes foreign to its true
function. In order to prevent loss of prestige and respect
for the tribunal, they found it necessary to clarify the position of their local representative with regard to the longstanding Church-State controversy. This explains the policy
of non-intervention adopted subsequent to 1665. The separation of the offices of custodian and commissary in 1668
was also directed toward the same end.
The most unfortunate result of local factionalism was
the demoralizing effect it had on the Pueblo Indians. The
Spanish conquest and occupation of the province had been
a major shock to native life and thought, and although the
Indians made an outward adjustment to the new ways, they
remained fundamentally loyal to their old culture tradition.
Although the Spaniards realized that there was a strong
undercurrent of resistance among the Pueblos, they misjudged the situation in one important respect. They apparently failed to understand that acceptance of European
modes of life, especially a new faith, threatened the very
foundations of Pueblo culture, and that the native leaders
would not only defend the old ways to the bitter end, but
exploit every sign of weakness and disunity on the part of
their new masters. The lack of agreement on the part of
governors and prelates on such important questions as the
maintenance of mission discipline, the performance of the
native dances, and the employment of Indian labor, and the
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unedifying spectacle of public quarrels between the heads of
Church and State caused the Indians to lose whatever respect they had for Spanish authority except that inspired by
force. But the effectiveness of force depended upon internal
harmony within the colony. Seventy years of controversy
had made the province a house divided against itself, and
the temporary reconciliation brought about in the 1670's
came too late to nullify the cumulative effect of long discord.
THE END

INDIAN AFFAIRS IN NEW MEXICO UNDER THE
ADMINISTRATION OF WILLIAM CARR LANE
From the Journal of John Ward
(Concluded)
Edited by

ANNIE HELOISE ABEL, PH.D.

l.
Santa Fe January 1st 1853

SaturdayThe mail for Independence left this morning-No Indians here
today.
John Ward
Sunday Jan' 2nd 1853
Agent Baird left this afternoon toward his Agency, the Texas
mail left this morning for EI Paso.
John Ward
Monday Jan r 3d 1853
Mr. A. Lacome from Taos made an application for a license to
trade with the Navajoes-the license was granted.
Several Pueblo Indians, here today but having no business with
the Office they were all put off.
John Ward
Tuesday Jan Y 4th 1853
Mr. Gleason from Anton Chico came in this afternoon bringing
with him a letter dated 28 ult, from Agent Steck, to the Gov r , in which
he states that on the 26 ult he met at Anton Chico about 200 Mescaleros
and Jicarilla Apache Indians all in great want for provisions. Mr.
Steck made them several presents and gave them all some corn in the
way of provisions, with which they were much pleased.
John Ward
2.
Santa Fe Wednesday January 5th 1853
Ward left this morning for Galisteo in order to see the stock
belonging to the Ind. Dept now in charge of Mr. Ellison at his Rancho.
John Ward
Thursday Jan' 6th 1853
Ward returned this afternoon and reports the stock doing well. No
Indians here today.
John Ward
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Friday Jan Y 7th 1853
Several Indians here, but all left in the afternoon for their homes.
John Ward
Saturday JanY 8th 1853
Archuleta, Gov. of San Juan, here this morning, but left in the
afternoon.
John Ward
Sunday JanY 9th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Affs.
John Ward
3.
Santa Fe Monday Jan Y 10th 1853
Bicento Valencia as gov r and Rafael Anto. Garcia as Lieut. governor with two other Indians from San Felipe, came in to inform the
Supt, that they had been elected by their people as above, and desired
to be installed in their respective offices-had to feed them all and
forage their animals,
Expenses $2.00.
John Ward

Tuesday Jan Y 11th 1853
The San Felipe Indians left this morning after breakfast.
By Mr. Manzanares, Prefect of Rio Arriba County, we learned that
the Utahs and Jicarilla Apaches have stolen some sheep from that
neighborhood.
The Gov r got the receipt of the above information, sent a runner
off with a letter to Agent Steck in order that he may investigate the
matter on his way down from Taos.
Four Tesuque Indians here today.
Expenses $2.371,2.
John Ward
Wednesday Jan Y 12th 1853
Carlos from Tesuque and Vigil from Santo Domingo made an
application for a pass to go out and trade with the Comanches, the
pass was granted to them.
Expenses $1.00.
John Ward
4.
Santa Fe Thursday JanY 13th 1853
Bautista Curis, as Govr, and Juan de Dios, as Lieut. Gov r , with
five other Indians from Santo Domingo, came in to inform the Supt,
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that they had been elected by their people as above, and desired to be
installed in their respective offices.
Expenses $2.87 % .
John Ward
Friday Jan Y 14th 1853
The Santo Domingo Indians all left this morning after breakfast.
Juan Antonio as Gov r , and Torivio Herrera as Lieut. Gov r , with
three others from the Pueblo of Cochiti also came in today in order to
be installed in their respective offices.
Expenses $2.25.
John Ward
Saturday JanY 15th 1853
The Cochiti Indians left this morning after breakfast.
Juan Cristobal Chavari, as Gov r and Jose Domingo, as Lieut. Govr ,
with three other Indians from Santa Ana, also came in to report their
having been elected as above and to be installed in their offices.
Expenses $1.43 %..
John Ward

5.
Santa Fe Sunday JanY 16th 1853
Jose Lobuto as Gov. of Acoma,73 with Salvador Garcia from San
Felipe Actg as Interpreter, came in this morning to inform the Supt
that he was elected Gov r this year by his people, and desired to be
installed in his office.
'.
In the afternoon 4 Taos, and one Jicarilla Apache Indians came in,
and also two Santa Clara Pueblos-had to feed them all.
Expenses $3.87%.
John Ward
Monday Jan Y 17th 1853
The Acoma and Santa Clara Indians left this morning after breakfast.
The Apache and Taos Indians still here.
Expenses $1.37%.
John Ward
Tuesday Jan Y 18th 1853
The Apache and Taos Indians all left this morning.
Pablo from Taos came in the forenoon, and also 7 more Indians
73. For an account of Acoma, valuable as bearing upon the question whether or
no the pueblo settlements antedated Spanish occupation, see George P. Hammond. Don
Juan de Onate and the Founding of New Mexico, Historical Society of New Mexico,
Publications, vol. ii (October, 1927), pp. 106-123.
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from the Pueblo of Silla, the Gov., Lieut Gov., and staff-they came
to be installed in their respective offices.
John Ward
Wednesday JanY 19th 1853
H. E. Gov. Lane left this morning on a visit to Taos in company
with Mr. Ortero, and Dr. Massey.74
Pablo from Taos left this morning. The Silla Indians still here.
Expenses $2.62%.
John Ward

6.
Santa Fe Thursday JanY 20th 1853
The Silla Indians all went off this morning highly pleased with
their new Tata, and their reception.
Expenses $1.62%.
John Ward
Friday JanY 21st 1853
No Indians here to day-no news.
John Ward
Saturday Jan Y 22d 1853
No Indians here today-all quiet.
John Ward
Sunday Jan Y 23d 1853
The mail from Independence arrived this forenoon-No Indians
present.
John Ward
Monday Jan Y 24th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing new.
John Ward

7.
Santa Fe Tuesday JanY 25th 1853
Thirty one Navajo Indians came in today-Aguila Negra and
Miguelito, Chiefs-also one from Jemez and another from San Juanthe object of this visit was to see the Governor (new) and to learn
what advices he had to give them-had to feed and lodge them all and
their animals.
John Ward
Wednesday Jan Y 26th 1853
All the Navajoes still here-the San Juan Ind. went off this morn74. Of Santa

F~.

one of the physicians in attendance upon Governor Calhoun.
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ing-during the' forenoon six Jicarilla Apaches came in, making in all
38 Indians to feed and 44 animals-in the evening the Gov r had a long
council with them all, and they all appear to be highly pleased with
the advices given to them-they promised to behave themselves
hereafter and also use all their influence in making all their people
do the same.
John Ward
Thursday Jan Y 27th 1853
The Navajoes and Jicarillas all went off this morning after
breakfast to their respective homes, highly pleased with their reception, and the presents which their new Tata made them, such as hoes,
hatchets, sickles, axes, &c.
John Ward
Friday J anY 28th 1853
Several Pueblo Indians here today but on no particular business
-all went off again in the afternoon-hired a Mexican to go to Galesteo after the animals belonging to the Dept which are kept out there
grassing.
John Ward
Santa Fe Saturday JanY 29 1853
Agent Steck arrived this morning from Abiquin-he has been
absent about six weeks, during which time he has been to Antonchico,
Vegas, Mora, Taos and several other places-during his trip he has
seen several Mescaleros, Jicarilla Apaches, and Utahs, and reports
them doing well and behaving the same-he had to make them all
some presents such as corn, tobacco, &c.
The Mexican with the animals from Galesteo came in this afternoon, 11 in number-they h:.we been out there 1 month, and 18 daysNo Indians here today.
John Ward
Sunday J anY 30th 1853
The Supt sent word today to Tesuque for Jose. M. Vigil and the
rest of the Delegation, which went into the States with Gov. Calhoun
in order to give them the mares which they brought from the States
with them.
John Ward
Monday JanY 31st 1853
The Supt this morning turned over the 4 B. mares to the Tesuque
Delegation,75 as follows, Juan A. Vigil the gray, to Jose D. Herrera the
75. The names as they appear in The National Intelligencer, September 7, 1852,
were. Jose Marie Vigil, J. Yuazo, Carlos Vigil, Juan Antonio Vigil, Jose Abeyta, Jose
Domingo Herrera.
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bay, to Jose Abeita the sorrel, to Carlos Vigil the dark chestnut, and to
Jose M.Vigil his choice of the 2 mares which were left at Council
Grove, when they shall be received at this place. An Indian from
Jemez came in this afternoon in search of a mule which he said Aguila
Negra had lost whilst on his way from here.
John Ward

9.
Santa Fe Tuesday February 1st 1853
The Mail . for Independence left this morning. No Indians here
today.
John Ward
Wednesday Feb!' 2d 1853
Chacon 76 with 37 other JicariIIa Apaches came in this afternoon,
also 2 other Indians from Santa Clara, in all 40 Indians, with 12 animals-had to feed and lodge them all- the object of this visit is to see
their new Tata and have a talk with him.
John Ward
Thursday FebY 3d 1853
The Supt had a long council with the Indians this morning-after
breakfast they all went off highly pleased with their reception and
the presents made to them.
The Governor in company with Judge Baker 77 left this forenoon
on a trip to the Placeres (gold mines). 78
John Ward
Friday FebY 4th 1853 79
The Gov. of Santa Clara with five other Indians from the same
Pueblo came in to see the Supt on business, but in consequence of his
being absent they all went off in the afternoon.
John Ward
76. Chacon was the head chief of the Jicarillas. Some time before this he was
reported as strongly recommending his people to settle down as agricultur~lists
(Greiner to Lea. April 30, 1852, Calhoun Correspondence, p. 530) and very recently he
had divulged to Greiner the Indian side of the truth about tbe massacre of the White
party at the "Waggon Mound" in 1850 (Calhoun Correspondence, PP. 206 et seq.)
According to Chacon there had been the usual provocation on the part of the whitesnot the ones murdered-and the usual Indian revenge. Bad white men had attacked a
party of Chacon's men who had gone to Las Vegas to make peace. The Indians retaliated upon the first whites that came their way (National IntelUgeacer, January 25,
1853) .
77. Judge Grafton Baker.
78. Doubtless the same described by Bartlett (Personal Narrative. vol. i, p. 275).
which "the frequent inroads of the Apaches had caused" "to be abandoned."
79. This is the last entry of the Lane journal already printed.
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Saturday FebY 5th 1853
No-Indians here today.
John Ward

10.
Santa Fe Sunday FebY 6th 1853
Two Indians from Jemez came in this afternoon bringing with
them a letter for the Supt.
John Ward
Monday FebY 7th 1853
The Gov. got back this forenoon, from his trip, The Jemez Indians
went off this forenoon-the Gov. made them present with a plow for
the benefit of their Pueblo.
John Ward
Tuesday FebY 8th 1853
The following gentlemen were appointed today by the Gov. and
Mr. D. V. Whiting, as appraisers, Jas. J. Webb, Jas. E. Sabine, and
Preston Beck jr, in order to make a valuation of the public property
brought out by Mr. D. V. Whiting with the Tesuque Indians Delegation
-a proper list of the articles, and value of the same, was made and
filed in this office.
Bicente Velarde, a Mexican from Abiquin, made an application, to
the Supt, for a pass, in order to travel through the Indian Country on
his way to California-the pass was granted. to him agreable with
the laws of the U. S. and the regulations of the Ind. Dept.
John Ward
Wednesday FebY 9th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Affs.
John Ward

11.
Santa Fe Thursday FebY 10th 1853
The Gov. purchased from Mr. Samuel Ellison four mules for the
use of the Ind. Dept for which he paid 250 dollars.
No Indians here today.
John Ward
Friday FebY 11th 1853
Three more mules were purchased today, two from Mr Owens,
and one from Mr. Mitchel-eost, 165 dollars the three.
No Indians here today.
John Ward
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Saturday FebY 12th 1853
The Gov. of San Felipe with 6 other Indians from the same Pueblo
came in today to see the Supt in relation, to some of their land which
their Mexican neighbors wanted to make use of, against their will.
Two San Ildefonso Indians, also, came today to see the Supt on
business.
John Ward
Sunday FebY 13th 1853
The San Felipe and San Ildefonso Indians all went off this morning after breakfast, highly pleased with the new Gov r and the presents
made to them, such as spades, plow, and &c,
The Gov. ordered Agent Steck to go down to their Pueblo (San
Felipe) and in company with Agent Baird to investigate and settle the
matter.
Agent Steck, in accordance with the above orders, left this afternoon.
John Ward
12.
Santa Fe Monday FebY 14th 1853
Several Indians here today but on no particular business, only that
of begging, as usual.
John Ward
Tuesday FebY 15th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Affs •
.'
John Ward
Wednesday FebY 16th 1853
Agent Steck returned this afternoon from San Felipe--he reports
having settled the land question between the Mexicans and Pueblo
Indians.
John Ward
Thursday FebY 17th 1853
Two Jicarilla Apaches came in today to see the Supt on business.
John Ward
Friday FebY 18th 1853
The two Apaches still here-during the forenoon two San Domingo Indians came in to see the Supt on land business, the Mexicans
being the cause of this trouble as usual.
John Ward
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13.
Santa Fe Saturday FebY 19th 1853
The Jicarillas and San Domingo Indians went off after breakfast.
Dr. ConnIly's 80 two eight mule teams, intended to freight out the
goods to the Southern Apaches, arrived this forenoon-a portion of
the goods are" (at this place) on hand" and the balance are to be taken
from Paralta-Ward is to go in charge of the teams, goods, and the
escort, intended for the trip to the Southern Apaches.
John Ward
Sunday FebY 20th 1853
Two Taos Indians came in this morning after a plow, which they
said the Supt had promised them, during his visit to their Pueblo--the
plow was given to them and they left for their homes in the afternoon.
John Ward
Monday FebY 21st 1853
Ward left this morning with the teams, goods, provisions, and escort-he is to go as far as Paralta and there to wait the arrival of the
Governor.
The Gov r will leave this place (Santa Fe) on the 28th inst-Mr.
Greiner will attend to the Indian matters during the absence of the
Gov r and Ward. 81
14.
Santa Fe April 27th 1853
The Gov r and party arrived this afternoon about 4 o'clock from his
trip to the Rio Gila.
John Ward
Santa Fe Thursday April 28th
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Aff".
John Ward
Santa Fe Friday April 29th
Two Indians here from Nambe, complaining of the authorities of
the Pueblo of Pojuaque, in relation to a marriage-the Gov. told them
to go back to their Pueblo and obey the orders of their Gov. and head
men, as he would not interfere with their customs or laws.
John Ward
80. Presumably, Dr. Henry Connelly, for an account of whom, see H. H. Ban.
croft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, p. 448.
81. Since John Greiner's signature as Secretary of the Territory was attached to
Governor Lane's proclamation of March 13, 1853, it seems safe to assume that it was
prepared before Lane left Santa Fe.
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Santa Fe April 30th 1853
Francisco Archuleta from San Juan came in this morning to see
the Supt and to get a pass to go out and trade with the Utahs, but, in
consequence of the mail being about to leave for the States, his pass
was not granted, but he was told to come back for it on Monday next.
No other Ind. here today.
"John Ward
15.
Santa Fe Sunday May 1st 1853
The Gov. of Pojuaque with five other Indians of the same Pueblo
came in to see the Supt in relation to one of their young men who had
married a girl from the Pueblo of Nambe, and the parents of the young
man wanted him to live at Pojuaque, his native home, but the girl's
parents wanted him to live at Nambe according to the promise he made
the girl and her parents previous to the marriage.
But the Gov. of the Pueblo said that the young man had made that
promise without the knowledge of his father or the authorities of the
Pueblo and consequently they were not willing that the young man
should live at Nambe.
The Supt stated to them that he had other business of much importance to attend to and, as he did not wish to interfere with their old
rules and customs, he would leave the matter for them to settle according to their laws and regulations.
John Ward
Monday May 2d 1853
The San Juan Ind. came in today after the pass promised to
Archuleta on Saturday last-the pass was granted-no other Indians
here today. Last night one of the mules belonging to the Ind. Dept
took sick and died-proper certificates have been taken.
John Ward
Tuesday May 3d 1853
An Express came up from Limitar-it was sent by Judge Watts
with information about the arrival of Trias 82 at la Mesilla with one
thousand men, and other communications for the Gov.-several Pueblo
Indians here today-some on busine~s and others begging as usual.
John Ward
82. Governor of Chihuahua. See above, pp. 209-210'- Judge Conkling Was
reported to have given the Mexican authorities assurances that the United States
would disclaim Governor Lane's acts (National InteUigencer, May 6, 1863). Nevertheless. troops were collected by Governor Trias to oppose the occupation of the valley
of Mesilla (ibid., May 31, 1853). It was surmised, in Louisiana, when General Robert
B. Campbell was appointed to supersede· Bartlett as commissioner for running the
boundary line, that he "was not empowered to touch that part which has been the
occasion of the Iste action on. the part of Gov. Lane ..... (i.bid., May 19, 1863).
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VVednesday ~ay 4th 1853
No Indians here this day-nothing much done in the way of Ind.
Afrs.John VVard
Thursday ~ay 5th 1853
Several Indians here-some from Nambe, and Pojuaque-great
excitement prevails in town in consequence of the Express which passed
through here last night towards Taos in search of Col. Sumner.
John VVard
Friday ~ay 6th 1853
A communication was received last evening from ~r. Rudolph of
La Canada in which he states that the Navajos had killed a ~exican
and one of his sons and had taken two ~exican boys captives (the
~exican's name was Ramon ~artin) the Indians had also run off all
of ~artin's stock-the Gov. upon receiving the above information sent
a letter to Agent Baird stating all the facts of the case and requesting
that he should take all necessary means to recover the captives and
stock and to have the criminals seized, if possible, and have them
brought to account.
The Alcalde of Chamas (where the murder was committed) came
to see the Gov. and he stated that the murder was committed about 4
leagues from his residence (Chamas, Rio Arriba County) and that he
was not positive as to what Indians committed the crime but that suspicion rested on the Navajoes-the Gov. also sent a letter to Agent
Steck on the subject--~r. Greiner arrived from Taos-he reports every
thing quiet and the Taos Pueblos all well.
John VVard
Saturday ~ay 7th 1853
The Gov. sent Mr. Greiner to investigate the murder of Mr. Ramon
and his son.
The Gov. of Santo Domingo with two other Indians came in to see
the Supt, complaining of the citizens of Pena blanca, Cubero, and Shili,
about letting their stock loose upon the fields of their Pueblo--the
Supt sent a letter to the Prefect of that county requesting that the
stock should be kept out of the Indian lands.
John VVard
Sunday May 8th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Affs •
John VVard
Monday May 9th 1853
The Gov. employed Mr Vigil in order to investigate the robberies
and other outrages committed by the Navajoes-the Gov. has also
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given him instructions in case he should meet with either Agent Baird
or Steck to turn over all the documents to them so as not to interfere
with the Agents, but should the Agents need his services to go with
them and render them all possible aid in their investigation-Mr. Ellison is to go with Mr Vigil-they leave this afternoon towards Pena
blanca.
Three Santa Clara Indians here today-all went off again in the
afternoon.
John Ward
18.
Tuesday May 10th 1853
The Gov. furnished Mr. Ellison with one public horse, saddle,
bridle, 2 double B. guns one yaager,one pistol, pouches &c, for the trip
-No Ind. here today.
John Ward
Wednesday May 11th 1853
Four Cochiti Indians here today on their way to Barclay's Fort in
search of stolen animals-they requested the Gov. to give them a
letter for the authorities of that county to assist them in recovering
their animals should they be found in that neighborhood-the Gov.
gave them the letter for the Alcalde.
; John Ward
Thursday May 12th 1853
The Cochiti Indians all left after breakfast this morning, the
mail from.El Paso arrived this afternoon at 3 oclock-the Gov. received
Agent Wingfield's quarterly accounts and also letters giving account of
the progress of the Indians at his agency.
John Ward
Friday May 13th 1853
Four San Ildefonso Indians here this afternoon to see the Gov. on
some business.
John Ward
19.
Santa Fe Saturday May 14th 1853
The San Ildefonso Indians complained that their Mexican neighbors would not keep their stock out of the Pueblo lands-the Gov sent
word to the Alcalde of that county to keep the stock out of the Indian
lands.
.
Mr. Overman came to request the Gov. to extend the license
granted to him by Agent Baird-the Gov. did so-the Ind" all left
after breakfast.
John Ward
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Sunday. May 15th 1853
The Gov. received letters from Agents Steck and Wingfield. Agent
Steck reports the Jicarillas (Chacon's Band) doing weIland behaving
the same-he also reports his having been out to the Utah country in
order to find out the murderers of Don Ramon Martin.
Carlos from Tesuque came in to see the Supt about an ox which he
said he had lost some two years ago and it was now in the possession
of a Cochiti Indian-the Supt told him that all such matters must be
settled by the authorities of the Pueblos.
John Ward
Monday May 16th 1853
No Indians here today-Several Mexicans here with land titles &c
-they were all sent to the proper authorities.
John Ward
20.
Santa Fe Tuesday May 17th 1853
Three Cochiti Indians here today in search of a mule which they
said some Mexicans had stolen.
John Ward
Wednesday May 18th 1853
Mr. Conkling from Jemez brought a letter to the Gov. from Mr.
Vigil in which he states that he had learned from the Jemez Indians
that the murderers of Ramon Martin are Navajoes and that they are
well known by the Jemez Indians-Mr. Vigil was to leave for the
Navajo country-he will take an escort of 11 Pueblo Indians.
Agent Steck arrived this afternoon from Jemez-he reports Mr.
Vigil having left that place for the Navajoes, two days previous to
his arrival-he also gives a very favorable account of his Jicarilla
family.
John Ward
Thursday May 19th 1853
Mr. Manuel Chaves made a complaint against the Mescaleros who,
as he said, had stolen from his Rancho near Anton Chico 3 mules, 2
mares, and 2 horses-the Gov. told him that he would do everything
in his power to recover the stolen property.
John Ward
Friday May 20th 1853
One of the men employed at Agent Steck's camp came in this
morning and reports that the Jicarillas are much alarmed in consequence of the Navajoes being near their neighborhood.
John Ward
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2l.
Saturday May 21st 1853
Agent Steck left this morning for his Jicarilla camp-the following articles were turned over to him, one rifle, 4 guns, 2 yaugers, 6
powder horns, and 6 pouches, all public property of the Ind. Dept. No
Indians here today.
John Ward
Sunday May 22d 1853
The mail from Independence arrived this afternoon. Mr. MesserveY,83 the new Secretary, came in with it-No Indians here today,
John Ward
Monday May 23d 1853
No Indians here today,
John Ward
Tuesday May 24th 1853
Mr. Vigil, Special Agent, came in thi's forenoon from the Navajo
country-he brought with him the two boys which the Navajoes made
captives at the time that they killed Ramon Martin-<>ne of the boys
is the son of Martin, and the other is first cousin-their names are
Librado Martin and Claudio Martin.
The Gov. upon their arrival had them well fed, and furnished them
with clothing which they stood in great need of-Justo and nine other
Indians from the Pueblo of Jemez came in this afternoon together
with Aguila Negra and 6 other Navajoes.
John Ward
22.
Santa Fe Wednesday May 25th 1853
The Gov. had the two Captives sent home this morning in charge
of Francisco Tapia-he also sent a letter to the Alcalde so that he
should deliver them over to their parents-the boys went off highly
pleased with the clothes and presents given to them.
Agent Steck came back from his camp and he reports the Jicarillas
much alarmed owing to some· mischievous Mexicans who have been
telling the Ind S that the smallpox was killing a great many people in
the Rio Arriba country, but he thinks the object of the Mexicans is
to make the Indians run off and leave the land which they have now
under cultivation for their special benefit.
The Gov. had a long talk with Aguila Negra and the other Navajoes in regard to the murder of Ramon Martin-Aguila Negra stated
83.

William S. Messervy.
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that he would do.all in his power to have the murderers arrested, but
he thought that war would be the result (among themselves).
John Ward
Thursday May 26th 1853
The Navajoes and Jemez Indians all went off after breakfast this
morning highly pleased with their reception and presents made to
them-previous to their leaving the Gov. made them understand that
the murderers and the stock, stolen by the Navajoes, had to be given
up, otherwise he would declare war against them, but they all promise
to do everything in their power to have them delivered over to the
proper authorities-they left one mule in the care of the Gov. which
they said belonged to Martin.
John Ward
23.
Santa Fe Friday May 27th 1853
A Jicarillas Apache from Agent Steck's camp came in this morning
and he reports all his people doing well and in good health.
An Indian from Taos also here today going towards San Miguel
in search of a gun which he said a Mexican had stolen from his brother
some two years since-he wanted the Gov. to give him a letter to the
Alcalde of that county so as to aid him in recovering his property-the
Gov. sent a letter to the Alcalde on the subject.
John Ward
Saturday May 28th 1853
No Indians here today.
John Ward
Sunday May 29th 1853
Mr. Duvall, SuttIer at Fort Webster, arrived here this morninghe reports the Indians in the neighborhood of the Fort all well and
behaving the same-he also states that Mangas Coloradas has applied
for permission to come in with the rest of his people and cultivate the
soil-Mangas also reported at the Fort that a large number of Mexican
troops were attacking his people within the limits of the disputed Territory-the mule left at La Sienega by Mr. Vigil, (supposed to belong
to R. Martin) was turned over to the Supt today.
John Ward

24.
Santa Fe Monday May 30th 1853
Several Pueblo Indians here today-all went off again in the
afternoon.
John Ward
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Tuesday May 31st 1853
Josecito with 7 others, Mescalero Indians, came in today to see
the Tata-he reported all his people well-he also stated that what
few crops they have are doing well.
John Ward
Wednesday June 1st 1853
The mail for Independence left this morning-Mr Greiner, the late
Secretary, leaves with it. 84
The Gov. had a long talk with Josecito and those who came with
him-Josecito stated that last year, when himself with the rest of the
chiefs of his Band came in to make peace, the Military commandant
had promised them to establish a Fort out in their country, but as yet
nothing of the kind had been done and, as himself as well as the rest
of the chiefs all wish to be on good terms with the whites, he thinks
that promise should be fulfiled by the Military, so that the bad people
which they have among them could be made to respect the treaty, and
for the reason that their power over their bad men is not sufficient to
make them behave as they should, but nevertheless he promised to do
all in his power to make them respect the Treaty.
The Gov made him a present of a silver medal, some hoes, spades,
hatchets, &c.
.
Col. Sumner and the Gov. had a consultation in reference to the
murder of Ramon Martin by the Navajoes.
25.
Santa Fe Wednesday June ist 1853
At a conference had between H. E. the Gov. of N. M., Wm. Carr
Lane, and the comdg officer of the 9th Mil. Dept. in N. M., Col. Sumner,
to take into consideration the steps most advisable to be followed, in
relation to the delivery of the murderers of Don. Ramon Martin, (five
Navajo Ind s ) it was agreed upon, after a due and just consideration
of the subject, that the terms of the agreement, made by the Gov.
with the Navajo chief, Aguila Negra, should be carried into execution:
84. For the return of Greiner to his home in Columbus "flor settling his accounts
at the Indian Office in Washington, where George W. Manypenny was now in charge,
see Journal of Amerir.an History, vol. iii, P. 554. Manypenny, it will be recalled, was
the Indian commissioner who, in the winter of 1853-1854, negotiated treaties of cession
with the tribes of Kansas (Abel, A. H., "The Extinguishment of Indian Titles in
Kansas," Kansas State Historical Society CoUecti01l8, vol. viii) in order to remove the
chief obstruction to the organization of the contemplated territories of Nebraska and
Kansas, another phase of the railroad project (See Hodder, F. H.,· "Genesis of the
Kansas-Nebraska Bill," Wisconsin Historical Society Proceeding., 1912, pp. 69-86;
"Propaganda as a Source of American History." Mississippi Valley HutOTical Review,
June, 1922, vol. ix, pp. 1-17. Manypenny became, several years subsequently, the
author of Our Indian Ward., one of the severest indictments of the United States
Indian policy that has ever issued from the press.
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i. e: that should the chief or chiefs fail to deliver, the murderers of
said Martin, at· the time specified and agreed to by the Gov. with said
chief Aguila Negra, and feeling confident that the delivery of said
murderers is within the power of said chief or chiefs who are now at
peace with us, and that the failure to deliver them may and ought to
be construed as a connivance on the part of said chiefs, which must
therefore be considered as an act accessory after the fact, it is therefore decided, by the above Gov. and Supt of Ind. Affs. and by the
Comdg Officer, Col Sumner, to force and cause the delivery of said
murderers, by immediately after the time is up which said chiefs had
to deliver said murderers, beginning hostilities against the whole of the
Navajo tribe, by either laying waste their country, taking hostages, or
destroying the whole race.
In the interview, the Gov. had with Col. Sumner, he stated to him
that he (the Gov.) had done his duty in giving him all the information
he could collect in relation -to the case and in placing all the reports of
the Special Agents, sent to investigate the matter, before him, so
that he might act as he might think most advisable in the matter, that
he had discharged his duties as Supt of Ind. Affs., that as to the steps
to be taken and in what manner to begin hostilities against the Indians,
he could not say anything, leaving that entirely to the discretion of
the comdg officer in N. M. He only requested and urged, that the rights
of property should be defended, and the protection [which] the Mil.
were sent here to afford and give the citizens of N. M. should be
granted-the Gov. also stated to Col. Sumner that, should he desire the
aid of the Militia of the Territory, he could have it and, should he not
begin hostilities to cause the delivery of said murderers, he would do
it himself.
- Col Sumner expressed an unwillingness and questioned the propriety of holding the whole Nwajo tribe responsible for the act of five
marauding and ungovernable Indians, saying that to his mind it
seemed an unjust and almost unjustifiable undertaking-were he convinced, said the Col., of the propriety and justice of the matter to hold
the whole tribe responsible for the act of the said Indians he would
immediately begin hostilities. But the Gov. urged on him the protection of property and the necessity of compelling them to deliver the
murderers as demanded, they having acknowledged their guilt, and
the perpetrators of the murder being personally known-a difference
of opinion was expressed between the Gov. and Col. Sumner at the
measures most advisable, and the most proper mode of warfare and
hostilities to be carried on against the Indians, Col. Sumner saying
that all he could possibly do, was to lay waste their country by destroying the crops and taking their herds, expressing at the same time, that
it was impossible to catch the Navajoes on their fleet horses. The Gov.
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differed and told him that in his opinion the Indians could be caught, if
the proper and willing measures would be followed. He could not see
any difficulty in following the Indians and catching them go where
they might.
27.
Santa Fe Thursday June 2d 1853
Josecito with the other Mescaleros went off this morning after
breakfast highly pleased with their reception and the presents given
to them-several Pueblo Indians here today-one of them from San
Felipe made a complaint against a Mexican who he said had taken
one of his peons away from him. The Gov. told him that all such
matters must be settled by the Gov. of the Pueblo.
John Ward
Friday June 3d 1853
The Gov. has ordered Agent Steck to give up his post among the
Utahs and JicarilIas, in order that he might get ready to proceed to
the Agency at Fort Webster and take charge of it. The Gov., with the
advice and consent of Agent Steck, has appointed Mr. Lafayette
Head s5 as Special Agent for the Utahs and JicarilIas, the latter having
about 150 acres of land under cultivation &c.
Mr. Jose Perea having proved the 2 mules left b~' the Navajoes to
be his property and which he said the Navajoes stole from him this
year, they were turned over to him, and receipt taken.
John Ward
Saturday June 4th 1853
No Indians here today.
John Ward
28.
Santa Fe Sunday June 5th 1853
No Indians here today.
John Ward
Monday June 6th 1853
Matias Baca, a Mexican, made an application for a pass to go to
the Comanches and take to them some animals which they had lost
some months since, and through that means to try and recover some
of his animals which the Comanches had stolen from him during his
86. Coues says that Lafayette Head was "the oldest American settler on the
Conejos" (Pike. vol. ii. p. 495. note 43). In December 1863, .Head served in the
lower house of the territorial legislature from Rio Arriba county; in the 6th. 7th. and
8th assemblies (1856-7-8), he represented Taos county in the council. the last time
being elected president of that body.
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trading trip among them-the pass was granted to him. No Indians
here today.
John Ward
Tuesday June 7th 1853
Great rumours in town today about the Navajoes having killed
Mr. Shaw (a preacher) and Mr. H. L. Dodge (merchant) whilst on
their way to Fort Defiance, in the Navajo country, but no communication, either official or private, has been received at this office on the
subject, therefore no confidence is placed in the rumours-it is also
reported that the Navajoes are about to form a league with the Utahs,
and that they are now in council in the neighbourhood of Abiquin. No
Indians here today.
John Ward
Wednesday June 8th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Aff·.
John Ward
29.
Santa Fe Thursday June 9th 1853
Several Indians here today. Lieut. Beal 85a , Supt of Ind. Affs in
California, arrived here last evening on his way to California-he
left this afternoon towards Taos to join his party.
John Ward
Friday June 10th 1853
Three Santa Clara Indians here today to inform the Supt that the
people who left their Pueblo last week, in consequence of their not
wishing to obey the authorities of their Pueblo, have all come back
and have promised to behave themselves for the future-they have
been admitted and their property returned to them.
John Ward
Saturday June 11th 1853
The Santa Clara Indians all went off this morning after breakfast. An Indian from the pueblo of Jemez came in complaining about
the Prefect of their county (Santa Ana) about a road which the Prefect
is about to make through their fields, in preference to repairing the old
road.
The Gov. sent a letter to the Prefect on the subject.
John Ward
85a. Edward F. Beale, formerly of the navy, best known as an advocate of
camel transportation in the West.
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30.
Santa Fe Sunday June 12th 1853
The Gov. sent a letter to Agent Baird requesting him to proceed to
the Navajo country and to cooperate with the commanding officer at
·Fort Defiance in arresting the murderers of R. Martin and have them
brought to justice-the Jemez Indian went off this morning.
John Ward

Monday June 13th 1853
No Indians here today-all quiet.
John Ward
Tuesday June 14th 1853
The Mail from Texas arrived this forenoon. The Gov. received
a letter from Fort Webster by which we learn that the Apaches (Gila)
have been down in to Sonora on a campaign and that they have brought
in to the Fort 4 captives, two girls and two boys. Maj. Steen, comm g at
the Fort, has notified GenI. Trias of the facts in order that he may
dispose of the captives as he may think proper-it appears that the
Apaches have got the better of the Mexicans this time. No Indians
here today.
John Ward
Wednesday June 15th 1853
Mr. Diego Baca, a Mexican from Pefia Blanca, made an application
for a license to trade with the Coyoteros (Apaches) for three months
-the license was granted. No Indians here today.
John Ward
31.
Santa Fe Thursday June 16th 1853
No Indians here today-all quiet.
John Ward

Friday June 17th 1853
Several Pueblos here today with no other business than that of
begging-they were all put off.
John Ward
Saturday June 18th 1853
By the arrival of Mr. Webb from the Rio Abajo we learned that
Mr. Shaw and Capt. Dodge are not killed as reported-so much for
rumours,
John Ward
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Sunday June 19th 1853
Two San Juan pueblos came in to see the Supt on business, and to
return the pass which was granted to them some time since to trade
with the Comanches-they report the Comanches well and behaving
the same-they met them on the Colorado.
John Ward
Monday June 20th 1853
The San Juan Indians went off after breakfast this morning.
An Indian from Santa Clara came in to see the Supt on business
concerning his pueblo.
John Ward
32.
Santa Fe Tuesday June 21st 1853
Capt Ewell, U. S. A., and Mr. Dodge arrived here this morning
from the Navajo country and they report that the Navajoes have promised to deliver up the murderers of Don. R. Martin, and also to give
up the stolen sheep and other property which may have been stolen of
late by their people-No Indians here this day.
John Ward
Wednesday June 22d 1853
Agent Steck arrived here this afternoon from Taos-he reports
the Utahs all quiet, and the Jicarillas doing well and their Rancho
looking as fine as any in the country-they have about 150 acres under
cultivation-so much for Gov. Lane. No Indians here today.
John Ward
Thursday June 23d 1853
Several pueblos here today, begging as usual-all sent off.
John Ward
Friday June 24th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Aff B•
John Ward
Saturday June 25th 1853
No Indians here today-all quiet.
John Ward
33.
Santa Fe June 26th 1853
The mail from Independence arrived this morning and by the news
brought by it we learned that Mr. Merywether 86 is the new Gov. and
86.

David Wood Meriwether of Kentucky, a Virginian born, had been appointed

to fill the vacancy in the United StateB Benate cauBed by the death of Henry Clay,
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also that Capt Dodge has been appointed Ind. Agent in place of S. M.
Baird and that Jas. M. Smith is coming out also, as Ind. Agent, in
place of Wingfield.
Col. Sumner left here this morning on his way to the Statesseveral pueblos here today.
John Ward
Monday June 27th 1853
Several Indian pueblos here today but having no business with the
office they were all put off.
John Ward
Tuesday June 28th 1853
No Indians here today-all quiet.
John Ward
Wednesday June 29th 1853
No Indians here this day-nothing much done in the way of Ind.
Aff s •
John Ward
Thursday June 30th 1853
Agent Dodge left this morning-he is to relieve Agent Baird, and
then proceed to the Navajo country-the Gov. gave him written instructions-Mr. Keithly, also left this morning towards Jemez. No
Indians here today.
John Ward
34.
Santa Fe Friday July 1st 1853
Mr. Head, Special Agent, came in from Abiquin-he reports the
Jicarillas all well and behaving the same and their fields doing very
well. No Indians present.
John Ward
Saturday July 2d 1853
No Indians here today.
John Ward
Sunday July 3d 1853
Several pueblos here today begging-all put off.
John Ward
June 29, 1852, "serving from July 6, 1852, until September 1, 1852." (Bwg. Congre.sional Directory, 177.1,-1909, p. 691.) He officiated as governor of New Mexieo from
May 6, 1853 to January 5, 1855 (Ibm.). For further details of him and his family,
see Minor, L. A. H., The Meriwether. and Their Connections, p. 118.
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Monday July 4th 1853
An Indian here from Acoma-he reports all his people doing well
-had no particular business.
John Ward
Tuesday July 5th 1853
Three Nambe Indians here this morning-all went off again in the
afternoon.
John Ward
Wednesday July 6th 1853
Several Pueblo Indians here, but having no business with the
office, they were all put off.
John Ward
35.
Santa Fe Thursday July 7th 1853
Three San Felipe Indians came in to see the Supt about some land
situated below the Town of Algodones on the Rio Grande, which they
say belongs to them, but the Santa Ana Indians are trying to lay a
claim to it-the Gov. told them that Agent Steck, would attend to the
matter and for both parties to be on the ground by day after tomorrow
with their documents, so as to have the matter settled by the Agent
who is to be there on that day. Four Santa Ana Indians also here complaining about their Mexican neighbours letting their stock run loose
on their fields (the Pueblos). The Gov. sent a letter to the Prefect of
Santa Ana county requesting him to investigate the matter and have
the stock of the Mexicans kept out of the Indians' land,-Also an
Indian from San Juan entered a complaint against a Mexican, about
some land which the Mexican claims, and as the Indian says belongs to
him.-The Gov. told him that he would send up an Agent as soon as
possible and have the matter settled or if possible h~ would go up himself and settle it.
John Ward
Friday July 8th 1853
The Santa Ana and San Juan Indians all went off this morning.
Agent Steck left this afternoon towards the Agency at Fort Webster-he is to relieve Agent Wingfield at that Agency. the Gov. requested of him to investigate, and to settle if .possible the troubles
between the San Felipe and Santa Ana Indians in regard to the land
situated below Algodones on his way through that place.
John Ward
Saturday July 9th 1853
No Indians here today-all quiet.
John Ward
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Sunday July 10th 1853
Jose Maria from Tesuque came in to see the Gov.-he reports all
his people well-the Gov. made arrangements with him to take out
Juana (the captive woman) to his pueblo to live with them-Jose
Maria stated that he would report to the .Gov. and head men of the
pueblo, and he would then send after her.
John Ward
Monday July 11th 1853
Jesus Maria Herrera, a Mexican, reported that the Utahs have
stolen three horses, one mule and one cow from a Rancho situated at
the Rito Colorado Rio Arriba county, the property belongs to his uncle
-he also states that the thieves were pursued as far as the Rio de las
Animas in the Navajo country, but they could not be caught-the Gov.
told him that he would do everything in his power to have the property
recovered.
An Express was sent off to overtake Agent Steck with some letters-he was furnished with one public mule, one saddle, bridle,
gun, &c.
John Ward
37.
Santa Fe Tuesday July 12th 1853
Jose Antonio Lobato, a Mexican, came in to see the Supt and
inform him that he had learned from good authority that his son
(Rafael Lobato who was taken captive by the Navajoes in 1850) is now
in the service of Polinario Santa Ana at Las Candelarias near the
Ranchos of Albuquerque and he wanted to know if he could go down
and demand his child,
The Gov. told him that he could go and demand his child wherever
he finds it. The Gov. also gave him a letter to the Prefect of the
county requesting him to assist Lobato in recovering his child. No
Indians here today.
John Ward

Wednesday July 13th 1853
William Ivers, and Jas. Robertson made an application for a
license to trade with the Gila Apaches for three months--the license
was granted.
Special Agent Head came in today-he reports the Indians in that
part (Abiquin) of the country all quiet, and Chacon's Band doing very
well-several pueblos here-all went off again in the afternoon.
John Ward
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Thursday July 14th 1853
Carlos from Tesuque came in to see the Supt and to take Juana
(the captive) to his pueblo, to live--the Gov. had the captive delivered
to him with the understanding that she was to be well taken care of.
John Ward
38.
Santa Fe Friday July 15th 1853
Messrs. Simon Delgado and J. Jenneret were appointed by order
of the Gov. appraisers, for the property which is to be sold tomorrow
belonging to the Ind. Dept-they valued the animals as follows:
the Horse at $60,
" 2 white mules at $100. and the rest of the mules, six in number,
at $45 each,
Several pueblos here today begging as usual-all sent off.
John Ward
Saturday July 16th 1853
The Public sale came off this morning at 10 Oc1ock, viz:
The 2 white mules @ $119.00 To Geo. W. Wethered
one black
""
50.00 " Owens
one"
""
51.00 " McCutchen
four
" " 192.00 " Dr. Nangle
seven sets harness
49.00""
"
one jackscrew
1.25 " "
"
8.00 " "
"
" lead chain
" whip
1.00 " "
"
six headstalls
4.50 " Owens
one wagon
44.00 " Speigelberg
brush & currycomb
1.56 Y2" J. J ennerett
monkey wrench
1.75" " "
"
No Indians here today.
John Ward
Sunday July 17th 1853
Mr. Ellison arrived this evening from the Rio Abajo-he has been
down as far as Socorro-he reports having left Agent Steck sick at
that place. Several pueblos here today but on no particular business.
John Ward
39.
Santa Fe Monday July 18th 1853
Mr. Fitzwater, U. S. Forage Master, who had lately arrived from
old Mexico reports the Comanches, and Apache Indians committing
great depredations, both of lives and property, all through Chihuahua,
Durango and other provinces. Mr. F. is on his way to the States-he
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also reports that as many as 140 lives were taken at one time by the
Indians-No Indians here today.
John Ward
Tuesday July 19th 1853
Jose Antonio Lobato came to inform the Gov. that he had recovered his son (Rafael Lobato) from Polinario Santa AlIa-it appears
that a Mexican trader had bought him from the Navajoes and sold him
to the said Polinario, The Gov. congratulated him for his good luck,
and advised the boy to behave himself for the future and become a
good man-the Gov. also gave them 10 dollars to get some clothes with
for the boy.
The Express that went to overtake Agent Steck returned last evening, bringing with him a letter for the Gov.-few Indians here today.
John Ward
Wednesday July 20th 1853
No Indians here today-nothing much done in the way of Ind. Afr s •
John Ward
40.
Santa Fe Thursday July 21st 1853
Mr. Vigil came back from San Juan pueblo-he reports that he
had settled the land question between the pueblo Indian Atencio, and
the Mexican J. C. Atencio to the satisfaction of both parties-No Indians here today.
John Ward
Friday July 22d 1853
No Indians here today.
John Ward
Saturday July 23d 1853
Carlos from Tesuque here today-no other Indians here.
John Ward
Sunday July 24th 1853
The mail from Independence came in this afternoon and the conductor reported that he had passed Gov. Meriwether and Gen1 Garland 87 at pawny creek-no Indian here today.
John Ward
87. Colonel Sumner was also being superseded (National InteUigencer, May 17,
1853). The following indicate the impression that the change in the command of
the Ninth Military Department had upon the country:
" . . . Our Ereecutive Government have decided that the disputed territory belongs
to us under the treaty . . .
"It is of no use now to go into the merits of the controversy .. !' (Letter from
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Monday July 25th 1853
Juan de Jesus Garcia, of Pena Blanca, reported that Juan Padilla,
resident of Atrisco, with a party of about thirty men had gone out to
trade with the Pima Indians, without the necessary license,
John Ward
The Gov. notified both Agent Dodge and Steck of the facts.
41.
Santa Fe Tuesday July 26th 1853
Wm. Drew, and O. P. Hovey, made an application today for license
to trade with the Pimas and Gila Apache Indians-the license was
granted.
Several pueblo Indians here today begging as usual.
John Ward
Wednesday July 27th 1853
The Gov. sent two silver medals to Agent Steck, today, taking
the receipt of Mr. Messervy for the same,
John Ward
Thursday July 28th 1853
Mr. Valley88 of Pecos reported that Huero and two other Jicarilla
Apache Indians ran off from his Rancho several of his animals.
John Ward
Friday July 29th 1853
Juan Jose Archuleta of the Pueblo San Juan made an application
for a pass, for himself and fifteen other Indians, to trade with the
Comanches-the pass was granted.
The Gov. of Santo Domingo, with three other Indians came today
to see the Supt on business.
John Ward
88. Here, and in entries below under September 10-n. we have the earliest
known references to the Frenchman, Alexander Valle. and his ranch on the upper
Pecos river. Because of his broken English. he was nicknamed "Pidgin." His ranch
has been metamorphosed into a modem summer resort-but few people realize that its
name. "Valley Ranch," originated from this old Frenchman.-Editor.
a correspondent of The Jour.141 of Commerce, dated Washington, June 1. 1853, quoted
in Natio1tallnteUigencer, June 4, 1853).
'-' . . What Garland is to do lithe writer is wholly unable to say" ub.~t believe
it will be found to be the policy of the Administration to abstain from any aggressive
movement unless otherwise compelled by a continuance of Mexican interference . . ."
(ibid., June 23, 1853).
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42.
Santa Fe Saturday July 30th 1853
J. Peters resident of Lariata,89 near Pecos, reported that about
the same time that the Jicarillas ran off Mr. Valley's animals, they stole
two of his animals.
John Ward
Sunday July 31st 1853
Jose Maria from the Pueblo of Tesuque here today and reported
that Juana (the Captive), who was sent by the Supt to stay at their
pueblo, had gone off to the pueblo of Santa Clara-he also stated that
Juana is not a Mexican, as supposed, but that she belongs to the
(Yumas) Indians.
John Ward
Monday August 1st 1853
The Independence mail left this morning.
Pedro Aragon of Chama, made an application for license to trade
with the Comanches for the term of six months-the license was
granted.
John Ward
Tuesday Aug. 2d 1853
Several pueblos here today-all went off in the afternoon.
John Ward
43.
Santa Fe Wednesday Aug. 3d 1853
An Express from Fort Union arrived here this morning, and
reported that Gov. Meriwether, Gen l Garland, and party had arrived
at that place on Monday the 1st inst.
Also an Express from Abiquin arrived in the afternoon bringing
letters from the Prefect, and Special Agent Head, relative to Indian
depredations.
John Ward
Thursday Aug. 4th 1853
The Express from Abiquin left this morning taking letters to the
Prefect and Special Agent Head.
John Ward
Friday Aug. 5th 1853
Agent E. A. Graves, and Dr. Jacob arrived this morning from
the States-they reported that Gov. Meriwether and party will be
here next Monday.
John Ward
89. By "Lariata" Ward evidently meant Glorieta, where was fought. nine years
later. a decisive battle of the Civil War.-Editor.
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Saturday Aug. 6th 1853
The Gov. assigned Agent Graves to the Utah Agency this morning and gave him a letter of instructions.
John Ward
44.
Santa Fe Sunday Aug. 7th 1853
Carlos Vigil of Tesuque made an application for a pass for himself
and fifteen other Indians of his pueblo-it was granted.
Gen l Garland arrived this afternoon and reported that the Gov.
would stay at the Arroyo Hondo to night.
Several pueblos here today but having no business with this office
they were put off.
John Ward

Monday Aug. 8th 1853
Gov. D. Meriwether, Agent J. M. Smith, Judge J. J. Devenport 90
and others arrived this morning.
John Ward
Tuesday Aug. 9th 1853
Gov. Lane turned over all business to Gov. D. Meriwether, this
morning.
John Ward
JOURNAL OF DAILY TRANSACTIONS AT
THE SUPERINTENDENCY OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Santa Fe August 8th 1853
Gov. Meriwether entered upon the duties of his office of Superintendent of Indian Affairs this day.
Aug. 10th
Sent a dispatch to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs relative to
the condition of the various funds under charge of this Superintendency, (See letter book Page 373.)
Aug. 11th
Agent J. M. Smith reported to the Governor and received his
instructions. (see Pages 378-9. letter book.)
Aug. 13th
The Gov. sent a communication to Mr. Alexander Mayors relative
to property left at Fort Atkinson, and Council Grove, belonging to
the Indians, returning from Washington city, under charge of Mr.
Whiti!lg, (see letter book Page 381.)
90. J. J. Davenport, newly appointed judge of the first district, and thereby
chief justice of the territory.-Editor.
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The Gov. sent to Agent C. A. Graves his instructions (see letter
book, Page 382.)
The Gov. sent additional instructions to Agent Smith relative to
the number of labourers employed at his Agency, and five Mexican
prisoners, (see letter book page 384)
Aug. 16th
The Gov. received communication from Lt. Ransom and Mr. E. N.
Depew, and sent a messenger to overtake Agent Graves with instructions to hasten to Taos. (see letterbook page 389.)
Aug. 16th
The Gov. sent a communication to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs in relation to Indian Affairs in this Territory, (see Letter Book
page 385)
Santa Fe N. M. August 28th
The Gov. received two communications from Agent Graves relative to the conduct of the Utah Indians, (see Letter Book pages 391 and
395)
Aug 29th
The Gov. enclosed to Gen l Garland copies of Agent Graves' reports
relative to the Utah Indians (see Letter Book Page 397)
Aug. 31st
The Gov. sent his Indian Report to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs together with two Estimates, one relative to the deficiencies in
appropriations for the contingent expenses of Indian Affairs in the
Territory of New Mexico, for the fiscal year commencing July 1
1853 and ending June 30 1854.
And the other for contingent expenses, for the fiscal year commencing July 1 1854 and ending June 30 1855.
(See Letter Book pages, 399, 416, and 419.)
Sept 3rd
The Gov. sent Agent H. L. Dodge his instructions, (see Letter
Book page 420)
Sept. 10th
The Gov. sent a communication to Agent Graves relative to some
horses said to have been stolen by the Navajo Indians from the
Apaches, see letter book page 422.
Santa Fe N. M. Sept 10th 1853
The Gov. received a communication from Mr. Alexander Valle in
relation to the Apache Indians, see letter book page 423.
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September 11th
The Gov. employed Mr. O. P. Hovey in order that he should proceed to Pecos Village, and together with Mr. A. Valle have an interview
with the Apache Indians in regard to some horses said to have been
stolen by the said Indians, see letter book page 424.
September 12th
The Gov. received a report from Agent Steck, dated Fort Fillmore
August 23d in relation to the Mescalero Apaches, see letter book
page 425.
September 15th
The Gov. sent a communication to Judge Charles Beaubien, or
Mr. Jas. H. Quinn advising them of various acts of hostilities recently
committed by the Mescalero Apaches, in the neighborhood of Fort Fillmore, and also of their movements, see letter book page 428.
September 15th
The Gov. sent a communication to Agent Graves together with
Agent Steck's report, see letter book page 429.
Santa Fe N. M. Sept. 16th 1853
The Gov. sent a communication to Agent Smith in regard to general Indian Affairs, see letter book page 430.
September 18th
The Gov. sent to the Comm r of Ind. Affs. his accounts for his
transportation from Louisville, Kentucky to Santa Fe, N. M. see letter
book page 432.
September 17th
The Gov. sent to the Comm r of Ind. Affs. the reports of Agents
Steck and Smith, together with other communications relative to Ind.
Affs. see letter book pages 435 and 440.
September 26th
The Gov. sent a communication to Agent Smith in regard to Ind.
Affs. see letter book-page 451.
September 26th
The Gov. sent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs the accounts,
vouchers &c of Agent Steck, and Special Agent L. Head together with
a certified copy of his letter of appointment, see letter book pages 453,
and 454.
Oct. 1st
The Gov. transmited to the Comm r of Ind. Affs. a long communication from Agent Smith, to-gether with many other things connected
with Ind. Affs. see letter book pages 456, 458, 460, 461, 463.

CHILDHOOD MEMORIES OF THE RIO GRANDE
IN FLOOD
By MAUDE McFIE BLOOM
FOUR-YEAR-OLDS remember? My mother said it was
D oexactly
a week since we had left Springfield, Illinois,

for Las. Cruces in New Mexico Territory, and for five days
of this time the A. T. and S. F. mainline west had been in
·flood area. But the worst, of course, had been these last
three days since leaving Albuquerque. In April of 1884 the
Rio Grande was on its annual, spring rampage.
My mother's hands would flutter, and she said she
simply couldn't stand all this horrible, rolling brown water
much longer. But it was my birthday, and my brother
Ralph (of seven) and I wanted to be happy anyway. So
we rolled oranges and tossed walnuts in .the isle of the wonderful "sleeping salon" while our mother talked to other
passengers.
Our real suffering was for drinking water. The supply
taken on long before at Albuquerque had soon been exhausted. There had been none since, except settled river
water, taken on at little marooned towns where our train
had been halted hours on end. Mama was afraid to let us
drink it, nor did we mind until the fruit was exhausted. She
"laid that when we arrived at the junction where the mainline turned due west-Rincon Junction which was only forty
miles from Las Cruces-we should find a nice American
eating house and pure, pumped water in plenty.
The trainmen told us of the "branch accommodation
train" between Rincon and EI Paso that we would get on.
Pretty new yellow passenger cars, they said; an engine, as
many freight cars as were needed, and our chair car made
up that train. "Round trip" to and" from EI Paso in a day.
They told us this as the train took a spurt across the
high, dry Jornada del Muerto. We were to reach Rincon at
six o'clock sharp. Oh, it was very cheerful all that day.
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Mama rested finally. Ralph and I could hardly wait to see
the fine, new, painted-yellow chaircar. Most all the cars
were new; this was only the second year since the railroad
had begun through service.
We all petted my mother. She was only twenty-four,
the youngest of a brood of seven sisters, so she expected it.
My father, who had been in the Civil War, was very serious,
and very much older, Mama said; ten whole years, she said.
Mama was coming down to this god-forsaken New Mexico
to uproot my father from this appointment as legal expert
of the new U. S. Land Office. He was getting far too interested....
Mama said he had no right to throw up his association
with General John G. Logan and the speakership of the
Illinois House of Representatives to come away off to this
dry desert, even if the river had washed away the county
seat at Mesilla and made a mess when the offices had to be
moved across in boats to Las Cruces, getting papers wet,
and lost, and all muddled up. Surely Papa had them fixed
up, now after a year and a half bothering with the old
things! Oh, she said, for the oaks, the snowballs in blossom, the never-ending lawns of her old home in St. Louis
. . . the trellises, "Pride of the Prairie" roses, and the
second story verandas overlooking the river of clear, clean
water. Mama said she wasn't a hen to moult all her nice
past life-like Papa!
Mama got vexed and slapped Ralph when he told her
Papa couldn't be a hen anyway, that he'd be a rooster. I
remembered it because it had never happened before-and
it began to spoil my birthday just then.
At Rincon Junction everybody got scared all over again.
The great steel bridge leading west to California was half
under the flow but still passable, they said. The "branch"
wasn't to make any more trips to El Paso; they told mama
she would have to send a messenger by horse to Fort Selden
for an army ambulance to take us three down to Las Cruces
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because it was under water too-all except on the hill and
the new station which was built up on high ground.
The trouble was that the Rio Grande was running full
in both the old and the new beds. Oh, they predicted, wasn't
the malaria going to be bad in "the valley" when the water
went down finally. Mama began to shake all over again.
Everybody was sorry for her now.
The big train heading west did cross the bridge, but the
men shook their heads; that roadway led along the sandy
soil for ten miles, and the very last building at Fort Thorn
had been washed away. Of course Thorn wasn't occupied
by troops now, but with the Apaches on the move and getting worse, there was talk of troops . . . Selden, being on
the east side of the Rio Grande and twenty miles south, was
too far. This in April of 1884 . . .
Ralph and I were very proud of our Papa. He "wrote
for the papers'" in the east, long wonderful letters about
those Indians . . .
All of a sudden here came our train into position in
front of the station where all we had to do was to step on.
Just the one yellow car and the funny little engine. My,
weren't we to ride in state!
Orders had been received just now, they said: the engine must get back to El Paso. There were not many engines-and in last year's flood the mate to this one had been
lost down the Mesilla Valley. It was to start back immediately, not a minute lost. Every rod of track was to be felt out
in advance of the locomotive, and none of the rails were
gone yet.
The nice elderly conductor "jumped" Ralph and me up
the steps and the train moved off. The brakeman had almost
to lift Mama on. We didn't know it at the time, but they
were scared about Mama already and had telegraphed for
Dr. Lyons at Selden to meet the train-if it got to the Fort,
and also if Doc. Lyons would be sober enough to serve.
We went plunk down into the raging, terrible flood
waters of two big arroyos coming down from the Rincon
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mountains off east. But the bridges held. They assured
Mama that the whole way was built on rocky hillsides
through The Narrows between Rincon and Robledo Pass;
that all she had to do was shut her eyes and go to sleep. We
all should, they said. Yes, siree, we were to be plumb down
under water many a mile but hadn't they just come up that
way-wasn't the car still wet?
Mama just looked at them with big, scared eyes, and
said she'd try. We two thought we'd try too, and rushed
down the car to get a good drink. If it would take us all
night to arrive, we might as well sleep.
There was not a drop of water in that drinking water
faucet! We looked at each other. We called to the two trainmen stationed on the rear platform keeping up a signaling
with their lanterns to the handcar men following . . . if
any track went out under our weight these were to hurry
back to Rincon. Ralph asked them for "water, please."
Then they looked at each other in consternation,-the
one thing they had overlooked in the hasty departure, having carefully drained it on arrival mid-afternoon! They
grabbed our shoulders and whispered: Mama was not to
know. Oh they'd do anything on earth for us if we'd just
pretend we'd had a good drink and wanted to get off to sleep
quick.
Just then Mama looked around from her staring out
the car window where the night-black water was lap, lapping a few inches below the sill, and under foot more water
was slosh, sloshing in the isles.
"Ralphie, Mama wants a drink, too. Be awfully careful, son. This engine is going to fall into the river too .
we'll all be . . ."
The conductor hurried forward .. Just a minute, he
said soothingly, he w~s on his way to the engine to get her
some nice distilled water, that the train was getting along
fine, with no danger, and all that.
We got our arms around Mama, telling her what we'd
promised to-Hadn't the conductor told us we'd have a free
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ride to El Paso at circus time in the fall? And if, as the kind
old man had pointed out to us, Mama was in for a god-awful
lot of bad times down here in New Mexico, hadn't we just
as well buck up-learn how to handle her at the start?
When he got back, all he had was half a greasy-looking
tin cup full. In the other hand he carried a tin pail with
more, but it wasn't free of engine grease, he admitted.
Mother turned away. In another minute she was shaking
and screaming, quite beside herself with hysterics.
We held on for dear life. The two men hurried back-car
gesticulating. My brother was tall and thin; I was short and
fat. Mama pushed away and ran splashing down the isle.
They must go back to Rincon, she cried.
By now the two men had decided something. Certainly,
said the conductor, if Mama would simply sip this water
laced with a tip of fine Kentucky bullrun to cover the grease
to quiet her nerves, why, he'd go out back and do some signalling about the situation . . . but she must quiet downwe all must settle so he could do it. It was good water, too
he assured her; only trouble was the engine wasn't going
fast enough to generate much steam so there'd be any
amount to speak of tonight. See?
"It's plain whiskey," Mama said, wavering. He pressed
it on her instead of her smelling salts, off which all the
ammonia had spilled and we all began to cough. The water
would stop our coughing, he said.
Mama was led back. She drank it down, gagging and
crying that it hurt her throat. She kept on laughing and
crying by spells, but pretty soon she was only laughingand that in a very silly way. Nor did she watch out the window at the water. Then she leaned over to go asleep. Ralph
and. I curled our feet under us to warm and dry them. I'll
never forget how nice and warm that red plush coach seat
looked that cold nig-l:lt.
Ralph insisted he stayed awake and saw the tall, uniformed army doctor come in: the three men whispering and
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grinning over us thrp,e. But I only remember waking at
sunrise, to be hugged by our father very hard.
After the Las Cruces stop, the train went on for a few
miles, when, with ~ hiss and a sigh, it toppled into the
torrent. There it lay until, one day, my mother had a big
idea. It was pure waste to allow that good sweet-toned engine
bell to rust. It would be wonderful to have it for the new
little Presbyterian church for which they were then trampling mud to make adobes.
As most of the young American boys were in Mama's
Sunday School class, the Llewellyns, the Bryan boys, little
Numa Frenger, an orphan and Ralph's bosom companion
who was being raised by his namesake uncle Numa Reymond, Mama went right about it. All the fathers chipped
in for the bell, and the railroad was very willing. It was
quite an event, the bell.
Until the tower was finished they hung it from a pole
between posts in the church yard. It was the first Protestant church bell in all the Mesilla Valley region. The men
of town used it for a fire signal, too. And did we children
have battles royal over who should ring it of a Sunday
morning! We were an awful torment to old Mr. Matheson,
the Scotch missionary to the Spanish Americans who was
stationed there with a nice little Mexican congregation and
a school where Mrs. Granger and her daughter, Miss Leva,
taught all of us children those first years.
We lived neighbors to Dr. Lyons' family at 'Cruces but
Mama did not forgive him for reminding her, on occasion,
of her plight that night on the train. We didn't any of us
-until that awful epidemic of scarlet fever. For, in those
days, no lady wanted her dignity belittled.
With this earliest remembering of the Rio Grande on
the rampage, that same little girl has been gathering data
on the ancient towns that lie beneath the waters of the river.
For the most part by floods, which seemed to be worst in
cycles of ten years; but others drowned by dams.
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The list now stands at twelve, charming, sleepy old
colonial villages and towns- that were, for the most part,
begun as haciendas or fortalezas. Their names are found in
traders' diaries, colonial family histories, the archives at
Santa Fe, and land office registers.
Gregg's Co'rnmerce of the Prairies mentions the old
crossing at Paraje, which was a little mercantile center
when Numa Reymond got his start--and nearby Fort Craig,
which was where the three Frenger children became orphaned when their officer father was killed by Indians.
Paraje has been submerged under Elephant Butte dam for
many a year. And it had a "twin" town just across the
river as most of the towns did. The name of Paraje's twin
was Cantarecio, meaning, "the place where the water sings
.loudly."
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contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the Southwest, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.
Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a
president, two vice-presidents, a corresponding secretary and treasurer, and a recording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute
the Executive Council with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election, and
shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors
shall have been elected and qualified.

Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the
Society and such committee shall make its report to the Society at
the November meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor
and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by
ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the
respective offices to be declared elected.
Article 6. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the
Historical Review.
Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selection and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction
and control of the Executive Council.
Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held at
the rooms of the Society on the third Tuesday of each month at
eight P. M. The Executive Council shall meet at any time upon call
of the President or of three of its members.
Article 9. Quorums. Seven members of the Society and three members of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.
Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by the Executive Council
and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at
any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendment shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,
at least four weeks prior to the meeting when such proposed amend.
ment is passed upon by the Society.

Students and friends of Southwestern History are cordially invited to become members. Applications should be addressed to the
corresponding secretary, Lansing B. Bloom, University of New Mexico.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

